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GOLDEN WORDS
Amritvani scripted by Pujyapad Swami Satyanand ji Maharaj, neither needs introduction nor commentary.  He claims that the Holy 
Work has been scribbled on promptings from the Lord Himself.

Dr. Gautam has unveiled the capability and mightiness hidden beneath it to bestow not only immortality on simple chanting 
of Amritvani, but also several other attainments written in-between the lines.  The very first glimpse of it gives the impression that it 
is not a document but a monument structured by Gautam.

Amritvani is the eternal vani/voice of love, devotion, knowledge and strength.  If Amritvani is to be described in one word, it is 
Satchitanand: truth, knowledge and bliss.

While  decoding  the  hidden  philosophy  lying  beneath  the  beautiful  verses  of  “eternal  words”  of  Param  Pujya  Swami 
Satyanand ji Maharaj, Dr. Gautam Chatterjee has very successfully been able to endorse that Amritvani is not only the healer of all 
ills but also the greatest religious text to beget bliss.  Reading, chanting and dwelling upon the stanzas containing noble and 
elevating thoughts in Amritvani help very much to prepare our minds for Japa and meditation.

Every true sadhak must develop a prayerful attitude.  Amritvani as a heavenly hymn is the eternal companion of us on which 
we can unfailingly depend at every stage of  life.   Whenever we feel  weak,  Ram Naam is  the ready source of  strength and 
inspiration.  In time of severe trials and tribulations, turmoil,  weak moments and during sickness, which no human being can 
altogether avoid or escape, Ram Naam is the sure panacea or remedy for all kind of ailments and woes.  We should also chant 
Amritvani or Ram Naam during our happy times to express our love, gratitude and devotion to Him and reflect the same in all the 
beings who are around us they are none but embodiment of the Lord Himself.  Lord’s name is our friend or sakha during rainy days 
and He is our fair weather companion as well.  None can step ahead without Him.   He is our spiritual friend, philosopher and guide.

As we are the followers of Bhakti or Prem Marg, singing the glories of almighty is our primary method.  Remembering Him as 
all loving, benevolent and blissful Sri Ram with love and dedication can lift the devotee to the highest stage of bliss and ecstasy, 
indeed even to the highest level of samadhi.  Every fraction of time contains wisdom.  We should not only verbally recite Amritvani 
but also internalize it as an applied sacredness in our daily life.

Amritvani teaches us that “depth of spiritual experience can be reached by Japa of the sacred name”.  To simply experience 
the blissful peace and joy of consciousness of God’s presence, a sadhak can start with Japa that slightly sounds like a whisper. 
Later it will refine itself into an echoing repetition silently in the mind in an involuntary manner.  As a result of continuous practice of 
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chanting the mantra, the mind becomes steady and concentrated and finally we feel the presence of God.  Then there will be no 
limitation of consciousness of time and space.  The constant practice of Japa in this method will surely bring eternal peace, bliss 
and salvation.

Dr. Gautam Chatterjee’s endeavour to fathom the oceanic depth of  Amritvani, remains a lifetime effort which transforms 
these writings into a monumental work.  It will surely inspire one and all and motivate everybody to chant Ram Naam and live their 
lives more meaningfully.

To get the taste of what is in store in this book, I would like to quote Gautam’s own words which reveal how Ram Naam is 
Mangal Dhaam.

“Most benefic abode or vaikunth is name of Ram.
Assures growth and all round progress who seeks Him with utmost dedication.
None of the evil force can disturb the Naam Sadhak.
Glory of this and the other world meets with His name.
Assures peace to all seekers like a child on the lap of mother.
Lighter we become as we intensify the chant within.

Doubts would never haunt those who surrender to Him.
Himalaya of the celestial kind is the Ram Naam Dhaam.
Allows to experience the Heaven, right on this earth.
Also, bestows Salvation and the final beatitude… paramgati, paramdhaam.
Melts the ego which otherwise stops our growth. It provides an egoless flight.”

May this spiritual picture of  Amritvani, as drawn by Gautam be found interesting, instructive, illuminative and invaluable in 
understanding the glory of Ram Naam.

 Dr. Vishwa Mitterji Maharaj
29th July 2008
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INTRODUCTION

SHREE AMRITVANI equates the Vedas as it has all aspects of eternal wisdom tradition. Swamiji Satyanandji Maharajji had 
scripted this invaluable text enveloping the complete aspects of RAM NAAM philosophy. This scripture called “Amritvani” is no 
mere textual tradition but ventilates eternal wisdom, so it was written by Swamiji Maharaj when eternal power possessed HIM. It 
was just not an invocation nor even a song for the praise of Shree Ram but every line, every word, create and enjoin a garland of 
celestial kind. Though the Amritvani furthers the Bhakti Marg but it has all the elements of Gyan Marg (knowledge path). Amritvani 
is mystic because as many times one reads, a different vision is unveiled. The nature of Amritvani creates a dynamic platform to 
fathom its inherent eternal wisdom.

However, decoding the inner layers of divine messages embedded between the lines of Amritvani is matter of challenge. A 
translation of every stanza are only indicators of its true essence, if we analyse every word of Amritvani we encounter a new 
wisdom, an unknown taste of nectar. Even we find the same word used in different stanza has varied interpretation in terms of the 
context of the stanza and content linkages of preceding and following stanzas.

This book is an attempt to unveil mysticism which has oceanic depth and yet the spirit of gushing stream of a rivulet coursing 
through the mountaneous terrain meaning our life by creating a patterned rhyme and rhythm. So to comprehend the total 
philosophy of Amritvani is perhaps not possible. Yet, it was the celestial wisdom which has unfolded these pages to have a re-look 
of the deeper mind of Param Guru Shree Ram. Perhaps HE wished to empattern our mind with this “re-discovery” so that sadhak is 
empowered further.

Though Amritvani is written in Hindi but this book is scripted in English. This is no essayist style of philosophical book nor it is an 
attempt to translate. This book has taken up 93 stanzas of Shree Amritvani. From each stanza three or four catch words are taken 
up. Those Hindi words are written in Roman Script vertically. Then from each of the letter of those words are peeled off to discover 
a set of statements which connect the content and also marshal the wisdom which are placed at different levels of Amritvani. These 
statements written in English unveil the mysticism and creates a fabric to reach out at multi-lingual comprehension levels. Modern 
youth knows both the languages, yet they are more comfortable with English expressions. So this work do not disturb the pious 
sanctity of Hindi expressions but expands its meanings or derivatives for world wide Ram Naam Sadhaks who would be benefited 
for sure.
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As told earlier the 93 stanzas of Shree Amritvani are addressed in this book. In the process of peeling off we have taken up 791 
catch words. The process of peeling off has brought to the fore 3527 bold statements and that almost completes the total teachings 
of Swamiji Maharaj.

Swamiji Dr. Vishwa Mitterji Maharaj had initiated me to this great learning process. He told me Amritvani is the greatest healer and 
greatest text to beget bliss! In January 2006 he had asked me to study Amritvani and said “I will be happy”. This Guru Vachan was 
not mere words but an indication of unfoldment of a new thing which was to flower later. Yet, ignorantly & innocently as I always 
believed, tried to explore what he wanted. Then followed this miracle and this book is the resultant of that exercise. When I 
submitted the first MSS, he said “keep it carefully as these are no mere document but monument”. Now it is upto sadhaks to 
explore further as this author is only a mere instrument called pen and not even the ink and no way could control the writing as well. 
Yet, if I have fumbled this is my fault and my apologies. I touch the feet of every sadhak to pardon me and if you feel benefited then 
credit goes to Param Guru and Swamiji Maharaj.  Before you move ahead, it is important to taste the style of this book as we are 
going to peel-off Amritvani to understand the under - current of Ram Naam Veda – the Amritvani!

Shristi resides in SHREE CHAKRA
He peeps through your third eye when you meditate upon SHREE.
Resonance of Sound and Silence emits from within.
Eternal wisdom whispers when you are awakened.
Essence of celestial mother pervades all around as bliss.

Amrit - the Nectar of Naam philosophy resides in the words of Amrit Vani
Mother of eternal wisdom remains latent and hidden behind every word.
Ram – the Param Guru manifests acoustically in a sublime fashion.
Inner journey or becoming “Anter-mukhi” is the bold statement.
Through its words, Swamiji Maharaj nurtures our tender self.
Vision of “Moksha” unfolds as we sway through the passages of Amrit Vani.
Acoustic bliss smear our mind as we recite Amrit Vani.
Naam dhyan with “RAM” as mode and mission assures emancipation.
Invocation of RAM NAAM DHUN and JAAP allows salvation.
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Sri Swamiji Satyanandji Maharajji got eternally possessed  when he penned Amritvani. It was the words of divine mother who 
passed the wisdom and it was Param Guru – Shree Ram who himself unfolded the eternal mysticism as HE HIMSELF gave the 
celestial diksha to Swamiji Maharaj. The life and times of Swamiji Maharaj and his words empatterned a new code and key for the 
salvation. Within self the seed Mantra sprouted and Swamiji Maharaj’s life became an embodiment of Mahamantra. So it is 
important to decipher a neo-meaning within this name as we all lovingly call him – Swamiji Satyanandji Maharajji.

¸ÉÒ º´ÉÉ¨ÉÒ ºÉiªÉÉxÉxnù VÉÒ ¨É½þÉ®úÉVÉ
Supreme wisdom flows through his words and Vani.
Withers the pain and pathos of our life.
Allows the celestial bliss to be experienced by one and all.
Measures the three world with three cosmic letters R A M.
Insight of love and compassion he mirrors.
Justice HE provides who seeks HIM with utter Emotion or Bhava.
Indicates HIS presence when Sadhak needs HIM most.

Sonic supreme with its eternal light had blessed HIM personally.
Attributes of Param Guru “RAM” is spelt out by HIM.
Tears he wipes, solace He provides and eternal LOVE HE bestows.
Yearning for “RAM” Naam Jaap HE prescribes for our salvation.
Altar of eternal enigma HE remains. He provides answer to all seekers.
Naad-Brahama he re-defines as we find RAAUM.
Aspiration do wonder in the celestial world of “Sound & Silence” he provides.
Nectar called “Amritvani” he created to make Gods’ words audible.
Dedicate your life of duty and praying for others are two basic principals of life he propounded.
Jargons of rituals He eliminated to allow a proximity between the supreme and the seeker.
Image and inspiration HE remains for spiritual imbibings.
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Meditation on Sonic principle is the CORE wisdom HE propounded.
Allows eternal love to envelop anybody indiscriminately.
Hindraces of life and pain can be counteracted with enormous Naam Jaap.
Assures salvation from the cyclic birth and re-birth.
Ram is even beyond the icon of sound and silence as He is eternal light.
Assures self-rejuvenation whenever we utter especially when we reel under debacles and feel lonely.
Jeevan or life is steered towards Moksha when we do Naam Jaap.
Judicious thinking and the attitude of harmlessness preside over us involuntarily.
Ishta-dev is the Sonic Ram which takes us through the ocean of enlightened eternal light.

Thus we find within his name the whole cosmos resides. To understand the dynamism we need to contemplate deeper and the 
methodology of peeling off words and coining a statement out of single letter matters. Because, every particle contains wisdom and 
it is upto us to feel them,  internalize the hidden philosophy and finally applying them in our lives. Because, it is never too late to 
start anew and for sure Swamiji Maharaj is there to guide us on every step. Just be honest to yourself and culture RAM NAAM with 
utmost care, reverence and love! RAM RAM.

At the feet of Gurujans

Dr. Gautam Chatterjee
R-10, CWMC. NDMC

Sarojini Nagar, New Delhi – 110 023
dr_gautamchatterjee@rediffmail.com
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¸ÉÒ ®úÉ¨É

®úÉ¨ÉÉ¨ÉÞiÉ {Énù {ÉÉ´ÉxÉ ´ÉÉhÉÒ,
®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É vÉÖxÉ ºÉÖvÉÉ ºÉ¨ÉÉxÉÒ*
{ÉÉ´ÉxÉ {ÉÉ`ö ®úÉ¨É MÉÖhÉ OÉÉ¨É,
®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É VÉ{É ®úÉ¨É ½þÒ ®úÉ¨É **1**

Ram naam is the sonic melody.
Attributes of nectar lies within it.
Medhodical utterance can create the eternal creativity.
Assures piousness to flow within.
Musical notation can empattern our thought and action.
Ram is the PARAM GURU who takes nothing and gives all who seeks HIM.
Inspirations of eternal kind get awakened.
Treasure of Karmic world are encapsuled within it.

Purest of pure resides in RAM NAAM.
Assures the diminishing of inner-chaos.
Velocity of sound of ocean can lead to the pacific silence.
Affairs of life become holy.
Nurture inner solace to change the life pattern.

Vision of philosophy uncoils in an involuntary fashion.
Arranges priorities of life in a pious perspective.
Nectar it is when it resounds within.
Inner tranquility it assures for the sublime experience.
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Ram, Ram, Ram - Ram, Ram – Ram – Ram, - Ram – Ram – Ram, RAUUUMEMM.
At the utterance level RAM has many perspective and hidden formula,
Manifestations of Ram Naam is to be experienced at many levels.

Notion of sound & utterance variedly experienced when we place it within silence.
Awakening of self is assured once we submerge in Naam Jaap.
Acoustic within our body and mind is full of chaos. Synchronization matters.
Melody of Ram Naam can empattern the sonic vibrations within.

Dynamics of resounding sound can make all the difference.
Healer it is, if only we know how to utter it with complete attention and emotion.
Utmost love and compassion can flow if we lovingly chant Ram Naam.
Nurture a pure love for Ram and constant remembrance will move HIM.

Ram the supreme sound is the primal acoustic creative principle.
Allows you to feel the cosmos within this sacred name.
Melody within is the key of eternal wisdom.

Given qualities of celestial nature is encoded in Ram Naam
Ushers in benevolence of divine kind with its utterance.
Nothingness of “Celestial Lila” can be felt through it.

Gram – the embodiment of micro – and macro space where Ram Naam resides.
Returning to HIM is our Moksha. Course through it with your duty and prem–bhava.
Acoustically we enlighten and allow a disillusenment of world around.
Measure the whole cosmos with Ram Naam which assures a date with HIM finally.
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Ram HE is, Ram YOU are as you being part of HIM.
Allow the acoustic thread to hold onto HIM.
Mission of life is merging with HIM. Imitate HIM, even pretend to be closer to HIM.

Jaap or the counting beads matter for the Sadhak for spiritual salvation.
Arrange a sound pattern with FOUR consequetive utterance on a bead halt.
Ajapa jaap one has to aspire for. The stage of involuntary utterance is Bliss.
Purity of mind is assured and piousness map out your life pattern.

Restrict not or not to stop Jaap even when you are involved in any worldly callings.
Allow the flowering of the “Lotus” called Shree Ram within.
Material craving diminishes and spiritual contentment arises with HIS name.
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{É®ú¨É ºÉiªÉ {É®ú¨É Ê´ÉYÉÉxÉ,
VªÉÉäÊiÉ-º´É°ü{É ®úÉ¨É ¦ÉMÉ´ÉÉxÉÂ*
{É®ú¨ÉÉxÉxnù, ºÉ´ÉÇ¶ÉÊHò¨ÉÉxÉÂ,
®úÉ¨É {É®ú¨É ½èþ ®úÉ¨É ¨É½þÉxÉÂ **2**

Power of Ram Naam is the absolute truth.
Attends the highest of manifestive nature.
Righteousness and absolute purity reside in it.
Avoid negations as the NAME loves one and all.
Materialistic reasoning ceases and truth unfolds.

Subtility on relativity of half truth vanishes with HIS name.
Absolute eternal truth without semblance of Maya is Ram Naam.
Truth which is divine empowers our mind about HIS proximity.
Yeilding to HIM is begetting the wisdom of unparallel kind.
Assures BLISS and doubts get erased.

Vision of science radiates from the sacred name of Sri Ram.
Insight to the unknown can be experienced through the Ram Naam Jaap.
Guiding words of Amritvani allows dawning of eternal rationality.
Yes and No, light & shade get withered with Ram Naam.
Assures growth of wisdom involuntarily.
Notion called scientific Lab is within the three letters R-A-M.
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Jyoti or the eternal light radiates out of Naam Jaap.
Youth of light is the state of white brilliance called emitting light.
Offers enlightenment in most practical way.
Tears which comes out of shades of light gets wiped off.
Ignite a passion to experience the bliss again and again.

Subtle rupa and guna whispers through its acoustic presence.
Within HIM we reside provided we know how to perceive him.
All beings carry his image. So respecting others is all about begetting HIM.
Rhythm of every sound we perceive has the seed called RAM.
Openness within is the shine of brilliance, Feel it to move ahead.
Omnipresent HE is through sound, silence and enlightenment.
Purest of self can experience the glow and co-live with HIM as our GURUS.

Ram – the embodiment of sound & silence is the SUPREME.
Allows the stream of Bhakti with the chord called “Ram Naam”.
Manifestive principles of uncreation and creation reside in HIM.

Benevolence or Daya swaroop is HIS fundamental nature.
Highest of intelligence HE showers on those who seek HIM earnestly.
Always pardons who confess to HIM and allows self – correction.
Genorisity flows from HIM and HIS compassion besieges every one.
Within HIM lies the Moksha and HIS name is the rowing stick.
Amidst all of us HE resides without any pretention.
Navigate inward to experience HIM within.
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Purity within allows the bliss to unveil and experience PARMANAND.
Attributes of divine kind can be experienced through HIS name.
Reach out, meditate and allow a celestial wash.
March with Ram Naam Jaap is a matter of self – empowerment.
Avoid pit-falls of worldly cravings to assume divine perspective within.
Nature is sublime and it shows her beauty to the real seekers only.
Allow a self – less love to flow out and make others happy. This is BLISS.
Nurture a craving for divine refuge. He will unfold involuntarily.
Duty you must do, yet withdraw from relishing luxury of life so that divinity remains closer.

Supreme and most powerful HE is. Let HE prevails upon us.
Assumes a fearless life who seeks HIM always.
Rituals of malefics gets diminished as we chant HIS name.
Belief and disbelieves get a new definition as we intensify Naam Jaap.
Allows a besmearing with protective layers as HIS name resounds all around.
Sheer strength to dispel darkness is HIS eternal nature.
Hindrances of life get uprooted once we take refuge in HIM.
Assures a self – belief to navigate through life without hiccups.
Kindest being HE is. With compassion we can win over any situation.
Titanic powers or devilish omens get subdued before HIM.
Immersion of negations HE allows to strengthen within.
Mastering life becomes easy with Ram Naam.
Amorality is the weakness. To win over we need to call upon HIM.
Negativism shrinks with HIS name and empowers us for positive deliberations.
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Ram is the ultimate of all.
Assures us to experience the extreme sublimities.
Measures our life with utmost piousness.

Purest of pure and surest of sure HE is!
Attitude of all the time and space HE measures.
Reasoning of our shallow mind ceases. Then highest wisdom dawns. 
Alter negations of life as murderer can become a SAINT with HIS name.
Mind gets empowered with supreme benevolence.

HE remains the tallest but very much reachable.
Affluence of spiritualism HE allows.
Yes HE remains the source of contentment.
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+¨ÉÞiÉ ´ÉÉhÉÒ xÉÉ¨É =SSÉÉ®úhÉ,
®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É ºÉÖJÉÊºÉÊrù-EòÉ®úhÉ*
+¨ÉÞiÉ-´ÉÉhÉÒ +¨ÉÞiÉ ¸ÉÒ xÉÉ¨É,
®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É ¨ÉÖnù ¨ÉÆMÉ±É-vÉÉ¨É **3**

Nectar flows out with each utterance of Ram Naam.
Awakens the spirit once the chanting starts.
Awakened spirit utters the naam to have a harmonic effect on mind and body.
Mother of all Mantra is Ram Naam. Because this is eternal seed Mantra.

Utterance of Ram Naam is an art of learning and experiencing.
Chanting Amrit Vani helps us to create a cohesive sound pattern.
Heritage called Ram Naam has remained in vogue since Vedic times.
Assures awakening of Kundalini if practiced as preached.
Reverance for the utterance is important to experience its effects.
Atune with silence, this sound of utterance will submerge in the Ajapa Jaap.
Nothing so powerfully can stop aberrations as done by the Naam Jaap.

Sweetness of this utterance enthuse our spirit & mind.
Undo the sour memory as our mind transcends towards bliss.
Knowledge, wisdom and Siddhi it allows.
Highest kind of happiness is assured through the words Ram Ram.
Supreme name lifts our regretting mind from the state of our shallowness.
Inspiration the Param Ram assures an elevation of celestial kind.
Dynamics of inner piousness come to the fore.
Diminishes the depression of living a life in  loneliness.
Hindside karma effect can be undone by Ram Naam.
I looses its ego and merges with HIM, once we seek Him desperately.
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Karma pattern changes its illfated course once we dedicate ourselves to HIM.
Acoustic action can pave the path for emanicipation.
Rhyme of life can be rediscovered with Ram Naam
Allows spiritual enjoyment and lift the morale of the devout.
Nothingness within is a state of emptiness. We need to fill it with sacred Name.

Sri Ram is omnipotent supreme.
Revered Name in three worlds is Ram Naam.
Images the imagination of beeja - shakti or powered – seed.

Nectar of immortality is HIS name.
Avenue for salvation HE provides.
Acoustic chanting and inaudible ajapa jaap will unveil the power of SRI.
Mantra of unparallel kind which heals all is SRI name - RAM NAAM.

Most benefic abode or Vaikuntha is the name of Ram.
Assures growth and all round progress who seeks HIM with utmost dedication.
None of the evil force can disturb the Naam Sadhak.
Glory of this and the other world meets with HIS name.
Assures peace to all seekers like a child on the lap of Mother
Lighter we become as we intensify the chant within.

Doubts would never haunt those who surrender to HIM.
Himalaya of the celestial kind is the Ram Naam Dham.
Allows one to experience the Heaven right on this earth.
Melts the ego which otherwise stops our growth. It provides an egoless flight.
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+¨ÉÞiÉ°ü{É ®úÉ¨É-MÉÖhÉ MÉÉxÉ,
+¨ÉÞiÉ-EòlÉxÉ ®úÉ¨É ´ªÉÉJªÉÉxÉ*
+¨ÉÞiÉ-´ÉSÉxÉ ®úÉ¨É EòÒ SÉSÉÉÇ,
ºÉÖvÉÉ ºÉ¨É MÉÒiÉ ®úÉ¨É EòÒ +SÉÉÇ **4**

Ram embodifies the Universal Nature of constant creation and uncreation.
Arranges piousness and purity within in all the Sadhaks’ hearts.
Malefics or negatives are distanced.

Guna or the divine quality subtly reflects through all the beings.
Usher in the righteous character building process for all the Sadhak.
Nurtures the hidden divinity within and we become HIS hands to support others.

Vision of analysis are encoded in the divine words of HIM.
Yeilding to the divine logic and taking life in its stride matters.
Activate the sleeping brilliance with HIS name – Ram Naam.
Kinetic energy resides in this Divine Name.
Hospitality of this word is the semblance of Nar - Narayan Sewa (serving others as if serving God).
All sins wither with HIS nectar like words.
Nuances of lyrical melody enjoins the three worlds.

Almighty’s abode in this world is in HIS name and words expressed by saints and Gurus.
Measured words expressed with balance of mind and hurts none is the nectar like expression.
Rejuvenation of our soul comes with divine inner voice.
Intensive expressions which are coated with divine thinking can nurse the ailing.
Thinking about Ram, Acting with HIS name and expression anything keeping HIM in mind matter.
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Vachan is no mere surmons but has a dynamic sound formula which need to be decoded by us everytime a new.
Acoustically whatever we utter if it comes from heart and has a depth of emotions is the divine expression.
Care for the depth of your expression which matters to enthuse others.
Hyphenet your purposeful benevolent utterance with pause or using depth of silence.
Action or karma is our expression also. Try to be non – injurious.
Notion of divine experience is bringing to the fore our inner most innocence.

Sound becomes melody when we add lyrics. It is like the wave of music.
All together when we sing the Ram Dhun it become Sama Geet.
Method of synchronizing our voice for creating a melodious fabric does matter.
Acoustic chorus also helps us to harmonize our emotions for joyful sound bathing.

Ganga when it flows from Gaumukh and reaches Ganga Sagar creates its varied banks all along its corridor.
Essence of song is also to create and nurture a river bank where piousness will flower.
Each tiny tide of divine melody nurtures our mind as water nurtures the plants.
Thread of melody links our mind to the divine outer and inner mind.

Ram Dhun has millions of layers and it is matter of experiencing them through the melody.
Affinity of self and the divine self merges with Ram Dhun.
Mastering the art of uttering Ram Naam is our mortal calling for the celestial journey.
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+¨ÉÞiÉ ¨ÉxÉxÉ ®úÉ¨É EòÉ VÉÉ{É,
®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É |É¦ÉÖ ®úÉ¨É +±ÉÉ{É*
+¨ÉÞiÉ ÊSÉxiÉxÉ ®úÉ¨É EòÉ vªÉÉxÉ,
®úÉ¨É ¶É¤nù ¨Éå ¶ÉÖÊSÉ ºÉ¨ÉÉvÉÉxÉ **5**

Manan is the art of internalization.
Allowing self contemplation is reaching within for the Ram.
Notion of Jaap at particular time and space allows quick connectivity with the divine.
Ajapa Jaap should be the target and it comes to us involuntarily when we intensify HIS remembrance.
Naam Jaap is the mode of intensive introspection which opens up our wisdom windows.

Jaap at the meditative posture contemplated on third eye can unfold the celestial play of divine lights.
Attending salvation becomes easy with Jaap.
Assures a rhythmic friction in the finger that sparks off divinity within.
Pain of mortal loss gets withered with Ram Naam Jaap.

Acoustic extension of melodious swinging with voice culture matters.
Loose ends of our mind get re-connected through the melody of contemplation.
Assures an elevation of spiritual kind.
Atuning the mind with the divine ongoings within is the inner-play of alaap.
Pitch which goes up and down does need the punctuation called silence.

Affluence with spiritual harvest ensures salvation.
Memory and deeds of past life do come to the fore subconsciously.
Rememberance of constant kind about HIM can ward-off malefics of our life.
Inclination towards divinity is the nectar to cross over life hurdles.
Treasure your self-belief to counteract mortal hindrances.
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Culturing the divine thinking process is the essence of our living.
HIS thoughts can be gotton with unbias pious self-contemplation.
Inner thoughts and mortal cravings must be dealt in compartments.
New ideas do dawn from  blue sky when we do intensive Jaap. Receive them.
Tendency of a THINKER we must adopt even at the pretention level.
Aversion from your duty is not the rule of divine game. Culture both.
Nevertheless, after doing our duty we should think to develop detachment as well.

Solution we always seek but seldom we find.
Assurance and self belief can help us to find the solution.
Methodological self analysis of our plus and minuse do matter.
Acknowledge your talents and execute them as HIS talents help our endeavour.
Dedicate your achievements to HIM so that you yield more than you deserve.
Hovering mind defeats a solution. Have divine faith and be focussed.
Answers to every question you have within you. Just energize your spiritual mind.
Never nest in negativism and do intensify Ram Naam Jaap for all the solutions.
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+¨ÉÞiÉ ®úºÉxÉÉ ´É½þÒ Eò½þÉ´Éä,
®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É VÉ½þÉÄ xÉÉ¨É ºÉÖ½þÉ´Éä*
+¨ÉÞiÉ Eò¨ÉÇ xÉÉ¨É Eò¨ÉÉ<Ç,
®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É {É®ú¨É ºÉÖJÉnùÉ<Ç **6**

Amrit the nectar whoes single drop allows immortality.
Mobilizes the self for eternal craving for HIM.
Ram the sacred sound centers the cosmos and its manifestation.
Intoxicant is HIS name which wipes out the woes of our Karma.
Triggers the mind and heart to unwind its worldly knots (maya) and step into the path of salvation.

Ram with constant Naam Jaap dynamically flows in and out of our heart.
Allows the process of self – cleansing.
Sun is Ram which dispels the darkness within.
Nefarious intentions of ours get dried up in the firey brillance of Ram Naam Taap.
Assures an inner piousness which flows like the young spring in the society.

Subtely Ram exists where fingers run through the beads.
Utterance of Ram Naam sanctifies our tounge.
His name does reside in silence when the mind is engaged in constant remembrance.
Abode of Ram is in the heart of the sadhak who contemplates on HIM always.
Bellows the air with sacredness wherever HIS name is chanted.
Echoes HIS presence whosoever takes HIS name.
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Name of Ram can be equated with the ultimate earning of spiritual kind.
Assures a great deposit which salvages one from difficult times.
Allows destruction of our negations and negative livelihood.
Mere Ram Naam can create a proximity with HIM which can not be accomplished with rituals.

Karma becomes of higher order and selflessness surfaces on life plain.
Accumulating the wealth called “Ram” can surpass all the luxuries money can provide.
Mere HIS name assures an all round growth for your near & dear ones.
Allow yourself to perform your worldly duties, yet keep on remembering HIM.
Enjoy the affluency even beyond this life if you continue to do this spiritual earning.
Ensure that self-discipline is upkept so that we can treasure our spiritual wealth.

Sukh is the pure contentment which can easily be aspired with Ram Naam.
Utter craving for emancipation can ensure celestial bliss with Ram Naam.
Karma dosha or ill effects of our doings get erased with HIS name.
Highest is HIS name and still reachable by the lowest like me. So loving HE is.
Drain out your agony by taking HIS name. He is bound to shower happiness.
Assured results await us if we only know to act and dedicate our deeds to HIM.
Yoke is the Ram Naam which enjoins the mortal with the celestial.
Essence of life is controlling our mortal cravings and developing our spiritual cravings.
Experiencing life with HIS name assures spiritual pleasure of unparallel kind.
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+¨ÉÞiÉ ®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É VÉÉä ½þÒ vªÉÉ´Éä,
+¨ÉÞiÉ {Énù ºÉÉä ½þÒ VÉxÉ {ÉÉ´Éä*
®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É +¨ÉÞiÉ-®úºÉ ºÉÉ®ú,
näùiÉÉ {É®ú¨É +ÉxÉxnù +{ÉÉ®ú **7**

Dynamic Ram Naam is the mode, means, path and mission.
HE is the mystic and illudes those who believe HIM half.
Whosoever  takes HIS name with love and emotions can feel HIM.
Amrit or the nectar HE is; provided we follow HIS name traits.
Beloved if HE becomes then Viraha or the prang of seperation we experience.
Extreme penance HE is not asking but HIS name be taken with heartful manner.
Yearner for HIS name can experience how the paths are paved involuntarily!.

Jargon of knowing HIM is through love.
Affection for HIM is knowing HIM.
Nurture a doubtless mind and a complete submission to know HIM.

Purity of mind dedicated to Ram Naam is actually begetting HIM.
Allows an inner journey which demystifies the spiritual enigma.
Victory or winning over HIM is possible with HIS name only.
Efforts of realizing HIM is pretending you to be HIM.
Yen mans intense desire. Have it for HIM to be with HIM always.

Ras or the eternal secretion is with the word Ram Naam.
Address HIM as your beloved. Then see HIS response.
Subtly HE is like the dew on the lotus. Grab it quickly otherwise it would slip.
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Summing up of life is to long for Moksha which happens easily with HIS name.
Aspire for HIM in a very unorthodox fashion, He would respond definitely.
Rhythm of HIS name is part of this cosmic creative vibration. Experience it.

Anand is the feeling of inner pleasure. This is to be read as BLISS.
Nothingness is the feeling wherefrom oneness with HIM comes to the fore.
Allows an inner journey with tranquility of eternal kind.
Naad or the eternal sound is like the pre-dawn before we experience the light with silence.
Dwelling in HIS name can make us to experience the eternal love.

Apaar is abundance or the anand of boundless bliss which we call Parmanand.
Param Guru Ram assures the bliss where our mind sinks and chitta or the inner mind opens up.
Abundant energy flows in the Bliss. One needs just to float one self.
Attributes of brilliant shine dances on the third eye as you meditate upon HIM.
Rise above the normal, take your less fortunate breathen with you and then see how brilliance of RAM shines upon you.
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®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É VÉ{É ½äþ ¨ÉxÉÉ,
+¨ÉÞiÉ ´ÉÉhÉÒ ¨ÉÉxÉ*
®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É ¨Éå ®úÉ¨É EòÉä,
ºÉnùÉ Ê´É®úÉÊVÉiÉ VÉÉxÉ **8**

Jaap or counting beads with Ram Naam should be part of our life.
Arranging the name inwardly creates varied sequence of utterances.
Allows a built up of treasure called Ram Naam inside.
Process this sacred name and we have to take it to the inner most core of life.

Hidden essence of Ram be experienced beyond the sound of Ram.
Ensures a process of internalization which flower dynamically inside.
Yearning to listen to HIS words from within is the ultimate desire.

Mann or inner space of self or Manas to be touched with Ram Naam.
At our corest of core the sacred name resides. Jaap helps us to reach out to this self.
Notion of inner journey is negating the outer thought and penetrating within.
Never  stop  but  explore  the  stages  of  conscious,  subconscious  mind  where  lies  the  eternal  self.  This  can  be  touched  with
      Jaap contemplation.
Allow no illusion to cover you. His presence penetrates the layers of illusion once HE wants it.

Vani which is nectar is nothing but divine words.
Assure and tune yourself to the state to hear the words of HIM.
Never doubt your mind, allow a self belief and get connected.
Inwardly we all are connected with HIM. Self is the micro of the Macro Ram.
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Mind your contemplation. Measure your rationality. But there exists a super logic, allow it to surface.
Amrit, the nectar is to be tested. So do experience the effects of Jaap internally.
At the inner core HE exists. Believe it to allow an easy find within.
Nurture the self and make sure you encounter the divine name who guides us.

RAM is the name as a theme and the seed of all the seeds at the acoustic formula level.
Affectionate HE is which can be envied even by any mortal parents.
Melody within the Ram Naam the supreme divinity resides.

Name of Ram is the Mode and Mission too.
Almighty is formless celestial sound and silence as well.
Attributes of Ram is colourless, odurless yet it pervades all.
Mere name of HIM is key to all the solutions first believe in it then start experiencing it.

Meaning means within the conceptual meaning itself.
Ensure a neo-awakening to feel the presence of Ram all around us.
Yacht man you are and you sail through Ram Naam and be winner in this life race!.

Ram is no mere three letter word but has millions of layers within.
Adjectives we know are not enough to comprehend HIS persona.
Mind it! this word can take you forward and backward in any time and space.
Knowledge called celestial wisdom is hidden deep within it.
Offer a sincere love for HIM he will unwind HIS dynamics before you.
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Vision of divine RAM resides within us. We should be willing to see it.
Inner most self does not mean body but our soul which transcends.
RAM Naam is no ordinary divine refuge but also can dispel darkness seen in mortal life.
Appearance of HIM can be very non-descriptive. Honour everybody around you.
Just call on HIM if you need a rescue. If your intention is intense you would get a response.
Allow no illusion to cover you. HIS presence penetrates the layers of illusion once HE wants it.
Ignite a pure passion to love HIM so boldly that HE can not avoid you.
Try to reach HIM with HIS name. If you can’t then suffer within HIS name He would not withhold HIM self for long!

Jnana or Gyana is knowledge. Knowing HIM is matter of wisdom we should try to feel it.
Assure yourself HE resides in you and do Jaap to awaken HIM within you!
Atune your body with HIS name sound to experience realization.
Nothing is bigger than HIM. Just believe it at your basic mental level to discover HIS true essence.
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®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É ¨ÉÖnù ¨ÉÆMÉ±ÉEòÉ®úÒ,
Ê´ÉvxÉ ½þ®äú ºÉ¤É {ÉÉiÉEò ½þÉ®úÒ*
®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É ¶ÉÖ¦É ¶ÉEÖòxÉ ¨É½þÉxÉÂ,
º´ÉÎºiÉ ¶ÉÉÎxiÉ Ê¶É´ÉEò®ú Eò±ªÉÉhÉ **9 **

Mangal is the benefic. Ram Naam is the mode and means of benevolence.
Attending the state of bliss is loving all without discrimination.
Never to capitulate before selfish ends.
Giving and sharing with others and finally praying for others matter.
Ajapa jaap or involuntary Name chanting ensures our pure endeavour.
Latent energy gets awakened when we intensify jaap. Then name ensures happiness all around.
Karma elevates with Naam Jaap and we can avoid karmic fall and fallouts.
Allow a self repentence and take refuge in Ram. HE pardons all.
Ram Naam is the rowing stick and takes our boat out of the whirl-wheel of life.
Imagine HIM and feel HIS presence then see how the world changes for sure.

Vighna or the disturbing buffers is a reality of life. Face it with HIS name.
Impact of negations do have temporary effect. Come out of it with Ram Naam.
Guard of eternal kind is HIS name. Be under HIS watchful eyes.
Hindrances can be skipped if we only know to have complete TRUST in HIM.
Negations, failures and sufferings wither when we do Naam Jaap.
Assurance HE gives provided we know how to surrender to HIM completely!
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Hari naam, Ram Naam effaces all the sufferings.
Allow HIS love to bestow upon all.
Regrets should not be celebrated. Accept it as reality but don’t brood over those repentence.
Enjoy HIS love more as we love all HIS beings.
You are part of HIM, then just leave your worry as HE would take care of you as HIS.

Shubha is the pious sacred name RAM. The brilliance of sacredness resides in HIM.
Holiest of all that is HOLY REMAINS HIS name.
Under the sacred umbrella we journey towards emancipation.
Bliss is HIS name, Blessings are countless as we inch with HIS name.
HE is epitome of all that is benefic and allows salvation.

SHIVA is the embodiment of eternal peace where creation and uncreation are constant phenomenon.
HIS name can take us to the state of SHIVA – the cosmic mind.
Inner chaos can be reduced with Ram Naam in heart and SHIVA in mind.
Vision of eternal kind is the Third eye phenomenon. Experience it.
Karma means our duty in this world. There is no point of escaping from life and responsibilities.
Allow a constant remembrance to cross over the hurdles of life.
Reside in HIS third eye to be empowered. That is possible with Naam Jaap.

Knowledge goes towards WISDOM. And eternal wisdom is beneficial for all.
Affinity of spiritual nature be imbibed in our mind without ritualistic dogmas.
Live a life of value and your ethics will get reflected all around you.
Yesterday is the cause of today so should we not mend today for the future?
Affluence of spiritual luxury is showered on us with RAM NAAM.
Notion of materialistic contentment comes with celestial blessings.
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®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É ¸ÉÒ ®úÉ¨É Ê´ÉSÉÉ®ú,
¨ÉÉÊxÉB =kÉ¨É ¨ÉÆMÉ±ÉÉSÉÉ®ú*
®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É ¨ÉxÉ ¨ÉÖJÉ ºÉä MÉÉxÉÉ,
¨ÉÉxÉÉä ¨ÉvÉÖ®ú ¨ÉxÉÉä®úlÉ {ÉÉxÉÉ **10**

Sri Ram should not be only chanted but be thought about also.
RAM is no mere a sacred name but seed of all the creation which sprouted from HIM.
Internalization of Ram Naam allows a lotus like flowering inside.

Rhythm of life moves inordinately when we contemplate on HIM.
Analytial approach be employed to unearth the hidden mysticism.
Mind be fixed on HIM and all our thought & action should start within HIM and from HIM.

Vidhata or the almighty resides in our inner mind. Realize it.
Intutions we get from inner core are divine words from HIM. Respect them follow them.
Chitta or the heart gets awakened as we think of HIM.
HIS true self is loving all and HE remains most compassionate.
Acoustically when we do RAM Jaap or sankirtan then HIS wisdom dawns upon us.
Retrospect your life and try to search out HIS hidden messages.
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Mangalachar is the sacredness for all round good to be our nature.
Ask yourself to intensify Naam Jaap then see how piousness smears our mind.
Nothing matters MORE than HIS Name. Culture it to the fullest.
Going through HIS name is passing through the tunnel of illuminated divine intelligence.
Acknowledge every moment of your worldly pleasure as HIS gift.
Losing faith on HIM means our materialistic nature is over-powering our spiritual self.
Attending to HIS attributes as yours is the basic game.
Catering to other’s cause is actually becoming a divine tool to serve others.
HIS deeds make our strength to serve others.
Allow no pride to sprout as if we are ego less then HE welcomes us.
Righteousness as our true nature helps us to cultivate the highest.

Manas or the inner mind should sing in silence.
Allow your mind to perceive the divine acoustic which even runs through your inner mind.
Nurture the deep insight to get connected from inner most core.

Mind your singing, it should be from our heart and no mere utterance of melody.
Urge HIM to open up your vistas of perceptions.
Knowledge is stored within the layers of your mind. Discover it.
Hidden self with the perspective of “Know Thy Self” matters in our journey of self exploration.
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Manorath - the mind chariot should be coated with sweet divineness.
Attending to this state of divineness start with self belief and ultimate trust in HIM.
Naam Jaap makes all the time & space sacred. So HE is all pervading.
Omnipotent HE is. Call upon HIM if in distress, where ever you are!
Ranges of our emotional velocity bring to the fore our Bhakti Bhava which helps us to get connected.
Allow a float of your mind and explore your third eye to feel HIS presence.
THAT is HE. HE is THAT. Cultivate this thought process for divine flight.
HE is PARAM GURU. And our GURU is HIS embodiment. Watch his words to get enlightened.
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®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É VÉÉä VÉxÉ ¨ÉxÉ ±ÉÉ´Éä,
=ºÉ ¨Éå ¶ÉÖ¦É ºÉ¦ÉÒ ¤ÉºÉ VÉÉ´Éä*
VÉ½þÉÆ ½þÉä ®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É vÉÖxÉ-xÉÉnù,
¦ÉÉMÉå ´É½þÉÆ ºÉä Ê´É¹É¨É Ê´É¹ÉÉnù **11**

Jan or any human being who takes RAM Naam then the sacredness is bound to smear the mind.
Attitude or the tendency of Purna-Bhava or complete emotion matters.
Nothing can stop the Naam Sadhak to experience the bliss finally.

Mind within mind is the inner abode of the divine that needs to be awakened.
Aberrations and diversions are play of the Mind. Ram Naam allows a control mechanism.
Naam Jaap has effacious value provided we trust HIM completely.
No matter whatever difficulty we encounter the seed Mantra Ram Naam can undo our situations for the better.

Learning the various phases of Ram Naam Jaap is involuntary, As Param guru himself unfolds within.
Away to the mortal world the mind flies during Meditation. Tackel all the diversion of thought with Ram Naam.
Velocity of Vayu or the Air in our body gets a balance with Ram Naam.
Eat, drink, walk, sleep, work but keep the RAM NAAM Remembrance in your Mind.

Subh or piousness has varied colours and all merges in the supreme being when we take RAM NAAM.
Ultimate of ultimate extreme is the Moksha or salvation from the cyclic Birth & Death.
Being through the tunnel of piousness we actually enhance our chance of Mukti.
HIS name can do the wonder provided We know to awaken HIM within.
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Subtle and gross, micro and macro – world resounds in HIS name.
Answer to all the quests and response to all the action are encoded in Ram Naam.
Better we get alert about celestial wisdom earlier so that future should not become mundane.
Hind side observations do tell us about the divine indications. So look back and walk to the future.
Innermost tranquility is the divine destiny. Ram Naam allows it.

Behave in this world as part then benevolence will flow and smear all around us.
Affair called life has all the elements and shades. RAM NAAM allows disillusenment.
Satisfaction in life is greatest illusion. Contentment is possible with Ram Naam.

Jaap should become ajapa meaning involuntary remembrance of Ram Naam.
Acute difficulties can be crossed-over with HIS name.
Vision of Ram Naam is formless energy field brilliantly emiting divine light which should be touched.
Enjoy life and thrive but keep HIS name in the mind.

Viscious cycle is the life with unending desire.
Images of wrongful indulgence lure all of us.
Surely RAM Naam is the respite and final refuge.
HIS GLORY can dispel the darkness within.
Atrocious life, patterns our sufferings. Respite RAM NAAM provides for sure.
Melancholy or depressive thought can reduce our identity.

Vision of Ram Naam lights up our inner mind to counter act the negativism.
Inspiration from RAM NAAM can change our life no matter whatever slogging is going on.
Surprises come to the surface if we know to pay our reverence to HIM.
HE is the goal and HE is the mode. This would halt our worldly cravings too.
AHEAD of life is the unknown path. To make the journey friendly we have to count upon HIM.
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Demonic thought, action and fear wither with RAM NAAM.

®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É ¨ÉxÉ-iÉ{iÉ ¤ÉÖZÉÉ´Éä,
ºÉÖvÉÉ ®úºÉ ºÉÓSÉ ¶ÉÉÆÊiÉ ±Éä +É´Éä*
®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É VÉÊ{ÉB Eò®ú ¦ÉÉ´É,
ºÉÖÊ´ÉvÉÉ ºÉÖÊ´ÉÊvÉ ¤ÉxÉä ¤ÉxÉÉ´É **12**

Man or our heart has varied cravings and is like the mad elephant.
Atuning the heart with the divine self can control aberrations.
Naam Jaap can control the intoxicated horse of our desire.
As a mortal we tend to indulge knowingly or unknowingly.

Tackling self-desire comes with training of our Mind.
Acoustically Ram-Naam can synchronize the mind & heart.
Pretention and false Masks create a self riddle and then pain follows.
Tearing off the false self and acknowledging the true self comes with Ram Naam.
Yielding to desire is actually fuelling the lamp of mortal desire.
Allow penance and suffer but don’t forget HIM.

Basic urges and requirements are necessary. But when we are trapped in it then we suffer.
Utterance of Ram Naam with deep feelings provide an escape route.
Jaap is to explore the inner silence. Use your breath to allow correct exploration.
Anger, lust and treachery take the back seat with RAM NAAM.
Benevolence and self-less love will pour out with Naam Jaap.
Essence of life is doing duty of the world.
Yet, always remain connected with the divine Naam.
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Shanti or peace can come as a canal into our life and leads to flowering of Ram Naam.
Eternity is even beyond the silence where only cosmic light resides.
Energizing self with Ram Naam can lead to a great inner cultivation.
Naam Jaap is like farming; it is a water for the seed and fertilizer for the growth.
Centric Divine power allows a rich harvest of spiritual kind.
Hiccups of life get eased away with HIS Name.

Silence is the canvas whereupon the colour of Ram Naam makes the divine art.
HIS strokes of acoustic brush awaken the tranquility within.
Attending a sense of tranquil mind leads to the stage of contentment.
Naam Jaap allows a solace to be felt within.
Trauma of chaos withers and peace resides.
Inner layers of peace are to be travelled to experience.

Jaap is no simple counting of beads with an attitude of casualness.
Arranging the mind to get focussed and posture matter in Naam Jaap.
Allow a composure by praying HIM and bowing before HIM.
Place and time helps us to get connected easily when we do Jaap regularly.
Inner thoughts of destructions are to be forcefully superimposed with Ram Naam.
Your emotions are to be channelized towards HIM.
Efforts of concentration are just initial steps.

Karma of Naam Jaap, works involuntarily all the time.
Affair of love for HIM is doubly reciprocated by HIM.
Remaining in the shell of Ram Naam provides protection forever.
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Breath by breath we have to script Ram Naam acoustically.
Heart resound HIS name automatically. This intensity we need to culture!
Aspiration to see HIM increases and experiencing HIM becomes easy.
Victory over the body and mind is possible with HIS name only.

Self-less state of mind faces no negative encountering.
Urge to work and pray for others get intensified with Ram Naam.
Behaviour it mends and character it builds. Such is Ram Naam.
Heights of Bliss and divine bouts shower upon us frequently.
I gets merged with HIM such is the power of name.
Dealing with possibility and probability increases with Naam Jaap.
Hear HIM from within, HIS whisper is quite loud if we know to listen to HIM.
Ajapa Jaap or the involuntary chanting paves the way for all round prosperity.

Subtly Naam Jaap is the easiest way to reach HIM.
Utter submission not only makes our mind healthy and pious but helps our endeavour in divine way.
Best way of feeling HIM is to find him around all the time whatever we do.
Hope becomes pure and endeavour becomes pious.
Inner strength increases as lovingly and intensively we call upon HIM.
Dynamics of life comes to the fore, Allow HIM to continue HIS lila.
HE is reachable, accessible and with deep shraddha He resides in us.
Imagine HIM as a doer and think yourself just a tool. This egoless mind allows HIS existence.
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®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É ÊºÉ¨É®úÉä ºÉnùÉ,
+ÊiÉ¶ÉªÉ ¨ÉÆMÉ±É ¨ÉÚ±É*
Ê´É¹É¨É-Ê´ÉEò]õ ºÉÆEò]õ ½þ®úhÉ,
EòÉ®úEò ºÉ¤É +xÉÖEÚò±É **13**

Simran or the constant remembrance of HIM is the first light of inspiration.
Implant your mind with the layers of Ram Naam so that nothing can disturb you.
Mystic HE is in HIS existence but don’t mystify HIM while on search.
Rigourous attempt leads to success, Call HIM as your dear one.
Omen of demonic problems goes away with HIS name.

Mind it, within you HE Resides. And that is the root of overall good.
Awakening self by just realization or being conscious of the self is possible.
No illusion of colour and shade exists in HIS name. He is crystal clear.
Garland of lotus seeds (sound) HE desires with HIS name only. Ram Naam will be sprouting from those seeds.
All that is positive HE embodifies and expresses through HIS name.
Lure of HIS name is a lila. Play a game with HIS sacredness.

Muul or the root is the ultimate destiny to have spiritual wisdom.
Unaware self is like being a vegetable without the grey matter.
Ultimate root of silence has one eternal sount – RAM.
Let we understand that within HIS name the ultimate wisdom resides.
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Sankat or the problems in our life are the cause of our fear, pain & agony. 
Alter your pain with pleasure just by intensive recitation of HIS name.
Negative mind set fire our sufferings. Remember HE can undo!
Karma or our endeavour of negative kind comes with avidya or ignorance and His name can change our mind.
Attitude of fearlessness gets embedded in our life when we know HE is on our side.
Tear – off from the chain of suffering by developing proximity with HIM.

Hooked in problems or reeling under dilemma? Then switch on immediately the remembrance of Ram Naam.
Away or escaping from the present has no future. Face it and move on.
Ram Naam is the magical medicine which can undo even the most negatives.
Arise above the problem and invest your full TRUST on HIM to find the solution.
Negative characters encounter more worldly woes. Do self cleaning with Ram Naam.

Karma or endeavour can be patterned on elevated path with HIS name.
Arrest your thought and focus your vision to the roots of karma.
Rift, conflict, envy, jealousy are destructive speed breakers. Realize it!
Allow and offer your mind to HIM as HE is the doer in reality and you’re just HIS hands.
Karta the doer of Karma or the endeavour are HIS. So dwell in HIS state of mind.

All the wind will blow to your way if you surely believe that HE is in your favour.
Nobody is more self-centred like HIM. So he wants us to remember HIM and as a Mother HE always takes care and pardons us.
Umbrella HE is. Keep yourself in HIS fold to experience the protection.
Kudos to HIM if you succeed. SHARE your credits.
Urge HIM in extreme sublimity He would surely rescue.
Life is for duty both the material & spiritual. Deliver your best.
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VÉ{ÉxÉÉ ®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É ½èþ ºÉÖEÞòiÉ,
®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É ½èþ xÉÉ¶ÉEò nÖù¹EÞòiÉ*
ÊºÉ¨É®äú ®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É ½þÒ VÉÉä VÉxÉ,
=ºÉEòÉ ½þÉä ¶ÉÖÊSÉiÉ®ú iÉxÉ ¨ÉxÉ **14**

Summing up of Ram Naam is to imbibe the pious most self within.
Utter HIS Name and ensure your mind and action for self purification.
Keenness is the guna or nature of a Sadhak which reduces the distance from HIM.
Role Model if HE is, then nothing goes wrong in life.
I if merges with WE and if in this WE HE resides then it is bliss like satsang.
Try to focus your mind on HIM. Turbulance & Disturbances will fade away.

Negations gets negated by Ram Naam Jaap.
Anger gets killed and tranquility prevails.
Sudh or the pure will prevail over the impure.
HE allows HIS name to ward off the bad omen.
Assurance is the underlined statement from HIM. Just be with HIM.
Karma is powered to side with the right and righteousness.

Devil or the negativism withers with HIS name.
Urgent attention can be drawn without ritual by intensely remembering HIM.
Subsides our ill intention, such powerful heavy weight is HIS name.
Hindrances of life are the teacher who cautions you again and again by inflicting pain.
Knowledge is the cure. Avidya or ignorance is the cause of our fall.
Reside in HIM to get a pious shield.
Indecent acts, amoral behaviour are the causative factors for our unending sufferings.
Train your mind to face the world so that journey onward becomes easy.
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Seeking HIM as a child seeks his Mother-should be kept in mind.
Injure none with your words and instead utter HIS name intensively.
Mind within lies the latent intelligence which gets awakened with HIS help.
Rope in your perplexed mind and stick to your immediate target.
Enjoy HIS name velocity so that the life navigation becomes easy.

Simran or remembrance purifies the heart.
Ushers in a tranquil state of mind.
Caring for others as your own comes automatically with his Name
Highest esteem of the self be up kept and here character matters.
Introspect to find out your true innocence which is pious.
Taking HIS name or doing Sankirtan is celestial bathing.
Allow the bliss to befall upon you. Be prepared to get drenched.
Ram Naam is the key for the vault called Divine Bliss

Tan is the body that needs to be sanctified with HIS name.
Allow no dirt to smear you. Be in this world but don’t increase your materialistic indulgences.
Nothing we possess except HIM. Be part of HIM always.

Mann the heart needs all the repair and Ram Naam is the only lasting ointment.
Absolute faith and deepest shraddha for the GURU matters.
Aesthetics of spiritual brilliance flows out of Guru’s word. Capture it and nurture it in your inner mind.
Nothing is more painful than one experiences a distance from one’s Guru & Param Guru.
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ÊVÉºÉ¨Éå ®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É ¶ÉÖ¦É VÉÉMÉä,
=ºÉ Eäò {ÉÉ{É iÉÉ{É ºÉ¤É ¦ÉÉMÉä*
¨ÉxÉ ºÉä ®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É VÉÉä =SSÉÉ®äú,
=ºÉ Eäò ¦ÉÉMÉå §É¨É ¦ÉªÉ ºÉÉ®äú **15**

Naam – the sacred Name of RAM needs to be awakened within. 
Affluence of aberration gets distanced with the NAAM.
Agony, atrocious life and craving induced suffering wither with his help.
Mission of RAM Naam is to become conscious.

Systematic unfoldment of the self good is the inter-play of Naam Jaap.
HUGE Spiritual profit awaits those who bestow spiritual care on others.
Upliftment of self is possible when we know to love others.
Blessing of Guru can be received when we follow his instructions.
Hidden within the gloom is the divine benevolence. Explore it.

Just believe HIM, confess to HIM, confide to HIM to get connected.
Attitude to respect values of life come with intensive Jaap.
Gear up to listen to your inner voice. Stand awakened.
Enjoining self with supreme is living with non-attacking ego.
Your desire to meet HIM can be possible with intimate love.

Paap or Sin is a human realism and after effect is pain & suffering
Acknowledge and confess your sin to HIM. Cry to regret deeply
Almighty RAM would provide shelter to all indiscriminately.
Piousness is the mental state which effaces our state of guilt & regret.
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Taap is penance and with HIS Kripa (Blessings) any one can get highest elevation
Attend to the calling of your heart and don’t do anything for which your inner mind stops you
Aspire for pardon and undergo any punishment to get absolved from SIN.
Prioritize your action and don’t ignore your sincere love for HIM. Never neglect HIM to enjoy life.

Utterance of Ram Naam assures rejuvenation of spiritual kind.
Care yourself as HIS, This self love is divine and do pamper yourself spiritually.
HE lives in HIS names develop a complete shraddha or reverence.
Higher the journey, steeper is the walk. Again in tough encounters HIS presence is felt
At the innermost self there is a divine chord and we need to awaken that
Ram Ram uttered and then unuttered stages ensure a journey of light and enlightenment.
Empowering self is a method of connection with Divine. Keep connected with RAM Naam.

Beseiged we are with fear and the fear of fear at the illusion level.
Hinderances for sadhak are the lures of life which destroys our attention 
About the other world we do mystify things which cause anxiety.
Get away from the effect of Negative world with Ram Naam.
Essence of life is spiritual uprightness which destroy illusions for sure.
Your own thought process be smeared with RAM Naam to empower oneself.

Bhram or illusion comes from ignorance. Dispel your ignorance by simply taking HIS name.
He is the ultimate protector that should not ever be doubted.
RAM is a Maha Mantra which can destroy the fear and illusion for ever!
Aspirations of ours should be grounded in reality.
Measure your strength as HIS and feel the Power of Ram Naam.
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BHAY or the fear from the unknown haunts us. Turn you mind away from these.
Hasty actions lead to doubtful results. Be focussed and do whatever with HIS name only.
Associates or even peer group force us to the state of fear. Be pragmatic and accept that which has value.
Yes, I can win over fear and success is the Mantra of life.
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ÊVÉºÉ ¨Éå ¤ÉºÉ VÉÉªÉ ®úÉ¨É ºÉÖxÉÉ¨É,
½þÉä́ Éä ´É½þ VÉxÉ {ÉÚhÉÇEòÉ¨É*
ÊSÉkÉ ¨Éå ®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É VÉÉä ÊºÉ¨É®äú,
ÊxÉ¶SÉªÉ ¦É´É ºÉÉMÉ®ú ºÉä iÉ®äú **16**

RAM the sweetest Name must reside in us to experience elevation.
Adore HIM as your Param Guru and nurture HIM as your only beloved.
Mother is RAM as from her the world got created and manifested.

Surely HIS name is epitome of benevolence.
Underneath the three letters the whole cosmos remain hidden.
NAAM Jaap hooks us up to the higher plain of spiritual vibration. 
ALL who do remember HIM all the time get solace of heavenly kind.
Mystic light it eminates when HE dances upon your third eye.

Purity of HIS name allows a logical conclusion of our work and endeavour.
Ultimate doer HE is, provided we know to offer all our deeds to HIM.
Rhythm of melody HE is and HE only allows us to cultivate the sound within 
No work or desire is shelved if we play with HIM with prem bhava
Assurance called self-belief and confidence HE provides 
Kshetra or space of all kind gets sanctified with HIS name.
Ask HIM request HIM to allow Remembrance all the time.
Mantric power of RAM Naam would dwell in our Karma.
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Chintan or higher contemplation never ceases if we take HIS name .
He is chintan. HE is Chitta or the inner manas or Mind. Believe it.
Ignite a passionate love for HIM so that He is forced to respond to you.
Tears of worldly loss can be layered with spiritual callings.
Teachings of HIS are simple to develop pious character and sense of righteousness
Abandon a stream of action which your inner mind does not like.

Mind within divine mind does help us and guide us. Listen to your inner voice.
Emotions are like the mega stage where divinity enacts its lila.
Yes, we have to purify our emotions so that Divine lila can be experienced.

RAM NAAM can change and control our emotions of inner mind. 
Actions and karma must not stop. Duties & responsibilities must be shouldered 
Mother RAM would take care of you once you become the worthy child.

Surrounded we are with deep Maya. This becomes cause of our fall
As an ocean. Maya sweeps our feet and takes us with its every thundering tide.
Going by the rule book if you do not know how to swim then just float with HIS name
Assurance of RAM NAAM energises our float and HE would surely take us to the right shore
RAM NAAM is the subtle navigator and help us to cross over the sea of illusion.

Surely He rescues whosoever seeks HIM passionately.
Enforce self-discipline so that we do not become a victim of immoral habits.
You have to sail through time. And strong character helps you.
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Teacher or the Param Guru He is, so why question HIS actions.
All the Gurus work as “Connector” between seekers & the sought.
RAM resides in Guru who rescues you all the time.
Ensure that we have pure and complete dedication towards our Param Guru and Guru.
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®úÉ¨É ÊºÉ¨É®úxÉ ½þÉä́ Éä ºÉ½þÉ<Ç,
®úÉ¨É ÊºÉ¨É®úxÉ ½èþ ºÉÖJÉnùÉ<Ç*
®úÉ¨É ÊºÉ¨É®úxÉ ºÉ¤É ºÉä >ÆðSÉÉ,
®úÉ¨É ¶ÉÊHò ºÉÖJÉ YÉÉxÉ ºÉ¨ÉÚSÉÉ **17**

Sahara or the divine helping hand one gets just by remembering HIM all the time.
As a friend or Sakha HE stands by whosoever sincerely remembers HIM.
Hardened criminals can be elevated to be saints if one has a deep passion for HIS name.
At the cross-road of life HE only shows the correct path.
Eternal salvation HE provides and ultimate rescuer HE is.
Energizes the self in unparallel manner with purity of RAM NAAM.

Searching for contentment is easier through HIS name.
Unfolds the bliss to all seekers who take Refuge in HIM.
Karma or our endeavour is streamed towards a purposeful direction.
Hidden messages to direct our endeavour is available around us.
Dynamic tranquility is provided by HIM if we approach HIM as our own.
Address all our past deeds and then  regretting matters in order to mend our behaviour for the future!
Yardstick of salvation is to become righteous and unharmful being.
Essence of life is getting Param Shanti which is Moksha.

Ram naam is the divine code to reach out to the highest.
Acoustic vibration reinvents self for charting out new path.
Menace is Maya which puts us in whirlwind. Ram rescues for sure!
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Seeking HIM is remembering HIM.
Inspiration will fountain from within.
Majestic outlook with poised Mind HE provides to all the seekers.
Restoring normaley in our chaotic life comes involuntarily.
Anti-dotes of our mortal cravings which bring pain is Ram Naam.
No shortfall it causes as we do our mortal duties with vigour.

Uncha is the highest and that can be achieved with constant remembrance.
No matter what was our past, still we can get elevated. It is never too late.
Catch word is Ram Naam to scale any height in life.
He provides us the ladder to climb up. HE also takes care of the balancing part.
At HIS feet the highest is posited.

Sole factor of Ram Naam is to experience the divine bliss and wisdom.
Umbrella of protection and contentment HE is.
Keeping abreast with sacred name matters in our modern fast life.
HE provides solace and allows the reduction of mortal cravings.

Going after searching for wisdom may become illusion. Try to read in between the lines of Guru Vachan.
Yearning for true knowledge comes with simple utterance of Ram Naam.
Amber is the glow of the divine light. Reach out to it.
No body is inferior before HIM. Mortal knowledge is too shallow.
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Sublime peace and brilliance of intelligence reside in HIS name.
Attitude to merge and feel the oneness is an achievable mental proposition.
Master you are of your life. So control yourself in whatever situation you are.
Urge HIM to empower you to face the world. This is also wisdom at the functional level.
Cater to others and help one and all with whatever you have.
HE, if has given you enough then learn to share it.
Always pray for others this is an act of wisdom and mode of getting sublime peace as well.
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®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É ½þÒ ÊºÉ¨É®ú ¨ÉxÉ,
®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É ¸ÉÒ ®úÉ¨É*
®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É ¸ÉÒ ®úÉ¨É ¦ÉVÉ,
®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É ½þÊ®ú-xÉÉ¨É **18**

Search the sacred name deep within.
Introspect and read yourself to find out the celestial relations.
Mental recitation can lead to a stage where every muscle of yours will sing HIS name.
Atune to inner music matter to un-riddle the self.
Remembrance not only gives coating to our conscious stage but creates a drive to deliver.

Major craving for life, luxury and amoral living eats away our big portion of our life. Beware!
Alert mind can control our mortal cravings.
Answer to the aberration of mind is to do a white wash of the self with HIS name.
Non-injurious is the desired state of our Mind. So remember HIM and love all.

Shree RAM is a concept of celestial ultimate who pervades beyond time and space.
HE is felt through HIS name and seen through cosmic light.
Radiance of HIS eternal being emits through enlightenment.
Eternal Bliss HE is and bound to smear one and all.
Epitome of cosmic wisdom HE is.

Ratifies the extreme Righteousness and creates the idealistic pattern for all.
Assumes a rare phenomenon of Holiness for the seekers.
Majestic regality He symbolizes as the lord of the Universe.
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RAM Naam emboldens the self and striving in life becomes more meaningful.
Assertion we beget is HIS bliss, so that we can dwell safely.
Madhur or sweet melody is HIS name – extreme happiness it provides.

Bhajan and sankirtan are melodious worshipping modes!
HE sings with you in a chorus such is HIS love for you in a responsive fashion.
Acoustic built up in a sonorous way of experiencing HIS lila.
Just melodiously worship HIM to escape the mortal agonies.

Hari is HIS name – the celestial identity which smears the world.
Avail all the solutions in HIS name.
Radiance of HIM creates the splash of intelligence for us.
I within self, HE within HIM, are nothing but perspective we behold.

Nurture your spiritual self and take deep dip within HIS name.
Attend to the meaningful name of the self and then link with HIM.
Arm yourself with the weapon called HIS name which works like the shield in life meaning the battle field of sansar.
Mind it that you are part of HIM so what is the difficulty of understanding HIM.
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¨ÉÉiÉ-Ê{ÉiÉÉ ¤ÉÉxvÉ´É ºÉÖiÉ nùÉ®úÉ,
vÉxÉ VÉxÉ ºÉÉVÉxÉ ºÉJÉÉ {ªÉÉ®úÉ*
+xiÉ EòÉ±É näù ºÉEäò xÉ ºÉ½þÉ®úÉ,
®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É iÉä®úÉ iÉÉ®úxÉ ½þÉ®úÉ **19**

Surrounded we are with parents and friends.
Urge for wealth and desire of the loved one unites us.
Tearing off these relations are impossible for us.

Dynamics of life is our relations but none could help finally.
As a thread we are tied but thread is too feeble for our journey beyond.
Reaching out to mortal love is important but forgetting HIM is dangerous.
Assure yourself with worldly love but go out for immortal RAM.

Physical and psychical proximity is the bone of contention for the mortal.
Yet, none of these relations can become helping hand at the time of mortal departure.
Affairs of love are important to live together. But ultimate bond with HIM matters.
RAM SHREE RAM is your bond beyond the body.
Allow a strong longing for the sacred name because that bondage will stay for ever.

At the fag end of life RAM becomes your ultimate mate who only can allow salvation.
Nurturing too deep cravings for the mortal creates a Maya and cyclic illusion.
Treat all relations with respect but upkeep your inclination for HIM.
Karma never ends with our Mortal terminals.
Allow a sense of belonging in HIS name so that you are taken care of after you departure.
Always remember HIM while you enjoy other relations.
Last utterance of ours be RAM. This should be our celestial wish.
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Traverse beyond the body is a riddle full of journey.
Affection of HIS can make our path easy without hiccups.
Reasoning ceases with our mortal end. But HIS love stays.
Agony and anguish wither such is the power of Ram Naam.
No matter what kind of deed we have done HE would surely rescue us.

HE is epitome of salvation.
At HIS name there is a hidden door of Moksha. Search it with HIS name.
RAM NAAM is the pious bridge between this and the other world.
Assurance of absolute relief comes to you even you are the sinner.
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ÊºÉ¨É®úxÉ ®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É ½èþ ºÉÆMÉÒ,
ºÉJÉÉ ºxÉä½þÒ ºÉÖ¾þnÂù ¶ÉÖ¦É +ÆMÉÒ*
ªÉÖMÉ ªÉÖMÉ EòÉ ½èþ ®úÉ¨É ºÉ½äþ±ÉÉ,
®úÉ¨É ¦ÉHò xÉ½þÓ ®ú½äþ +Eäò±ÉÉ **20**

NAAM of RAM is the friend of the seeker.
Acknowledge HIS companionship to move ahead.
Assurance HE gives which no other friend can give.
Measuring MIND with HIS name is actually feeling the cosmos within HIM.

Sacred name is the subtle friend which comes to the play with our contemplation.
At the world level HE is friend in need. HE helps us to cross the hurdle.
Nurturing a friendship with RAM Naam assures a support beyond the body.
Give all you have in terms of contemplation HE returns in many folds.
It is HIS commitment HE would not leave your hands ever.

Symbol of benevolence HE is. The SUN of human welfare called RAM dawns with HIS name.
Unleashes the creative principles of Mother who takes care of all.
Balancing between negative & positive is HIS lila.
Having a pious thought process assures a positive action which is mangalik.
Act upon goodness and develop a character which injures none.

Aspiration of positive intention is to strive higher in life and beyond.
Naturally RAM NAAM then becomes our inseparable part.
Greatness of divinity dawns with HIS name.
Inner love unleashes to wipe-out the hatred and enemity.
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RAM is a process of empowerment. Such is the Naam guna or the divine nature.
Attributes of HIS divinity become our subtle friends.
Meditating upon HIM is tying the bond with HIM which never gets destroyed as our soul.

Surroundness of HIM can be felt with sound and silence.
Accountable HE is as a friend and stands by the seeker who has confessed his sin.
Holyness prevails even when we face failures.
Emotions never become volatile and body knows how to react in the situation of despair.
Loving HIM is a lila. Think of HIM as your friend or Sakha HIS presence can be felt.
All the relations we have in the world can not equate with HIS bond.

Nothingness within in a spiritual sense is not lonliness but a desire for oneness.
Alone never you are if you have sought HIM once.
Hearty relation HE enjoys and teases you quite often to make you feel HIS presence.
Inner craving to meet HIM is the spiritual viraha. This proves you are never alone.

As we are part of HIM thus the given body of ours cannot separate us from HIM.
Karma is the lila and HE stands by you to rescue if you are on wrong path.
Eternal oneness is established with RAM NAAM.
Loss, failure, poverty, pain are HIS play. Encounter HIM more intensively in these situations.
Awakening of the self, once it comes assures unison with HIM.
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ÊxÉVÉÇxÉ ´ÉxÉ Ê´É{ÉnÂù ½þÉä PÉÉä®ú,
ÊxÉÊ¤Éc÷ ÊxÉ¶ÉÉ iÉ¨É ºÉ¤É +Éä®ú*
VÉÉäiÉ VÉ¤É ®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É EòÒ VÉMÉä,
ºÉÆEò]õ ºÉ´ÉÇ ºÉ½þVÉ ºÉä ¦ÉMÉä **21**

Natural solitude at times becomes fearful.
Inner dense of the mind haunts in acute loneliness.
RAM NAAM is the only companion to dispel darkness of this kind.
Jaap can undo the Tamasik effect both at the thought & action level.
At the dead of night, in acute hour of loneliness, we create our fear.
Negations we encounter are the karmic result but Naam can mend the effect.

Vehicle of bad omen dawns with the caving in of evening.
All that is devilish and demonic cloud together and dance upon our mind.
Nothingness of an ascetic has different meaning with this loneliness.

Notion of failure does loom large but jaap can clear the sky.
Intensive simran or remembrance can enlighten even in extreme darkness.
Beyond the pain and fear, pathos and agony lies the hope.
Intensive SOS through Jaap can force RAM to appear and rescue you for sure.
Radiance of power of Naam Jaap propels the confidence to encounter the negations!

Nisha or Night is the play ground of illusion.
Images are seen in shades and our perception varies.
Silence befalls but we do not know how to utilize this silence.
Human craving is fuelled and joy turns sour.
As we address the night, the darkness behaves accordingly.
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Jaap at the acoustic and silence level can ignite the light of enlightenment.
You experience the disillusement as darkness is slowly dispelled with the intensive Jaap.
Omnipotent RAM presides over the Buddhi or intellect for ever.
Tamasik craving diminishes which assures no more deadly nights in the future.

Sankat or the negative or anti-life situation withers with HIS name.
Affluence can not diminish personal pain and that is realized.
Nest of negativism is the spiders’ web, we create to trap but we are trapped.
Karma is the cause of our suffering. This important lesson is learnt only through pain.
Allow a self teaching to charter a neopath out of depressive situation.
Testing time HE provides. Don’t delay to take refuge in HIM.

Surrounded by “Dead ends” on every side? Have faith in HIM and HE would rescue you surely.
All the paap or the negations can be sucked away with HIS NAAM JYOT.
RAM NAAM is the guide of eternal kind but can brighten-up even mortal situations.
Vast expanse of hope and aspiration are seen through HIS JYOT.
At HIS feet Moksha lies. Do not succumb to the depressive emotions.

Behaviour of Tamsik kind needs to be stopped immediately and Naam Jyot can do that.
HIS presence can ward-off the omen of any kind.
Away from dusty heat of life one gets a cool drench with HIS name.
Gathering strength is matter of realizing HIM which comes with complete submission.
Eternal light lights up and problems are graved for good.
Your realization of light means you are onto divine introspection.
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¤ÉÉvÉÉ ¤Éc÷Ò Ê´É¹É¨É VÉ¤É +É´Éä,
´Éè®ú Ê´É®úÉävÉ Ê´ÉPxÉ ¤Égø VÉÉ´Éä*
®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É VÉÊ{ÉB ºÉÖJÉ nùÉiÉÉ,
ºÉSSÉÉ ºÉÉlÉÒ VÉÉä Ê½þiÉEò®ú jÉÉiÉÉ **22*

Barriers and barricades of negations do block our ways.
Atmosphere becomes viscious as we encounter deep trouble.
Dance of the fate becomes Tandav and destroys our tranquility.
Homing with near and dear ones becomes impossible. As no body wants to share your sufferings.
Acute loneliness besiege our mind and body.

Behaviour of self undergoes detoriations.
Actions and utterance turn vilolent.
Doubting others become the order of the day.
Imagination of agony multiplies mentally and fear rules over our life.
Instincts of fault finding mars the mental eace of the self.

Vision to encounter these situation are encoded in RAM NAAM.
Inspirations are to be searched from within as no outside help comes to us.
RAM NAAM Jaap diminishes all the negative attacks.
Offer and submit yourself to Param Guru without any semblance of doubt.
Dilemma of the mind be erased with meditative contemplation.
HE is the final rescuer believe in HIM. He would step in at right time.

Rejuvenation of the self can spring up from inside if we nurture our inner piousness.
All the riddles of pain, agony & pleasure get solved with HIS name.
Mind cannot become victim of trivial things.
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Sublime happiness can flow within with RAM Naam.
Utterance becomes pious and negative thinking and foul words get the back seat.
Kinetic energy of the soul comes to the fore to fight out the inner negations.
HIS presence can be felt in our action if we fill our inner body with RAM NAAM.

Donor of eternal tranquility and peace, HE is.
Alter our situations slowly as we intensify HIS remembrance.
Turn the viscious situation into a cosy atmosphere with HIS name..
Allow repentence to heal thy self. Cry if you can…!

HE embodifies goodness and HE remains the giver.
Introspect with RAM NAAM to find out HIS divine guidance.
Tamasik attitude or negative craving HE destroys for sure.
Karma for the worldly duty HE allows to all HIS seekers.
Atman or the soul gets awakened and gets connected with our conscious mind.
RAM is the MAHAMANTRA which effaces all the sin.

THREE (3) worlds have one NAME – RAM that allows emancipation.
RAM is no mere sound but a light of brilliance and pervades all the space and time.
Actualizes our spiritual path of pious living which holds good for our salvation.
Trains our mind to absorb shocks and force ourselves to our karma.
Aspiration of the self must merge with RAM is the calling of Naam Sadhak.
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¨ÉxÉ VÉ¤É vÉèªªÉÇ EòÉä xÉ½þÓ {ÉÉ´Éä,
EÖòÊSÉxiÉÉ ÊSÉkÉ EòÉä SÉÚ®ú ¤ÉxÉÉ´Éä*
®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É VÉ{Éä ÊSÉxiÉÉ SÉÚ®úEò,
ÊSÉxiÉÉ¨ÉÊhÉ ÊSÉkÉ ÊSÉxiÉxÉ {ÉÚ®úEò **23**

Dynamic mind when becomes restless we become impatient.
Hasty decisions and actions eminate from the disturbed mind.
Acts become gloomy and mind gets corrupted.
RAM NAAM can control and enhance our perseverance. With his name inner composure is realized.
Yet worldly cravings and needs of the fast life over takes our capacity and capabilities.
Acute desire of begetting every thing destroys the inner mind.

Nothing holds on in the mind and the fickle mind destroys our inner sacredness.
At this juncture Param Guru’s role becomes more important.
Health gets worsened when we loose patience. Meditative correction is needed. 
Inspiration and “awaiting” for the results are matter of self dialogue.

Pace of life must not be defeated by the mad-horse cravings.
All wishes are not to be fulfilled. This must be taught.
Velocity of RAM NAAM remembrance can bring all the required composure.
Essence of life is to seek real contentment.
Yield to HIM and you yourself would experience the effect of Ram Naam.
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Kuchinta or amoral and malefic thinking pollutes our mind sets.
Urges for infringement if dominate then our value system suffer huge loss.
Calls of amoral kind if haunt our heart then we need to concentrate more on HIM for respite.
Halt the aberration and replace thoughts of negations with HIS name. He would take care of the rest.
Inner mind has many hidden nuances which want to corrupt our karma.
Nurture purity and remain awakened to face the impure around.
Teaser from peer group does ignite our delinquent intentions. Be aware.
Affair of loving all should not have an iota of lust. Love is eternal.

Core within the inner core of our mind is the place for chitta.
HIS identity is hidden in it.
Innerself needs to be digged out as divinity tends to hide itself in the depth of chitta.
Tenacity to know HIM starts with utterance of sacred NAME which manifests in illuminative way.
Try to unveil the light within HIM which is available within you.
Adjourn the action if you are warned by your Chitta - the innermind.

RAM NAAM be meditated upon to alter your mind sets.
Awakening the self means stopping the bodily mortal cravings.
Mind your thinking process and mend your behaviour as well.

Name HIM and remember HIM with absolute prem-bhava or eternal love.
Allow a state of mind which can lead to a divine dialogue.
Aspiring for elevation means we are in divine flight.
Majestic RAM pervades and allows auto-corrections all the time.
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Jaap is the process of internalization which allows all round progress.
Affluence is showered over them who nurture deepest shraddha for RAM.
Piousness besmear the mind then amorality sinks for good.
Enjoying self with the supreme is possible with NAAM JAAP.
Yearning for HIM means diminishing self identity of mortal kind.

Corest of mind must come into play on every day dwelling.
HE is the cause, effect and consequence of thinking process.
Infiniteness of HIM can only partially be felt by us.
Nuances of content & context are to be contemplated in perspective.
Trigering a thought of goodness starts and ends with prayer.
Atman is immortal so its brilliance of thought. We have to feel it for others.
Mantrik power of RAM NAAM can empower our thought process.
Assurance to the self comes out of contented mind.
Nectar called Shree RAM can make anyone to bounce back to stay high.
Inspired self takes care of all and injures none.
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¶ÉÉäEò ºÉÉMÉ®ú ½þÉä =¨Éc÷É +ÉiÉÉ,
+ÊiÉ nÖù&JÉ ¨Éå ¨ÉxÉ PÉ¤É®úÉiÉÉ*
¦ÉÊVÉB ®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É ¤É½Öþ ¤ÉÉ®ú,
VÉxÉ EòÉ Eò®úiÉÉ ¤Éäc÷É {ÉÉ®ú **24**

Sordid tides of life do have demonic effect on us.
HIS name is only rescuer and refuge too.
Oppressive depressions can be unthreaded with sacred Name.
Karma shudders and we are unable to perform. Go and get inspiration from HIM.

Sea of sorrow is reality of life. But we need not be perturbed.
Amplifying your cry of pain will not help. Cry with HIS name.
Given negatives are to be squarely encountered keep HIS presence in mind.
Action and reactions are not to be coated with vengence.
RAM can undo anything negative provided we rely on HIM fully.

Alas we have incurred loss of invaluable kind is the causative factor for our multiplying sorrow.
Accepting the loss as reality and crossing the ocean of pain does matter.
Tears for our Viraha for HIM is more meaningful than our brooding over sufferings.
Increasing your strength comes with realization of pain that parallely exists with pleasure.

Do not brood over your unhappiness rather try to row through this situation.
Up the sky inspirational rain is always a happening. Grab it.
Knowledge and wisdom dispel darkness.
HE and HIS name provide the ultimate solution.
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Bhajiye or sing in HIS praise to find out an outlet from pain every time!
HE descends on the earth with melody of RAM DHUN.
Affair de love with HIM is matter of eternal lila.
Justice will prevail if we know that HE is the doer and believe that HE is the dispencer of Justice.
Intonation of Ram Dhun can create a melody of this & other life.
Yardstick of begetting HIM musically is merging the self to the extreme melody.
Enforce the disciplines of musical notes and enhance the lyrical stress and pause.

Rhythm of stars can vibrate our life and planets will be on our side if we cultivate Ram dhun.
Agony withers and we find ourselves rejuvenated.
Mysticism of philosophy vanishes when we sing Amritvani.

Boundaries of mortality are vanquished and horizon is seen through HIS name.
Efforts of ours get powered as we dress up in positivism.
Death of near ones and the sense of loss gets reduced as we take HIS name.
Affinity of divine kind dawns and we dwell in Bliss.

Param Guru HIMSELF would pave the path for salvation.
Allow your Guru to speak out for the divine guidance.
RAM NAAM can diminish the Maya all around and help us to attend salvation for sure.
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Eòc÷Ò PÉc÷Ò EòÊ`öxÉiÉ®ú EòÉ±É,
Eò¹]õ Eò`öÉä®ú ½þÉä C±Éä¶É Eò®úÉ±É*
®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É VÉÊ{ÉB |ÉÊiÉ{ÉÉ±É,
ºÉÖJÉ nùÉiÉÉ |É¦ÉÖ nùÒxÉnùªÉÉ±É **25**

Kaal or touch Time does visit with extreme trying situation where pain looms large.
Acute crisis is bound to wither if RAM NAAM prevails.
Tired mind leads to confused situation and complex becomes our decision making process.
Heaps of problems do land on our lap from different places. Naam Jaap provides the escape route.
Information gets corrupt when ill luck visits us. But Faith in HIM can undo any situation.
Negations do knock our doors when we are besieged with extreme negative time.
Teachings of Swamiji Maharaj become handy to handle to self.
Agony keeps the pain of life alive. Empowering the self with RAM NAAM matters.
RAM, Shree Ram can heal even the worst of the TIME.

Karmic result yields the negative cultivation. Spray the sacred Name to save the harvest called life.
Avenues seems getting blocked. Remembrance can help us at this juncture.
Auspiciousness when distances from life, then sacred name can only hold the hope.
Latent energy remains deeply submerged in time.

Karmafal or the result of karma some time looks like ocean of sorrow.
Atune to the deadly stormy night, the life behaves with nightmare!
Surrounded pain, failure and defeat haunts our mind.
HIS NAME can rescue us from the inauspicious situations.
Tied we remain and carry on our luggage of sin.
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Knock out situation we reel under in the boxing ring of life.
Aversion for life we develop. But Naam Jaap helps us if we take refuge in HIM.
Tranquility and inner peace can alter the situation.
HIS holy name holds the key for salvation.
Offering resistance to suffering is derived from RAM NAAM.
RAM ushers salvation in our life.

Jaap once intensified then the crossing over testing time becomes easy.
Ajapa jaap or the constant involuntary remembrance provides us the inner strength.
Paap or the sin won’t have a telling effect on life.
I am not alone is the resultant slogan of Naam Jaap.
Yes is sense of positivism gets translated in benefic with RAM NAAM Jaap.
Enforcing discipline to bear the on-slaught of bad times become achievable.

Pratipal or every minute every second be filled with RAM Naam for the divine inspiration.
RAM is so generous, would come to you and rescue you for sure.
Anxiety of unknown fear won’t grip us if we know how to get connected with HIM.
Terrific bad situation can not leave its impact if we can keep RAM on our side.
Inspiration would dawn and Nectar would flow with RAM NAAM.
Precautions or safety measures would surface in your mind automatically.
All the time be it good or bad RAM NAAM should not be forgotten.
Loose everything but not HIS name is the unwritten divine law.
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Param Guru plays HIS lila. Try to play with HIM.
RAM is the most generous cosmic being. Love HIM to get back love.
Agonies and pain HE gives to help you to get disillusioned.
Broad thinking pattern dawns with HIS name.
HE is the most Benefic and HE is the cause and effect of our beingness.
Utter HIS name with love and deep shraddha to become one with HIM.

Dynamic SRI RAM is the friend of the have nots.
Inclinations towards HIM assure progress of spiritual kind.
Nothing can disturb you if you are in constant touch.
Dear HE is and so compassionate is HIS nature that HE can’t see your tears.
Allow a deep reverence for HIM even If you are in good time.
Yesteryears Karma effect gets washed with HIS name only.
Assurance from HIM comes with our self-confidence.
Loving HIM matters and crossing over the maya of worldly sufferings become easy.
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PÉ]õxÉÉ PÉÉä®ú PÉ]äõ ÊVÉºÉ ¤Éä®ú,
nÖùVÉÇxÉ nÖùJÉcä÷ ±Éä́ Éå PÉä®ú*
VÉÊ{ÉB ®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É Ê¤ÉxÉ näù®ú,
®úÊJÉB ®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É ¶ÉÖ¦É ]äõ®ú **26**

Grave situations in life do unnerve us. RAM NAAM can surely rescue you from it.
Hatred be shelved and empowerment to face the world would matter.
Anxiety should not cause depression problem! so keep connected with HIM.
Tears of pain are reality. But none should brood over.
Negations are like black cloud which would pass by.
Annoy none or don’t be injurious as well in this situation. Keep your piousness up in the mind.

Goary incidents create a world of different kind. But don’t get perturbed. 
Home with sufferings but don’t search for sympathy as people don’t realize your pain.
Offer Prayers to HIM and call HIM frantically as if you are sending SOS!.
Recount your fallies which have caused this suffering. Mend it for future.

Dirty minds of people work together to create havoc.
Urge to Shree RAM to rescue you from these kinds of wrong people.
RAM NAAM, which swings our mind can create a distance from negative people.
Justice does prevail when we take the divine refuge.
Arrogance and ignorance of the self are the worst enemies within.
Neutralize a relation which nullifies your life.
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Deadly sorrow can get subsided and sedimented with the BLISS of RAM Naam.
Undoing self ill karma comes when we pray for others even in our bad days.
Kripa or Blessings can efface the memory of pain.
Hell if life becomes means now divinity will give you the chance to get closer to HIM.
Demonic superstitions, mind must cease to culture!
Efforts and Jaap complimetarily work towards elevation.

Jaap can undo your sufferings. Believe in it and count the beads!
Acoustic excellence in mind can open up the window of intelligence.
Prem or with deep love you can realize the power of Naam Jaap.
Inspiration must work towards inside corrections.
Yearning for HIS name would ease your present position.
Emphatic understanding of HIS perspective is understood easily.

Role model HE is. He is very compassionate and duty bound.
Avail HIS blessings! as HE never distinguishes the seekers from sought.
Mental blocks and inhibitions get knocked off with HIS name.
Behold HIM within and get hooked with HIS name. 
Intution HE provides to tackle the problem with ease.
Nurture HIM as a real DOER, HE would provide you with the alternatives.

Demand HIS presence as a child DOES from his MOTHER.
Enjoy HIM through Jaap.
Rejuvenation is bound to follow once we do Naam Jaap.
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Shubh or benefic Home is RAM NAAM.
Host HE is for all the seekers and provides all the comforts to all.
Unison of divine third eye is opened for you. Just look up and find out.
Benevolence will flow like Nectar if you have believed HIM.
Height of estacy HE allows you to experience with RAM NAAM.

Treasure House of RAM NAAM has all the luxury without Maya.
Energy House is HIS name. Draw your energy from this eternal power house!
RAM NAAM is the sound of cosmic creation. Be a part of HIM.
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®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É ½þÉä ºÉnùÉ ºÉ½þÉªÉEò,
®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É ºÉ´ÉÇ ºÉÖJÉnùÉªÉEò*
®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É |É¦ÉÖ ®úÉ¨É EòÒ ]äõEò,
¶É®úhÉ ¶ÉÉÎxiÉ +É¸ÉªÉ ½èþ BEò **27**

Seekers of HIM always find HIM closer to them.
Aura of RAM NAAM Besmears one and all without discrimination.
Delicate HE is, so take care of HIM as HIS dear ones – you should never indulge in amoral activities.
Always feel HIM to ward off loneliness.

Sahara or Helping Being HE is provided we know how to depend upon HIM.
Attitude to reach out and Help others are divine attribute.
Hymns called RAM RAM not only purify but inspire.
Allow the self-character building which is of great self-help.
You are the seed and sprouting comes with the spray of RAM NAAM.
Amulgamate your nature or guna with HIM then see how HE helps.
Karma of the self is the friend of our future. So make our karmic line sound.

Sukh is not happiness but a sense of bliss HE bestows upon.
Unknown power makes you smile. Smile back and make others happy.
Kripa of Ram is a feeling beyond the pleasure.
He smiles and that translates into a blissful experience.
Doing RAM NAAM is actually being possessed by HIM.
Associates, near and dear ones are also blessed by HIM.
Your sense of contentment can be begotten through NAAM.
Allow an empowerment which makes you serve the society better!
Karma of yours be chanting HIS name which would fuel happiness.
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Param Guru Ram is the source of eternal solace.
Ram Naam is the iconless subtle supreme divine sonic identity.
Attributes of HIS shine equate brilliantly shinning millions of SUNs.
Bestows love and pardon all such HE is, if we take HIS name even once.
Utmost caring HE is and generously HE showers the BLISS.

RAM is beyond the time & space and pervades all the lokas.
Agilitry of life, mundanness of deathlessness HE epitomises.
Mind HE controls of all the beings, yet HE gives you right option first.

Silence leads to tranquility which paves the path for peace.
HE Himself is the holiest of holy word that can transform even a sinner.
Annoyance is kept at a distance with HIS name.
Nectar called eternal bliss is the bead called RAM runs on the thread called NAAM.
Truth is not mystified with shades. HE is pure light awaiting for you to smear!
Inner silence is placed in position with HIS name.

Abode of peace is HE and HIS name.
SHANTI is assured as we intensify HIS NAAM GAAN.
HE is the final refuge or MOKSHA.
RETIRE from this world with HIS name to experience a blissful departure.
Attaining is simplest with HIS Naam Jaap.
You are with HIM can be further read as your are HIM!
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{ÉÚÆVÉÒ ®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É EòÒ {ÉÉ<ªÉä,
{ÉÉlÉäªÉ ºÉÉlÉ xÉÉ¨É ±Éä VÉÉ<ªÉä*
xÉÉ¶Éä VÉx¨É ¨É®úhÉ EòÉ JÉ]õEòÉ,
®ú½äþ ®úÉ¨É ¦ÉHò xÉ½þÓ +]õEòÉ **28**

Punji or deposit of RAM NAAM to be Begotten.
Ultimate destiny is hidden within it.
Nurturing a desire beyond the body matters.
Jaap is the key to the great divine vault.
Induces a taste of nectar which takes us to the vaikuntha.

Realizing the worth of this life journey & beyond matters.
Attributes or the divine elements of RAM envelop the seekers.
Mantric effect of RAM heals and guides. Be healer as we imbibe RAM Guna.

Siding with Ram Naam means we are opting for Moksha.
Always be in HIS company so that sense of loneliness should not visit our lives.
Togetherness ensures growth, development and detachment.
HIS presence is fully there in HIS Naam.

NAME is codified and should at the utterance level elevate our soul.
As we pronounce the name through different frequencies we view varied unknown dimensions.
All the utterance is offered to the silence where word & Its impact gets decoded.
Majestic brillance of light emits from the Naam JAAP.
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Jeevan - the life form is to realize the manifestive experience. 
Aspirations of mortal world are the lila and disillusenment is the target.
Nurturing, craving and appeasing sense organs are also a reality.
Mind aspires for higher result and searching them outside remain dominant.
Antarmukhi yatra or introspection illudes but that remains the hidden divine destiny.

Mrityu is the termination of the body and soul carries with it the experience of wisdom called samskars.
Attaining another body, another experience is the class room of divinity!
RAM if realized within then one can escape from this cycle of life and death.
Awakening a desire to Merge with HIM is the final destiny.
Nothing could stop one if one has taken the refuge at right time.

Bhakta or the seeker can not be stopped from attaining moksha.
HIS love for you can translate your spiritual aspiration into a reality.
Awakened self never runs away from worldly duties either.
Karma is life but loving the divine is within the karma philosophy.
Tracing the over all goodness within matters for a Sadhak.
Ajapa Naam Jaap is the mode, medium and destiny for the sadhak.

Nothing could stop any one from Moksha if the seeking is complete.
Altering self-ego with the divine wish helps one to cross over the debacles of life.
HE brings the final disillusion. But HE wants you to continue your lila.
I am the doer is a divine statement. And we are the tool of that doer.

Allows no seeker a “mental block” at their aspiration level.
Turning the mind away from fueling “craving” is the divine dictate.
Kripa or the divine blessing helps us to navigate beyond the world.
Aspire for HIM HIS name can ensure the divine glory.
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®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É ¸ÉÒ ®úÉ¨É ½èþ,
iÉÒxÉ ±ÉÉäEò EòÉ xÉÉlÉ*
{É®ú¨É {ÉÖ¯û¹É {ÉÉ´ÉxÉ |É¦ÉÖ,
ºÉnùÉ EòÉ ºÉÆMÉÒ ºÉÉlÉ **29**

Three worlds are threaded with the name of Shree Ram.
Eternal bliss to smear all with HIS name.
Essential pious thought rules the world of RAM.
Negations and inauspiciousness wither with RAM NAAM.

Location, time, theme, event are HIS Manifestation.
Omnipresent HE is as HE rules over the three worlds.
Karmic principles HE ordains both for theist & atheist.

Knowing HIM through RAM NAAM is knowing the three world.
Attributes of HIM which pervade Three worlds can be perceived through HIS name.

Nectar HE is of all the fluids flowing in any living being.
All is surrounded by HIM but HE is surrounded by the aura of HIS name.
Teaching of HIS is simple yet hidden in RAM.
HE creates the Maya for all. Again He demystifies the divine.

Param Purush, Param Guru is Shree Ram.
Avatar HE becomes at the reincarnating perspective. He comes again & again to guide the world.
Vision-Divine HE is; so with HIS name benefic is bound to dawn.
Aspirations of Lila HE images and HE plays upon MAYA.
No part of the three worlds can remain dark if HE eminates.
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Purity HE embodifies in living beings. Such is the bliss of Param Guru Shree Ram.
Reverance HE portrays and the same is mirrored in GURU.
Alters the mortal situation and opens up wisdom window for the seekers.
Brave and generous are HIS attributes. Seekers should pretend to be HIM.
HE is rescuer for the lonely suffering soul. So understand HIS love.
Ultimate divinity resides in formless enlightened word of RAM.

Sole friend HE is and HE remains our soul-mate thoughtout our journey even beyond life.
Allow HIS friendship to smear all. As a sakha HE would work with you in your mortal callings.
Nothingness or void is never felt if we keep in our mind the concept of constant remembrance.
Gift HE would shower on HIS seekers. Await HIM any moment HE would appear!
Instructs our mind about the path we should follow.

Surrounds us and HE does all for the sake of Love, Love for HIM is HIS nature.
Augments an inner movement and motivates us for the elevation.
Tirtha or pilgrimage HE is. Again RAM NAAM is symbol of pilgrim as well.
HE is a bond of celebration and emanicipation.
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ªÉYÉ iÉ{É vªÉÉxÉ ªÉÉäMÉ ½þÒ iªÉÉMÉ,
¤ÉxÉ EÖò]õÒ ´ÉÉºÉ +ÊiÉ ´Éè®úÉMÉ*
®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É Ê¤ÉxÉÉ xÉÒ®úºÉ ¡òÉäEò,
®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É VÉ{É iÉÊ®úB ±ÉÉäEò **30**

Yagya is embodiment of offering and appeasing the divine.
Altar of Yagya is a space for eternal sacrifice.
Giving away your wish and sanctifying the self matters.
Yagya is a medium through which our offering goes to the divine.
Allowing the self wish to sacrifice actually matters for the moksha.

Testing the self by the means of penance matters.
Aspiring for spiritual life is the desired step for salvation.
Allowing self ego to die is the result of Taap.
Piousness in mind and toeing sacredness is the primary requirement for Taap.

Dhyan or meditation invokes an experience to feel the mystic self.
Hindrances do come in the shape of mortal irritation. One has to win over this state.
Yielding before HIM and meditating upon third eye matters.
A flow of dynamic light dances upon the third eye. Experience it and relish it.
Nothingness in mind takes us to the state where brilliance of light emits.

Your body, soul and mind unite and work as a healer.
Organic control holds the key of self-rejunevation.
Gathering inner strength is the moto of yoga.
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Aati vairagya or extreme renouncement one should aspire for.
Allowing a simple living amidst woods is a great sacrifice.
Turning away from mortal luxury matters.
Initials of life be inked with a stamp of “giving away the givens.”

Victory over desire or worldly cravings is an element of Vairagya.
Away from the desire of fruits is the great wordly sacrifice.
Imaging a sense of self-less-ness finally matters.
Ram also provides Vairagya with HIS Name.
Assurance of renunciation is sure salvation.
Getting no more desire is a call of the sadhak.
Your world is HIS. Believe in it to culture deep spiritualism.
Affairs of life and living be sanctified with HIS NAME.

Nothing exists like HIS NAME which processes our beings for emanicipation.
Acoustic excellence is achievable through RAM NAAM – that is our karma.
Association with other seekers leads to satsang where experiences are shared.
Menter HE is so one has to follow HIS footstep.

Bina or without HIM no existence exists in vibrating form.
Inner solace is the square base where upon the NAAM tower is built.
NAAM – SHAKTI is the core manifestive energy within.
Actualization of dream is not possible without HIS Name.
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Namelessness is embodiment of mundane.
Inspiration comes from deep Shraddha or reverance for RAM NAAM.
Righteous feeling sprouts within the name to destroy mortal harmful throughts.
Assembling the torn self after a failure does matter to rise again.
Someone who will never ditch you is RAM NAAM.

Transcends the three worlds is the power of RAM NAAM JAAP.
Allow your Guru’s blessings to cover you so better intensify Naam Jaap.
Rhythm of silence and eternal light can charter new path.
Enjoying Bliss is reducing worldly desire. Contentment is the catch word.
Your journey in the three worlds after series of birth and rebirth can cease with RAM NAAM JAAP.
Efforts and endurance matter while stepping towards salvation.

Latent desire of Mukti must be awakened. Jaap helps you for sure.
Organic decay is a reality so don’t waste your time for the so called mortal beauty. Culture your inner beauty.
Karma is a reality, but Jaap karma can surpass all the time and space.
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®úÉ¨É VÉÉ{É ºÉ¤É ºÉÆªÉ¨É ºÉÉvÉxÉ,
®úÉ¨É VÉÉ{É ½èþ Eò¨ÉÇ +É®úÉvÉxÉ*
®úÉ¨É VÉÉ{É ½èþ {É®ú¨É +¦ªÉÉºÉ,
ÊºÉ¨É®úÉä ®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É 'ºÉÖJÉ-®úÉºÉ' **31**

Saiyam or the art of self – control comes with RAM NAAM JAAP.
Amoral thought and action is burnt with NAAM JAAP.
Intentions and deliberations become pious.
Yearnig for sensuous pleasure is like following a mirage.
Ajapa jaap or the stage of constant remembrance can build our character.
Mental fickle mindedness goes and we feel the tranquility with Naam Jaap.

Sanctifies the self for the elevated journey which is bound to surface.
Allow the flight of the mind to touch upon the higher plains of abstracts.
Dreadful fear and temporal pleasure gets dried up.
HE seats on your inner mind and controls your nature. That is the direct result of Naam Jaap.
Avenue of pious nature unfolds and divinity is experienced even in this body of ours.
Never crave for the self appeasement rather pray for others which is the result of Sadhana.

Karma is doing and dwelling in life. Jaap is the highest Karma.
Alters the negations of our mind and patterns positivism.
RAM being your Sakha your karma has to be pious and full of goodness.
Magical effects of Naam Jaap Karma can be experienced within and outside.
Agility of mind controls our behaviour and we get a focussed vision.
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Aradhana needs no ritual or elaborate unintelligible Mantra but only simple NAAM JAAP.
RAM is to facilitate our purification and that comes with HIS resounding Name.
Affluence of welfare of all the being around is bound to surface.
Declining to our sensuous pleasure becomes very easy as mind has reached a controlled stage.
Hindrances even at meditative level reduce as we intensify Jaap.
Atuning the mind, body and soul becomes practicable at the concentrating level.
Non-injurious being is the aspired stage of RAM NAAM sadhak.
Anger, envy shrink and love and selflessness flow with Jaap Aradhana.

Param GURU SHREE RAM is the teacher or GURU. Again HE is the celestial destiny.
Acoustic Jaap is matter of mental exercise and provides avenue for higher experiences.
RAM NAAM is the treasure to be unearthed from within with the help of GURU.
Acoustic velocity with Jaap creates a resounding sound phenomenon with the touch of silence.
MAHAMANTRA is RAM who is our demystified divine navigator.

Allow a growth of a regular routine exercise to develop mental strength.
Behaviour on daily basis much reflect the pious self.
HE guides provided we learn from HIS words expressed through GURU.
Your spiritual energization matters. He provides the growth in dynamic form.
Always doing the Jaap is the only request GURU makes.
Sublime divine experience and life without hiccups are assured.

Supreme sublimity will drop from the sky as nectar.
Utmost satisfaction will descend on the sadhaks.
Karma pattern developes a tool called auto-correction.
HIS bliss prevails and tranquility reflects in the mind of near and dear ones.
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Rising above the mundane is the gift of Naam Jaap.
Assurance from HIM on every occasion would definently descend.
Surprises the supreme always offer. Lookout for then to posses them forever!.
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®úÉ¨É VÉÉ{É Eò½þÒ >ÄðSÉÒ Eò®úhÉÒ,
¤ÉÉvÉÉ Ê´ÉvxÉ ¤É½Öþ nÖù&JÉ ½þ®úhÉÒ*
®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É ¨É½þÉ-¨ÉxjÉ VÉ{ÉxÉÉ,
½èþ ºÉÖµÉiÉ xÉä̈ É iÉ{É iÉ{ÉxÉÉ **32**

Ultimate mechanism of spiritual attaintment comes with RAM NAAM JAAP.
No debacles can stop you if you are hooked with HIS name.
Caring being He is so. HE wants you to imbibe HIS quality.
HE excels with HIS seeker and through Guru HE makes you perform.
Insight HE provides through NAAP JAAP so that seekers can journey with ease.

Karma manifests with Jaap karma.
Amplify the divine resonance within.
Reinforcement you get from eternal energy to combat negativism.
Nostalgic regrets allow mending for the future.
I the ego takes the back seat and HE prevails.

Deadly sorrow and fearful situation gets wiped off with HIS name.
Understanding called reality of life comes to the fore.
Kripa or blessings of Guru can work as sorrow resistant.
Henious thought and action die for good.

HE absorbes all the sorrow and pain of the sadhak.
Aggressions of cravings are combated well with HIS name.
Reflecting upon HIM is rejuvenation of the self.
No matter what for we are suffering, but our pain reduces.
Invocation of HIS name can yield Bliss and pain goes away.
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MAHA MANTRA is RAM NAAM which holds the key for Nirvana.
As a sound and as a name RAM NAAM transcends all the time.
HE is most benefic and ultimate rescuer for the real seekers!
Away from the riddle of Ritual HE pervades in a simplistic manner.

Mantra or codified sound layered with many themes is RAM NAAM the Maha Mantra.
Affinity with Divine and merging with HIM is the easiest of all the paths.
No worldly “pulls” can detach you from HIM.
Tapping the inner energy is easy and one can embodify HIS gunas with ease.
RAM was there beyond the historically recorded time. HE remains the mother of creation.

Testing one’s virtuous quality becomes easy with RAM NAAM.
As we become conscious of HIM we slip into divinity.
Param Guru wants no bodily penance but a sense of rapt attention in terms of Ram Naam Jaap.

Trial and error HE does not believe. If HE is rememberd then HE would rescue.
Acts on our senses and curtails our over indulgence.
Paap or sin gets washed away provided we know how to offer ourselves to HIM.
Nefarious intentions are reality of humans but HE can wash it with ease.
Allow HIM to speak through you and reside in you if you keep yourself pious.
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®úÉ¨É VÉÉ{É ½èþ ºÉ®ú±É ºÉ¨ÉÉÊvÉ,
½þ®äú ºÉ¤É +ÉÊvÉ ´ªÉÉÊvÉ ={ÉÉÊvÉ*
@ñÊrù ÊºÉÊrù +Éè®ú xÉ´É ÊxÉvÉÉxÉ,
nùÉiÉÉ ®úÉ¨É ½èþ ºÉ¤É ºÉÖJÉ JÉÉxÉ **33*

Sound of Jaap can lead to higher plains of meditative excellence.
Attention span and level of concentration increases four fold than any other yogic meditation.
RAM in various levels of utterance and non-utterance create immediate connectivity.
Ajapa Jaap or the stage of constant remembrance is achieved involuntarily.
Latent self gets awkened as we course through Naam Jaap.

State of samadhi is achieved easily and coming out from it is also easy.
Attitude of approach towards divinity changes as HE is Param Guru and Ishta as well !
Mind becomes riddle free and unknotting becomes easy.
Avalanch of sorrows even can not disturb Naam Jaap.
Divinity and the self merges like water and milk.
HE talks to you at interpersonal level.
Increase and intensify RAM NAAM Jaap to feel at home with yourself.

Vyakaran or the Grammer of life has many elements, stoppers and superfluous adjectives which are controlled by Jaap.
Your suffering withers with Ram Naam Jaap.
Adhere to the rules of curtailing worldly cravings except the basic requirements.
Doing Jaap allows elevation from several barriers of life.
HIS assurance can be received as HE is just a Jaap away.
Image HIM in our mind so that he helps you to cross over.
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Upadhi or the titles are the worldly cravings and desires.
Position and status HE gives but HE only allows the detachments to grow.
Angles of life and perspective beyond - HE only provides.
Dear you remain to HIM and HE would crown you with glory.
HIS magnificance reflects through HIS name.
Inner solace and journey beyond becomes easy without any logical complications.

Reaching out to the abode of divinity has many paths & methods.
Inroad to the celestial wisdom has many process and philosophy.
Disciplining body and mind do matter to excel.
Desire or a deep longing can make all the difference!
HE HIMSELF creates the riddles to reach HIM and unknot the riddles as well.
Introspection, meditation, sadhana and sacrifice all these roads lead to empowerment.

Siddhi or the divine attaintment comes with RAM NAAM very easily.
HE even shows newer paths after crossing few levels. Such loving HE is.
Inspirations to achieve the Siddhi do matter but after attending siddhi inspirations are to be given to others.
Doing away with negative cultivation and finally positive empowerment matters for the final journey.
Desire for the short cuts to achievment means your success will be short-lived!
Hidden negative intentions for begetting and utilizing lower siddhi for mundane purposes do not hold good.
Intention of purifying the soul and salvage others do come with Raam Naam Jaap.

Sonorus RAM NAAM is the divine mine (khan) to be digged out by all the sadhaks.
Ultimate treasure trove is RAM NAAM.
Khan is Mine which has hidden Treasure. The real seekers can do the mining with Jaap power.
HE awaits you beneath your mind. Cross over the worldy thought process to reach HIM.
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Karma when becomes pious then our actions are sharpened with goodness. This is the beginning.
HE extends HIS hand if you are internally trying to reach HIM.
Activation of your super sub-conscious mind starts with HIS Name.
Nectar HE is; HIS remembrance can ensure emanicipation!
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®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É ÊSÉxiÉxÉ ºÉÖÊ´ÉSÉÉ®ú,
®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É VÉ{É ÊxÉ¶SÉªÉ vÉÉ®ú*
®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É ¸ÉÒ ®úÉ¨É vªÉÉxÉÉ,
½èþ {É®ú¨É {Énù +¨ÉÞiÉ {ÉÉxÉÉ **34**

Chintan or the thought process matters for the forward journey.
Heaps of thoughts crowd our mind. Being a relevant and thinking in perspective is the basic requirement.
Inner layers of thought process need to be peeled off.
Negations and problems cause the worry. Do not brood over it. Take HIS name to feel free.
Train your mind for focussed contemplation and fix your mind on RAM NAAM.
Allow your analytical mind to unriddle problems. But use your pious mind for Jaap contemplation.
Nothing is more important than HIS name. So let RAM empower your thought process.

Sublime and pure thought emerges from pious mind which is cultured by RAM NAAM JAAP.
Utmost restrain and attitude of non-indulgence reflects the Holy name embedded within.
Benevolent behaviour and wish for goodness comes out when RAM talks through us.
Importance HE seeks at our thought process and assures extreme positivism in return.
Character becomes righteous and actions are non injurious when HE resides in you.
Himalayan height to be scaled and mind should be as pure as those snowy peaks.
Attitude (spiritual) is accessible for sadhak. As Ram Naam is the oxygen for higher altitude striving.
RAM would take care of your thinking process once you row through HIS name.
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Nischay or definite directions can be cultured with RAM NAAM JAAP.
Imbibing a focused attention is matter of divine dwelling.
Subtly RAM NAAM guides us towards a definite mission as destiny awaits you.
Culturing NAAM JAAP assures development, progress and all round prosperity.
HEALER HE is. Just remember HIM to serve the self and others too!
Actions for unwanted diversion are stemmed automatically..
You are born for a purpose and has a focussed destiny. HE would surely guide if you take HIS name.

DHAR is flow. Anything and everything has its own journey. Then treasuring those, become easy with HIM.
HIS divine brilliance dawns upon our intelligence. Allow HIM to speak.
AT the cross road! Do listen to your Guru and follow HIM in letter and spirit.
RAM needs no ritual or elaborate offering. Just remember HIM with love HE would return manifold.

Shree Ram is the eternal light which guides beyond birth and rebirth.
HARI NAAM is most loving one. HE showers love for all.
Righteousness and character of high esteem if you have. HE would acknowledge quickly.
Inner peace HE provides even to those who live in chaos.

RAM is the glow and glory and brings all the happiness to the mortals.
Acoustically HE resides. And with silence HE courts. HE performs HIS lila with light and in twilight!
Mortality fear thereof withers with HIS NAME and MOKSHA HE assures.

DHYAN or meditative contemplation is one mode to feel HIM.
HE reflects in all that is HOLY, sublime, beautiful and pious.
Your concentration gets enhanced when you have been continuing a constant remembrance.
Attend to the space and time while doing regular meditave Naam-Aradhana.
Notion of sublime experience HE provides through HIS name surely.
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Awakening of Kundalini is the logical manifestation of DHYAN.
Amrit or Nectar is tasted within HIS sweet Name.
Meditating upon HIS name gives the nectar like experience.
RAM NAAM in mind means success is surely assured.
Introspection allows the mysticism to come to the fore as a bliss.
Thread of HIS name is HIS formless brilliantly lit up identity.

Piousness flows within as a nectar.
Assuring others with your selfless love ensures your growth too.
Nasha or intoxication of divine kind is much desired part of experience for all the spiritual cultivators.
Affluence is assured in this life and beyond with RAM NAAM JAAP.
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®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É ¸ÉÒ ®úÉ¨É ½þÊ®ú,
ºÉ½þVÉ {É®ú¨É ½èþ ªÉÉäMÉ*
®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É ¸ÉÒ ®úÉ¨É VÉ{É,
nùÉiÉÉ +¨ÉÞiÉ ¦ÉÉäMÉ **35**

Supreme or Param Guru breaks our illusions easily.
HE takes you to immortality yet HE wants the mortal traverse we must course through.
RAM HE is, KRISHNA HE is so HE amalgamates all the divine Guna.
Istha HE is and as a Mother SHE showers all the tender care.

Rotates our mind from Tamasik to Satwik perspective and elevates our soul.
Afflictions of pain and sufferings HE reduces for all the seekers.
Mother in RAM manifests in creative principle and we are tooled to experience HER.

HARI NAAM resounds melodiously in all the three lokas and allows us to hear the sweetest melody.
All HIS Divine perspetives purify our mind and repair our soul.
Rightful duty they ensure through us and we are eager to show our progress to HIM.
In the inner most mind SACRED NAME resides. Just being aware of this is our target!

Simple yoga HE is and experiencing HIM is matter of our inclination.
At our life plain the NAAM JAAP clears hindrances and barriers which pave the path for salvation!
HE blesses us and illusion withers!
Alternative path of Karma RAM JAAP provides.
Jeevan or life is patterned with simplistic attitude with happiness.
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Param Guru RAM is the highest giver and final respite provider.
Amplifies our brillance once we take up Naam Jaap instantly.
Rift and conflict, confusion & illusion is bound to fade away.
Attention span gets enlarged with Naam Jaap and quality of life becomes better.
Mastering the situation HE allows, once we are connected with HIM.

Does He is, Giver He is; only we need to be a good seeker.
Attend HIM through constant remembrance so that HE courses through life with you.
Tenacity to face the world HE provides. Composure HE allows.
Assurance and cultivation of self-belief comes with HIM.

Aroma of divinity must swing in your mind always.
Moral values and convictions / samaskars are placed at right point.
Restrictions of life unwind and a space is given to perform.
Intensifies love for bretheren and we start praying for others.
Temple and icon is RAM NAAM JAAP which pervades in our mind.

Bhog or the pleasure becomes divine and rules our life.
Hospitality HE provides once we have taken refuge in HIM.
Omnipotent RAM plays HIS lila through us.
Generous HE is so escaping from our past sin is possible through RAM NAAM.
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xÉÉ¨É ÊSÉxiÉÉ¨ÉÊhÉ ®úixÉ +¨ÉÉä±É,
®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É ¨ÉÊ½þ̈ ÉÉ +xÉ¨ÉÉä±É*
+iÉÖ±É |É¦ÉÉ´É +ÊiÉ |ÉiÉÉ{É,
®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É Eò½þÉ iÉÉ®úEò VÉÉ{É **36**

RAM NAAM is the Jewel of rare spark which governs our thought.
Atma or soul gets awakened so the life becomes an easy traverse.
Thread of divinity when gets connected becomes our realization with NAAM JAAP.
Acute adversity of deadly dark happening, cannot over shadow the divine spark.
Nurturing divinity is pampering the self for the destined elevation.

Attributes of RAM are the highest of the highest but could be touched with NAAM JAAP.
Million of stars enjoined together is the light of Param Guru.
Obliquly HE resides in us and shows the light for divine guidance.
Love is the mechanism HE understands and generously distributes them with the touch of glow.

NAAM is no mere name of divine supreme but acoustically codified sound of divinity.
An utterance and its resonance can scan our mind and prescrible solutions as well.
Assures the cool blissful sprinkling to unknot our mortal problems.
Mantra it is;  just allow the Name to heal thyself.

Mission of life is to keep date with goodness which is assured with Naam Jaap.
At the tunnel of celestial light, the departed pass through RAM NAAM resonance.
He guides but wants our dedication to augment elevation.
Instrument called mind is just a mode to feel HIM.
Mind within Mind is the seat of eternal brilliance; and that needs to be connected.
A wonderous journey is assured with Naam Jaap.
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Affectionate Naam Jaap is majestic in its acoustic presence.
A firm conviction emits out of HIS name.
Teachers are taught with the element of beeja Mantra RAM.
Installs a firmness of character in the seeker and assures a value based lifestyle.

Param Guru RAM  is the path and destiny. Feel HIM for your forward movement.
RAM NAAM can dispel all the darkness once HE is called upon.
Attitude of divine regality of the nature or guna of RAM  NAAM.
Teacher HE is. Through pain suffering HE unwinds our mortal mind, pervades everywhere! And diminished our cravings.
A sense of victory and taste of glory is assured with HIS name.
Parampara or the tradition of Sanskars hidden within comes to the fore with HIS name.

The guiding Star RAM NAAM affectionately effaces our woes.
An understanding of divinity makes our mortal calling easy.
Restlessness of Mind gets controlled with Naam Jaap.
A dutiful living drowns our given fragmentation.
Karmic principle with touch of Bhakti Bhava prevails

Jaap is no mechanical exercise but it creates a vibrations to tune our mind
A step with RAM NAAM is nurturing the seed and sprouting is bound to follow
Ajapa jaap or involuntary remembrance allows the internal flowering of lotus 
Piousness comes up automatically and Mission of life changes accordingly.
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¤ÉÒVÉ +IÉ®ú ¨É½þÉ-¶ÉÊHò-EòÉä¹É,
®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É VÉ{É ¶ÉÖ¦É ºÉxiÉÉä¹É*
®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É ¸ÉÒ ®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É ¨ÉÆjÉ,
iÉxjÉ ¤ÉÒVÉ {É®úÉiÉÂ {É®ú ªÉxjÉ **37**

MAHAMANTRA RAM is the celestial seed word.
All the wisdom is hidden in the seed! The dawning of wisdom comes from Jaap.
He is a treasure trove of unparallel kind. The treasure is for the sadhak.
Aesthetics of abstract dimensions are hidden beneath the name.

Shakti or Mother resides within so creative procreations are bound to happen.
He is the source of all kind of empowerment.
Ask from HIM. He would give you all as HE is the ultimate provider.
Karma HE expects, But  sublimity HE likes, Holiness matter for HIM.
Teases the seeker with grave inflictions and also rescue them for sure. Such is HIS lila.
Image of HIM needs to be embedded in the mind forever.

Kosh or the treasure house is the seed word RAM. Use it as your key to beget the celestial treasure!
Occasions of all negations are vanished in a flash. Such is the generocity of RAM NAAM.
Side HE takes and fight out on behalf of seeker. Such a biased nature he nurtures for HIS sadhak.
Humility HE expects from us then HE would surely open up his heart.
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Santosh or the sense of contentment HE provides.
At the thought level there is a mad rush of craving. That is slowed by HIM.
Nurture your basic needs but over indulgence HE does not allow.
Tranquility, He provides and Helps you to suppress your extra demands or wants.
Only HIM if we strive for then HE HIMSELF helps you in your worldy callings.
Selflessness is the attribute from where the rivulet called contentment flows.
HE if remembered constantly then we would discover a purpose in life.

RAM ratifies your divine journey and allows Naam Jaap within always.
An endorsement of Him is found when our negative nature takes the back seat.
Mystic HE is but HE HIMSELF demystifies before HIS seekers.

Mentor HE is, He guides you to course ahead in life.
Aloud HE speaks, HIS language and expressions are different than yours.
Never suffer from illusion. HE has distinct voice and expression.
Trying to doubt HIM makes the roads full of blunders.
RAM Mantra goes beyond your utterance.
A deep insight within the sound every time will surprise you with new perspectives.

TANTRA-MANTRA all are codified in this seed Mantra RAM.
Assures an elevation even to the most ignorant.
Nurturing self becomes so easy as divinity unknots the confused threads of mind.
Trantra is HE. But HE needs to be approached with Rituals.
Ram JAAP allows everything and pervades our MIND.
Astonishment of divine play is in store for all sadhaks.
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Beeja or the seed is RAM. It has many mystic layers.
Essence of divinity can smear our mind if HE wishes.
Enjoy every second of its sprouting and that is BLISS.
Journeying through time & Space, birth & Re-birth becomes easy with this eternal seed.
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¤ÉÒVÉÉIÉ®ú {Énù {ÉnÂù¨É |ÉEòÉ¶Éä,
®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É VÉ{É nùÉä¹É Ê´ÉxÉÉ¶Éä*
EÖÄòb÷Ê±ÉxÉÒ ¤ÉÉävÉä ¶ÉÖ¹¨ÉhÉÉ JÉÉä±Éä,
®úÉ¨É ¨ÉÆjÉ +¨ÉÞiÉ ®úºÉ PÉÉä±Éä **38**

Param or the supreme sound is like the lotus.
Assures an enlightenment with its eternal light.
Dynamic perspective and brilliance of Shine is there in RAM NAAM.
Mundane reality cannot distort our divine vision such is the power of Naam Jaap.
A flow of sacredness flowers with Naam Jaap and petal of lotus opens up celestially.

Prakash is the light of enlightement which resides in you already.
Radiance of intellectual brilliance passes through our mind.
Ambitious spiritual life becomes a reality with divine bliss.
Kosh or the treasure of dews on lotus petals are the nectar.
Amplify the divinity in our mind so our actions are loud  and for good.
Semblance of sublimity is experienced through it.
HE uncovers HIS true beauty to the worthy Sadhaks only.
Emittance of brilliance is hidden with in seed word-RAM.

Doer of sins, we are! Being sinner we negate ourselves. But divine is always ready to pardon us provided we think so!
Often knowingly and unknowingly we do wrong. Realizing it and mending the self is actually effacing sin.
Silence your wrong cravings to move upward.
He sometimes inflicts very hard but that is meant for our education.
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Victory over the omen is the target of Naam Jaap.
Inner paap or the mentality of sinner can be altered with HIS name.
No as utterance gets banished as positivism enjoins our mind.
Attitude to flout with time do not justify your wrong doings.
Searching for the breaks to control craving is an essentiality for all sadhaks.
Hindrances banishe, cravings die and the sublimity surfaces.
Embodiment of negativism shrinks for good.

Kundalini is the serpentine divine energy that resides in our spinal chord.
Underneath the bone, flesh and muscles she resides and gets awakened with NAAM.
Novice we are and our nature is like the Kasturi Deer. We are not just aware of the divinity residing within.
Disha or directions we get when kundalini gets awakened.
Agility of inner mind plays openly with the empowerment of RAM NAAM
Latent divinity all beings have. Just becoming conscious makes all the difference
Introspective empowerment comes with deep silence within
Nectar like taste smear all part of our beings with NAAM power
Inflictions or penance is not required for Kundalini Awakening. Just doing intensive Jaap can matter.

A taste of divine is more than an intoxication. 
Mind merges with cosmic mind when we contemplate on third eye.
Resonance of RAM NAAM even can fulfill your worldly desires.
Insight it provides. But our seriousness and dedication matters at the result level.
Toeing RAM NAAM is matter of reaching out and spreading love.

Ram sanctifies our endeavour and more purposeful we become.
A Mantra which singularly works at different plain is RAM MANTRA.
Supreme sublimity denotes a flight beyond the wind!
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={ÉVÉä xÉÉnù ºÉ½þVÉ ¤É½Öþ ¦ÉÉÆiÉ,
+VÉ{ÉÉ VÉÉ{É ¦ÉÒiÉ®ú ½þÉä ¶ÉÉxiÉ*
®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É {Énù ¶ÉÊHò VÉMÉÉ´Éä,
®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É vÉÖxÉ VÉ¦ÉÒ ®ú¨ÉÉ´Éä **39**

Unfoldment of RAM NAAM resonance creates no illusion.
Purest of sound HE is and manifests to become a power to reborn with.
Just as a seed RAAM NAAM starts resounding and then ecompsses the rest.
Eternal Naad or primal sound to be understood by all.
Your voice of chanting would merge with others such is the power of RAM NAAM.

Notion of celestial sound should be understood with the perspective of eternal silence.
As sound of RAM NAAM recedes to below zero frequency then it transforms into deep silence.
Amidst the deep silence celestial light emits.
Delving in that eternal glow would take you to the core where creation gets created.

BHITAR or the innermost of the self becomes tranquil as an effect of RAM NAAM JAAP.
He holds your hand and together your journey through the celestial light.
Inner chaos of thought and action gets diluted.
Tiers of peace starts peeling off and deep tranquility is perceived.
Avenue of eternal peace is found when conflicts cease to exist.
Rhythm of silence has its own melody, listen to appreciate the self.

HE ordains this peace inside and Jaap remains the mode.
Omni directional peace also radiates physically out of the seeker.
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Silencing the craving and attending to the spiritual desire matters.
HIS voice remains inaudible if the soul has not got peace. 
At the inner plain  within the dynamics of meditation, the mind is lighted up.
No method could make it possible so easiliy as the Jaap can do!
Truce with self means you are bound to silence the inner noise.

Shakti - the eternal strength needs to be awakened.
HE only can do the empowerment.
Ajapa Jaap is the eternal mode whereupon the success surfaces.
Kriya or the action begets the process of begetting power.
Try out with Naam to feel the strength within you.
Implant the sacred Name in mind. This is the first step.

Jagana or the process of awakening rules the roost.
Affair or lila you develop with HIM matters.
Garlanding the self with acoustic RAM NAAM matters for the enlightenment.
Ambiance of inner mind can spark off the first fire.
Very presence of HIM you are acting. Keep this in your mind.
Energizing the self means empowerment and enlightenment.
You are part of HIM. If you think like this then the empowement is assured!

DHUN or the melody or RAM NAAM must be embedded in our body and mind.
HE resounds in us to correct our endeavour in this mortal world.
Utterance or Ucharan of RAM Naam can bring all the changes in us.
Nectarous sound of RAM DHUN is to be uttered with deep reverance.
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RAM layers our body and mind for the onward journey.
Acoustic excellence it creates for self bathing & emancipation.
Mind cultures RAM Dhun and muscles dance with it.
Aroma of HIS name is the greatest intoxication.
Very basics of life unfolds and eternal truth speaks out with the RAM Dhun.
Eternity and mortality is bridged with RAM NAAM resonance.
Yeilding to HIS divine melody is a blissful experience!
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®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É VÉ¤É VÉMÉä +¦ÉÆMÉ,
SÉäiÉxÉ ¦ÉÉ´É VÉMÉä ºÉÖJÉ-ºÉÆMÉ*
OÉxlÉÒ +Ê´ÉtÉ ]Úõ]äõ ¦ÉÉ®úÒ,
®úÉ¨É ±ÉÒ±ÉÉ EòÒ ÊJÉ±Éä ¡Öò±É´ÉÉ®úÒ **40**

JAAP of Ram Naam should be done in such a manner that the acoustic chain never gets brokened.
Ajapa Jaap or the state of involuntary Jaap matters.
Garland of Ram NAAM is sure to awaken your spirit.
Energized self guides one and all. Such is the pleasure of RAM NAAM.
Yearning for HIM is awakening.

Acoustic chain piously bind our mind and we relish divinity.
Beseiged with the Name aroma leads to the state of intoxication of divine kind.
Hinderances of life distance itself as consciousness prevails.
Anologous frequency of RAM NAAM can manifest digitally at omni-directional levels.
Nursing others come to us naturally that is the power of Jaap.
Germinating lights comes from eternal sound pattern.

Sukh or happiness is bestowed on us as an effect of RAM NAAM JAAP.
Underneath the consciousness mind dwells in the bliss.
Karma of righteous kind can lead to experiencing the bliss.
HE only is Bliss and inner happiness matters for our divine journey.

Surrounded by benevolent people? So NAAM Jaap is working !
Assurance of the self and propelling self, divinity comes automatically.
Non-caring attitude defeats our Karmic goal. 
Generous friend is RAM if we have only surrendered to HIM.
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Attitude of attacking self ego gets crashed with Naam Jaap.
Vision of ignorance gets dispelled for good.
Ignorant mind neglects others, but Sadhak respects all.
Dynamics of superstitions must die for good.
Your spiritual power can empower even the illitrate or ignorant.
Aversion to negativism in doing away with Avidya or ignorance.

Tarnishes the mind set which conspires against others.
Undercurrent of delinquency gets phased out with NAAM JAAP.
Trauma of pain comes with ignorance. Jaap helps you to come up.
Eternity is wisdom and ignorance is mortality.

Karma when it is positive then it flowers like lotus.
HE descends from higher plain to allow your innocent smile.
Ignites a passion to pray for others.
Liveliness is begotten when we serve others for their divine journey.
Elegance blossoms with RAM NAAM.
Your true self comes to the fore with HIS name.

Pyar or pure love allow the eternal flowering.
Hinges of our experiencing bliss is Naam Jaap.
Ushers in an aroma of highest kind which you find in your Guru.
Latent energy gets awakened as you realize your past life.
Windows to the future is opened as HE personally guides you.
A sense of belonging in HIS lap comes easily.
Ram is the eternal lotus and its shine is his true identity.
Inner solace and pure divinity is assured with Naam Jaap!
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{ÉÊiÉiÉ {ÉÉ´ÉxÉ {É®ú¨É {ÉÉ`ö,
®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É VÉ{É ªÉÉMÉ*
ºÉ¡ò±É ÊºÉÊrù Eò®ú ºÉÉvÉxÉÉ,
®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É +xÉÖ®úÉMÉ **41**

Purest of Pure scripture is Ram NAAM studded in Amritvani.
Assuring self with HIS divine NAME is most celebrated mode.
Turns our mind away from mortal cravings to the celestial callings.
Imbibing the Divine nature in the self is possible with Jaap.
True dedication and Jaap offering can make you healthiest being.
Aspiring for divinity starts with self dwelling in sacredness.

Perception of sacred wisdom is textulized in Amritvani.
Answering the divine call and dwelling in the mundane must go hand in hand.
Victory or success descends on them who subscribe to Naam JAAP.
Anchor of the self is divine and divinity resides in RAM.
Never doubt the sacred scripture as it answers all that which mind can ask !

Success knocks at your door as you interanlize HIM fully.
Assorted gifts HE showers provided we remember HIM constantly.
Fear of failure he finishes as we strive for focussed result
Ambition HE fulfills such is the impact of HIS name.
Loosing to HIM is winning in all spheres
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Siddhi or the spiritual empowerment can come to you with ease.
Ishta or the divine is experienced. Go out and feel HIM.
Doer HE is; provider HE is; He is the symbol of our divinity.
Dancing lights, sparkling stars on the sky line can be seen easily.
He hovers around the mind and coils out as our actions.
Innocence HE pretends as HE empowers you!

Agility of our intellect becomes a melodious tune with RAM NAAM.
No one can provide so solaceful abode as HE does.
Ultimate MOTHER SHE is and beyond HER is the ocean of light and bliss.
Rhyming the life becomes so easy as we run through the music of RAM NAAM.
Atune to HIS deep essence is becoming HIM. Follow this belief.
Geet or within the song or RAM NAAM Dhun we feel HIS closeness.
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iÉÒxÉ ±ÉÉäEò EòÉ ºÉ¨ÉÊZÉB ºÉÉ®ú,
®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É ºÉ¤É ½þÒ ºÉÖJÉEòÉ®ú*
®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É EòÒ ¤É½ÖþiÉ ¤Éc÷É<Ç,
´Éänù {ÉÖ®úÉhÉ ¨ÉÖÊxÉ VÉxÉ MÉÉ<Ç **42**

Subtlity of RAM NAAM remains a matter to be addressed in the three worlds.
A view to understand RAM NAAM beyond the fabric of epic is required.
Majestic eternal glow emits out of RAM and its radiance remains an inspiration.
Jubilation within or the eternal bliss is the resultant effect of intensive Jaap.
HE whispers HIS own name from silence to smear our inner mind.
Empatterning a value based quality life for HIS seekers is HIS lila.
Your constant conscious remembrance leads to involuntary Naam Jaap.
Eternal sound resounds in our body and even inanimates culture RAM resonance.

Summing up of RAM NAAM is the key for eternal salvation.
Attributes of eternal intelligence can be imbibed by any seeker.
Resonance to the level of deep silence then transcending the same into eternal light is the essence of RAM NAAM.

Surely RAM NAAM is a bliss to be experienced through Jaap.
Urges the self to be generous and to behave benevolently.
Karma gets corrected and pure release from the burdan of Sin.
HE through HIS name spread a sense of contentment.
Kripa or blessings get showered and cause desire fulfillment!
Assures a perspective to shower care and spread happiness all around.
Rule of righteousness and justice HE provides to spread smile all around.
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Vision of NAAM JAAP remained in currency since the vedic era.
Enjoining textual tradition with orality of name evoked reverance since ever.
Dynamic sound creative phenomenon dawned in the Vedic era.

Pauranic traditions are scripted with RAM NAAM.
Utmost reverences are encoded in various epics to celebrate RAM NAAM.
Rudra worships Ram then Ram revers Shiva and Vishnu becomes Shivakar are some of the basics of Puranas!
Acoustic understanding with RAM NAAM provided salvations even to the divine.
Nectar and churning of ocean springs out from the background of Purana. Here Ram pervades the space.

Muni, Rishis towed Ram Naam down the ages. All smeared their mind with NAAM JAAP.
Ultimate radiance of RAM gave celestial diksha to Swamiji Maharaj.
Nectar called RAM NAAM scaled beyond the icon and merged in infinity.
Introspection, self-corrections and emancipation came with RAM NAAM to many sages.

Jaap made ordinary people to scale highest of spiritual excellence.
Ajapa Jaap allowed the society to experiene the bliss with RAM NAAM.
None gets disappointed or reel under suffering after taking refuge in RAM NAAM.

Generousity of RAM smear one and all. Salvation is assured.
Auto corrections and acoustic excellence are matters of experience, and they come with JAAP.
Your merging with HIM becomes so easy with RAM NAAM that no other method can provides an alternative!
Eternal lights do guide us through the life and beyond!
Energy of acoustics remains vanguard for Ram-Naam sadhaks.
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ªÉÊiÉ ºÉiÉÒ ºÉÉvÉÖ-ºÉÆiÉ ºÉªÉÉxÉä,
®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É ÊxÉ¶É ÊnùxÉ ¤ÉJÉÉxÉä*
iÉÉ{ÉºÉ ªÉÉäMÉÒ ÊºÉrù @ñÊ¹É´É®ú,
VÉ{ÉiÉä ®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É ºÉ¤É ºÉÖJÉEò®ú **43**

Sublime RAM NAAM was utilized and tooled by ascetics of all the millenium.
Assured growth and progress beyond the body of RAM NAAM.
Dedicative eternal meditation does yield and is only possible through great results.
Hindrances of negative world get banished for good!
Utterance of sweetest RAM NAAM brought instant bliss for many.

Sainthood dwelled in the Naam Jaap escapes from the life of birth and rebirth.
A successful experimentaion and elevation is begotten with the sound & silence of Ram Naam.
Nest of divine kind becomes abode of many sages.
Thread of RAM Naam ensured the societal progress and growth.

Scores of genius persons had coursed through RAM NAAM to elevate themselves.
Ascetics meditated and experienced the whole cosmos with RAM NAAM JAAP.
Yielding to Ram’s brilliant radiance is loosing oneself for Moksha.
A space filled with RAM NAAM can even yield untimely sprouting of fruits.
Nothing can remain impure once RAM NAAM runs through a space.
Emotive elevations are experienced by many knowledgable people.
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Night in, and day out, if one concentrates on RAM NAAM then the mind experiences the cosmic excellence.
Inward journey and crossing several layers of thought becomes very easy with Naam Jaap.
Silence can be silenced with RAM NAAM. Such a power it has.
Hidden light emits beyond the word RAM and dispels darkness of all kind.
Assures enlightenment with ease and yet never provokes to escape the worldly duties.

Dynamic personality with Sanskar of previous birth comes to the fore.
Introspection & unriddling the mystic self becomes very accessible fact.
Non formal Jaap is called Ajapa Jaap. This starts with intention of non-stop remebrance dawn within.

Siddha purush or the empowered saints experienced the nectar of RAM NAAM time and again!
Introspection with Naam Jaap led to the stage from where they helped millions.
Dyamics of eternal bliss guru passes onto the masses.
Dhyan or meditaion with RAM NAAM provided a rapid progress for all.
Hidden dynamics of Ram Naam they experienced and then guided people to elevate spiritual perspectives.

Rishis encounterd RAM NAAM to even fathom the moment of celestial bodies.
Ishta or the divinity was made easy with RAM NAAM for many.
Silence within silence had lighted up the light of enlightenment. 
His voice was heard within by many elevated souls.
Iconless and formless RAM in the form of Jaap was revered by all.
Benevolence were spread as RAM NAAM empowered all to be generous.
Affinity with divinity led to the preaching of the wisdom of RAM NAAM.
Restrospective power RAM NAAM can provide flash backs of past lives.
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Jaap when becomes regular and intensifies to multiply slowly can lead to the bliss.
Altering self ego is possible with RAM NAAM.
Patience gets enhancd and tranquility of mind can be achieved with RAM NAAM.
Tensions get reduced and positivism vibrates for the doer of Jaap.
Eternal qualities of the divine can be visioned through Naam Jaap.

Resonance of RAM NAAM flows through the path of inner silence.
Acoustics play upon varied frequencies to open up our vistas of fathoming the eternal wisdom.
Measuring self leads to scaling divinity. That is possible with Naam Jaap.

Righteousness is the charter to course through life.
Assurance of self empowerment is encoded in RAM NAAM.
Mystic RAM lovingly demystifies and broaden our understanding about the cosmos.
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¦ÉÉ´ÉxÉÉ ¦ÉÊHò ¦É®äú ¦ÉVÉxÉÒEò,
¦ÉVÉiÉä ®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É ®ú¨ÉhÉÒEò*
¦ÉVÉiÉä ¦ÉHò ¦ÉÉ´É ¦É®ú{ÉÚ®ú,
§É¨É ¦ÉªÉ ¦Éänù-¦ÉÉ´É ºÉä nÚù®ú **44**

Bhava or emotive love is to smear all who sing in HIS praise.
Highest reverance allows the close encounter with glory of RAM NAAM.
Attributes of shraddha remains a main forte of RAM NAAM worshipper.
Jaap is for the celestial connectivity and bring about an order in this mortal life.
Nurturing the melodious Dhun of RAM leads to patterning of a sacred life style.
Instruments create music and vocal uses sound and silence to complete the melodious journey.
Kripa smears the seeker who adores HIM in all form in all the beings.

Rhythm of melodious RAM RAM establishes a link with our outer and inner self.
Acoustic intoxication is the stage of Ramniik when the person is drenched in Ram Dhun.
Mundane becomes lively with RAM RAM resoundings.
Natural world becomes closer to the self as we get drenched in melody naturally.
Imagination and divine visualization gets a tonal excellence.
Innerself comes to the fore as innocence shares our conscious wisdom.
Kinetic energy gets awakened whosoever hears RAM DHUN.
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Bhakta or the sadhak gets the emotive edge with Ram Simran.
Holiness prevails on life and sadhak gets empowered with eternal love.
Allows a total elevation of thinking process. Such is the mental empowerment with RAM NAAM.
Reasoning of our small mind ceases as eternal reasoning dawns.
Purpose of life is discovered through Bhakti yoga.
Ultimates are cherished with pure emotive love for HIM.
Resting on HIS lap assures a cosy journey of life.

Bhram or illusion departs from our vision.
RAM Bhakta discovers the eternal truth with ease.
Assures an insight to understand and distinguish illusion & reality.
Moving ahead from the perspective of limited understanding to the unlimited vision matters.

Bhay or fear from unknown gets reduced.
Hiccups of life comes from the world of devils. But with RAM NAAM nothing stays in our mind.
Away from the superstitions world is the dictate of RAM NAAM.
Yeilding to lower world stops as soul is elevated with RAM Naam Jaap.

Bhed or differentiation HE never makes.
HE blesses all indiscriminately.
Eternal bliss smear all without any conscious differentiations.
Dynamics of RAM NAAM assures mortal success and elevation beyond the body.
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{ÉÚhÉÇ {ÉÆÊb÷iÉ {ÉÖ¯û¹É |ÉvÉÉxÉ,
{ÉÉ´ÉxÉ {É®ú¨É {ÉÉ`ö ½þÒ ¨ÉÉxÉ*
Eò®úiÉä ®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É VÉ{É vªÉÉxÉ,
ºÉÖxÉiÉä ®úÉ¨É +xÉÉ½þnù iÉÉxÉ **45**

Param Guru RAM is complete in HIS entirety.
Undertakes the mission of salvation for all the seekers.
Reasonings of divine brilliance are encoded in RAM.
Never leaves a scope of doubt and one can feel HIM with deep reverance.
Assures dynamic and complete growth for all.

Prudence and ultimate wisdom resides in HIS name.
Articulated modes of emancipation Param Guru teaches.
Nurturing highest intelligence is possible with RAM NAAM.
Doubts are ensured and eternal exposure are provided first hand.
Inner peace is achieved on which newely discovered wisdom resides.
Trains the mind to see the cosmic light without any complicated method.

Parampurush or primordial indentity of Purusha Shree Ram portrays.
Umbrella he provides to the seekers of the three world.
Righteous value based characters are refletions of HIS nature.
Ushers the concept of Hope and aspirations with HIM only.
Silence He pervades and through eternal light HE speakes.
HIS dynamic presence measures the three worlds. Param Guru HE is so HE guides mortals & divines as well.
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Prudent personalities who emphasize most on textualized wisdom also do RAM NAAM Jaap.
Assurance with elevation with wisdom tradition can be surpassed by Naam Jaap only.
Resonance can not be scripted it is only to be heard and experienced and internalized!
All the scripted tradition has great value of their own. But Jaap is beyond it.
Mantric power of RAM NAAM equates all the Mantra used for Siddhi.

Path or studying text do matter in terms of wisdom continuation.
Again celestial study is matter of realization and RAM NAAM provides all the revelations.
Truth of ultimate kind is tasteless unexplainable.
Hind side analysis stated by the great saints can propel the guidelines for Ram Naam Dhyan.

Audible Ram reaches the inaudible stage where exists a tone scripted with silence.
Nature of silence has varied audibility. It is a matter of perception to absorb them.
Ajapa Jaap works in silence. But the remembrance has also a sound at thought level.
Hearing silence is a phenomena can be experienced through intensive Naam Jaap.
After the deep silence eternal light sparks.
Dynamic radiance of this stage of silence has its own music.

Trace of music in silence can be heard by Guru who guides us through it.
Atune the melody of Ram Dhun is experiencing RAM Himself.
New life dawns with RAM NAAM. A celestial tune takes birth each time you try to hear.
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<ºÉ ¨Éå ºÉÖ®úÊiÉ ºÉÖ®ú ®ú¨ÉÉiÉä,
®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É º´É®ú ºÉÉvÉ ºÉ¨ÉÉiÉä*
näù´É näù´ÉÒMÉhÉ nèù´É Ê´ÉvÉÉiÉÉ,
®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É ¦ÉVÉiÉä MÉhÉjÉÉiÉÉ **46**

Sur or the melody of Ram Dhun flows even in inaudible state of sound.
Ultimate sonorous tune takes everyone to highest strata of spiritualism!
RAM RAM the word and sound has its own power of manifestation.

RAMAMAYE is being coated with the cosmic lyric RAM RAM that provides a sense of ecstasy.
Acoustic pulses train through our mind and body to feel the bliss.
Melody touches our tounge so Vak-Samyam or controlled utterance comes to the fore involuntarily.
A sense of tranquil mind allows sublime action.
Treasure called sonic world makes your life a well streamed and structured one.
Euphoria blasts happen constantly within with RAM NAAM.

Sonorus Ram epitomises a deep linkage for the divine.
Assuring the self again and again that I should not loose HIM visits our mind.
Detachment or the sense of Viraha for HIM comes automatically.
HE ordains our desire to become sublime without fuelling them further.

Semblance of divinity merges in us with RAM NAAM DHUN.
Associates of your life would surely join you for the journey.
Majestic Guru stands besides you.
Apprehensions of life gets dispelled.
Touch of self innocence sparks off in terms of divine expression.
Eternally with RAM NAAM you would experience the oneness.
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Vidhata or even the divine beings all sing the RAM NAAM Dhun.
Invite of celestial kind knocks the door of ordinary mortal.
Dev, devigan all are part of the sonic garland called RAM NAAM.
Heights of spiritual everest is scaled with HIS name.
Attending to the worldly calling becomes easy too.
Titling life with HIS name does matter.
Allows an introspetion as if Shree RAM is contemplating on HIS own name.

Bhajan or singing in HIS praise is universal practice.
HIS bliss resides in HIS name only.
Acoustic melody is the thread with which spiritual fabric is weaved.
Jagana or awakening God becomes easy with Bhajan.
Trance is experienced through the Sankirtan!
Eternal bliss smears all even the non-singers!

Gods, demi gods and mortal beings are elevated with HIS name.
A music chorus in HIS name does resound in all the time and space.
Navigation for Moksha is assured with this tune.
Touch screen phenomenon is RAM NAAM ever for the most ordinary.
RAM sadhaks command a position of leadership always.
Affliction of mortal pain does not matter if one has become RAMA MAYE.
Theme and destiny of life should remain focussed.
A sure respite RAM provides as HIS light enters our mind.
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®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É ºÉÖMÉÖhÉÒ VÉxÉ MÉÉiÉä,
º´É®ú ºÉÆMÉÒiÉ ºÉä ®úÉ¨É Ê®úZÉÉiÉä*
EòÒiÉÇxÉ EòlÉÉ Eò®úiÉä Ê´ÉuùÉxÉ,
ºÉÉ®ú ºÉ®úºÉ ºÉÆMÉ ºÉÉvÉxÉ´ÉÉxÉÂ **47**

Suguni or people of higher order (with qualities) do cultivate RAM NAAM.
Undoing the negations and flowering of positivism is assured.
Guru says when divine takes refuge in RAM NAAM for salvation then why we lag behind?
Undertaking Naam Jaap dynamically plays to unveil one’s true nature.
Nitya or on regular basis Naam meditation can empower our divine knowledge.
In tone with the divine is developing a sonic lineage with HIM.

Reflecting the mind with RAM NAAM is turning towards divinity.
A sonic link can reduce the noise within and discipline the mind.
Melody of RAM Dhun provides surprises of divine kind that need to be tooled in mortal life.

Ramamaye one becomes as every cell of the body sings to HIS tune.
Implanting the sacredness in the mind becomes a child’s play.
Journey of the divine are encoded with the play of light which mind can see.
HE is endeared so much that parting becomes painful.
Acoustic excellence stream our Mann or the inner mind.
Traces of sublimity are found in the behviour of Sadhak who has imbibed the spirit of RAM Dhun.
Enjoyment it gives, purpose of life it provides and controls our observations.
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Kirtan or singing together in the invocation of the divine is done even by knowledgables.
Inspirations swing from within to feel the solace.
Ram the ultimate divine dynamic does provide comforts to our present.
Teachings become a matter of involuntary exercise.
Ambiance of micro-self and the macro world merges in NAAM Kirtan.
Naunces of every sonic beat echoes divinity.

Katha or delving in oral and textual tradition matters.
All who culture knowledge try to fathom the wisdom of our tradition.
Tiers of sacred information, beyond romanticism, are to be understood.
HE speaks through Katha.
A relook into the experience of past comes to the fore.

Summing up of Ram Dhun is to experience its mystic essence.
Awakening the divine self matters for the traverse beyond!
Devilish sufferings one escapes for sure.
Heights of ecstasy bout every sadhak feels.
Ananda or pleasure of inner mind provides the inner solace.
Negations take the back seat and positive churning is done automatically.
Beyond this world and journey thereof becomes RAMAMAYE.
A sense of self-confidence dawns to take concrete actions.
Nothing matters except HIM who only helps us to bear the pain.
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¨ÉÉä½þEò ¨ÉÆjÉ +ÊiÉ ¨ÉvÉÖ®ú,
®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É VÉ{É vªÉÉxÉ*
½þÉäiÉÉ iÉÒxÉÉå ±ÉÉäEò ¨Éå,
®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É MÉÖhÉ MÉÉxÉ **48**

Mohak - the Ram as Mantra is divine and has hypnotic spell on the seeker.
Omnipresent RAM is the sweetest of all.
HE pentetrates the mind and lures us as sakha and plays HIS lila.
Aroma HE spreads to layer the mind.
Krishna HE is, try to be Radha and tease HIM so that HE remains nearer to your mind always.

Mental energy it radiates to encounter the world.
Agility swings and smears our heart. Sprouting is assured if we remain as seed.
Nectar like feeling RAM MANTRA ventilates.
Trauma of life withers with RAM NAAM.
Resonance is so divine even most disturbed being can feel its tranquil effect.
Ambiguity of mind gets reduced and we become more focused.

Jaap when done in solitude becomes a matter of personal and secret communication.
Ambience of mind changes and chaos of thought gets reduced.
Ajapa Jaap starts resounding and RAM RAM is even seen and felt all around.
Prudence of self knowledge sinks and celestial wisdom speaks.
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Dhyan or meditative Jaap can easily do away with bodily irritations.
HE opens up HIS vista through our third eye.
You swing through the Akash Ganga as you find twinkling stars all around.
Acknowledging information matters as experience has varied teachings.
Natural disturbances are warded off and new destiny is seen. Then new orders are found.

Guru, Param Guru is RAM and singing in HIS praise is our calling.
Unfoldment of sweet songs smear our mind and pleases HIM.
Notional value of lyric automatically unfolds variedly.
Guru sings along with you and activates HIS kundalini to empower you with HIS Bliss.
Apprising HIM about your true dedication does matter. Sing on to awaken HIM.
Nuances of your sonic voice become full throated when you are nearer to HIM.
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Ê¨ÉlªÉÉ ¨ÉxÉ-EòÎ±{ÉiÉ ¨ÉiÉ-VÉÉ±É,
Ê¨ÉlªÉÉ ½èþ ¨ÉÉä½þ EÖò¨Énù ¤ÉèiÉÉ±É*
Ê¨ÉlªÉÉ ¨ÉxÉ ¨ÉÖÊJÉªÉÉ ¨ÉxÉÉä®úÉVÉ,
ºÉSSÉÉ ½èþ ®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É VÉ{É EòÉVÉ **49**

Mithya or false is that which creates a web of illusion.
I in every you creates a frankestine that threatens your own existance.
Themes which we desire and dream yet remains unachievable is Mithya.
HE only can disillusion us and revive our originality.
You endear HIM and illusory, false and dreamy situation gets collapsed.
Assurance of encountering truth comes when HE resides in you.

Mind imagines monsterous desires! Keep yourself away.
Allow the eternal wisdom to surface with Naam.
Nothing is more truthful than HIS name.
Kripa or blessings of HIM can allow the surfacing of reality.
Amplify HIS name in mind to feel HIM truly & fully.
Latent wish or a thought when not accomplished then we tend to colour it in a melancholy manner.
Pretention at times looks like reality. Allow HIM to help you to realize this.
Invitation of divine kind helps you to understand and distinguish between truth and half truth.
Truthfulness and your innocene will not allow falsification and fabrication.

Beyond the world there is a world of unsatisfied souls.
Encountering and contemplating on these never takes you to divine world.
Treacherous path we trade if we worship those lesser divine to beget smaller pleasures.
Away or keeping away from this ignorant world is the moto of Naam Jaap.
Lionising a fallen soul is half truth and feeling the divinity is absolute truth.
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Mind can cook anything. So tool your mind with RAM NAAM.
Associates do false praising and you get drowned in illusion.
Naam Jaap can provide you the escape route from this mundane world.
Omni directional and divided contemplations become false pursuance at times.
Reverance for RAM can undo your illusive state.
Awakening the self starts with HIS Name.
Joy of truth lasts for ever and pain of false makes you impaired for sometime.

Jaap with RAM NAAM is the only way to cross over this world.
A truth is as subtle as the name. Feel it and discover its power.
A sense of desperate attitude to feel HIM is our prime purspose.
Pledge yourself to HIM through the Jaap and feel the elevation.

Karma at the spiritual level is Naam Jaap.
Answer to all your questions comes with HIS name.
Ajapa Jaap or constant remebrance is a reality.
Justice at the divine level is ultimate divine destiny.
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Ê¨ÉlªÉÉ ½èþ ´ÉÉnù Ê´É´ÉÉnù Ê´É®úÉävÉ,
Ê¨ÉlªÉÉ ½èþ ´Éè®ú ËxÉnùÉ ½þ`ö GòÉävÉ*
Ê¨ÉlªÉÉ pùÉä½þ nÖùMÉÖÇhÉ nÖù&JÉ JÉÉxÉ,
®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É VÉ{É ºÉiªÉ ÊxÉvÉÉxÉ **50**

Vivad – the path of confontration is an illusion. Truce is RAM.
Intentions of conflicts get erased with Ram Naam Jaap.
Victory of temporary kind needs to be replaced with winning over the divinity.
Anger spoils our action and Jaap ensures the mind.
Destitute one becomes who wants to rule the world with self ego. Rule the divinity with complete submission.

Virodh or conflicts are upto bloodshed. Conflicts resolution leads to divinity.
Instigate the mind to tease the lord lovingly and not to conspire against others.
Road blocks in life we face because we nurture negativism.
Open your mind and mend your ways. Love HIM to reduce your anger.
Demonic tendency is treachery and one should counter it with innocence.
Heaps of debacles befall on us as we nurture negations.

Never indulge in gossiping as unholiness resides in nagging criticism.
Immerse your desire to fight unnecessarily in the ocean of RAM NAAM.
Nefarious activities are shelved for good when RAM is seated in you.
Distancing from over indulgence does matter for the purification of life.
Actualize a date with divinity so that auto corrections can happen.
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Hottyness and attacking ego creates a distance between you and the supreme.
Allow HIM to stay within you and minimize the I factor.
Tough muscles do not rule but righteousness rules the life.
Healthy mind dawns with RAM NAAM.

Krodh or anger leads to anxiety and pain. Replace it with HIS kripa.
Retrospect to know your past and move forward with peace in mind and HIS name on your lips.
Offensive smell and action be altered with Naam aroma and Naam Jaap.
Delve deep to deal with your impulsiveness.
HE be the lord in all the situations and you would see how the world changes.

Durjan or people of ill intentions are to be kept at distance.
Urge HIM with urgency to keep the negative people away.
Righteouness inside can propel you through negations easily.
Guru is the rescuer from all pervading negations.
Undertake a self review and see with benevolence through the light of RAM to rule the world.
None with evil intentions can destroy a RAM BHAKTA.

Dukh or the sordidness visits us to teach a lesson to learn and unlearn!
Unawared self gets involved in wrong actions and finally suffer.
Karma is the cause and effect of what we did and what we are facing.
HE the RAM can only take away your pains and bestow happiness.
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Satya or the ultimate truth is HIS name.
Allow HIM to shower the wisdom in an involuntary fashion.
Truth is Divine and divinity is epitomized with RAM.
Your encounter with eternal truth comes with RAM NAAM.
Attributes of RAM is HIS pious radiance which is nothing but supreme reality.

Nobody can give better solution than RAM HIMSELF. HE is the final authority.
Inititation to the divinity HE allows.
Doer or the master of Lila is RAM and Shree Ram only. 
HE can lead us to the ultimate reality.
Allow HIS name to spell out your final destiny.
Notional existence of HIS name scales all the known melodious notes of the world.
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ºÉiªÉ ¨ÉÚ±ÉEò ½èþ ®úSÉxÉÉ ºÉÉ®úÒ,
ºÉ´ÉÇ ºÉiªÉ |É¦ÉÖ ®úÉ¨É {ÉºÉÉ®úÒ*
¤ÉÒVÉ ºÉä iÉ¯û ¨ÉEòc÷Ò ºÉä iÉÉ®ú,
½Öþ+É iªÉÉå ®úÉ¨É ºÉä VÉMÉ Ê´ÉºiÉÉ®ú **51**

SATYA – the absolute truth resides in Amritvani.
Answers to all the quest of mankind are available in this textual tradition.
Truth manifests as we move from one stanza to the other.
You are besieged by the absolute truth and nothing else.
Amritvani unfolds the dynamic of RAM beyond its form theme and thought.

RAM is the creative principle of this universe. Naam Jaap empowers your creatively.
Avataran or RAM descends on this earth with HIS name only.
Creative perspective cultures absolute care for all the creations. So HE is the supreme preserver.
HE HIMSELF manifests and brings about all round goodness on earth.
Nest HE provides as we earn absolute solace in HIS Name.
Awakening of the self comes with intensive RAM NAAM JAAP.

Soul of this literary tradition is RAM. HE sheilds all the seekers.
Acoustic cosmos HE pervades to create the melody of HIS name.
Reverance is mirrored and sprouting of shraddha emits out of HIM.
Inner to the outer of Micro and Macro world He controls.

Thread HE is! Tree of RAM sprouts from the beeja called sacredness.
Action of weaving the spider-web is like the symbolic manifestation of Ram Naam.
Atuning with RAM NAAM is getting connected with Cosmic Supreme.
Resonance of Ram Naam works towards self cleansing.
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RAM manifests from Beej-akshar or the seed word! 
Assures and offers goodness to all.
Mantra RAM heals one and all!

Sublime acoustic of RAM spreads light to dispel darkness.
Eternal longing gets enhanced with Ram Dhun.
Yearning for divine destiny increases but HE never takes away our worldly calling.

Jaap of RAM NAAM brings about an inner awakening.
A sense of energization runs through our body’s neuro circuits.
Alighting the spark of eternity leads to higher Karma at the mortal level.
Guru assures the celestial connection with Param Guru Shree RAM.

Victorious it becomes over the evil world.
Inspirations ignite a passion for eternal search amongst peers.
Systematic outreach with RAM NAAM  allows elevation of higher kind.
Treasure of Ram Naam is opened to the Sadhak by Guru.
Affectionate relations create a new bond amongst RAM NAAM Sadhaks and Sadhana.
Radiance of RAM NAAM is to be spreaded so that more and more people get solace & respite from the mundane.
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Ê´É·É ´ÉÞIÉ EòÉ ®úÉ¨É ½èþ ¨ÉÚ±É,
=ºÉ EòÉä iÉÚ |ÉÉhÉÒ Eò¦ÉÒ xÉ ¦ÉÚ±É*
ºÉÉÄºÉ ºÉÉÄºÉ ºÉä ÊºÉ¨É®ú ºÉÖVÉÉxÉ,
®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É |É¦ÉÖ ®úÉ¨É ¨É½þÉxÉÂ **52**

Vision of this world is like the tree which constantly branch out!
Innermost root of the World tree is RAM.
Sonic level patterns our mind to utter RAM NAAM which pervades the world.
Height of the world can be scaled with RAM only.
Window of salvation the RAM provides for the world even beyond.
Ascetics of very older times like the aged tree could hold on to its roots called RAM.

Velocity of wind is created by the giant tree and acoustic RAM NAAM fans the wind.
Righteousness is the trunk of the tree. As it grows thicker with time.
Inspiration is nurtured in every leaf of the tree.
Kripa or blessings are fruits of the tree.
Shadow and solace it provides as RAM NAAM provides.
Heat of human suffering and pain are absorbed by its every Branches.

Mool or the root remains the energy vault like RAM NAAM in our heart.
Utter silence it maintains yet it allows lives to nest.
Lights it absorbes water it sucks to allow breathing for all.
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Prani amongst many beings we are one of the life force.
RAM resides in our celestial root.
Awareness of RAM NAAM ensures eternal growth
Nest is RAM, where we take refuge
Inner space is invisibly scripted with RAM NAAM.

Subtly in every breath RAM NAAM be coated.
All who believes in goodness purify the self with RAM RAM.
Nurturing every moment of life and living with HIS remembrance does matter.
Sacred breath of RAM NAAM goes towards health & mind empowerment.

Simply inhail the air with HIS name to breath out aberration.
Avenue of Pranayam it provides when we breath consciously.
Nothingness of inside need to be filled with RAM then uprightness of mind comes out automatically.
Surely it provides respite from pain and sufferings.

Surprises are experienced when we fill our lungs with RAM AIR.
Ensures the process of internalization which elevates our thought process.

Simran or mental jaap of RAM NAAM is the cornerstone of jaap philosophy 
Invoking inner RAM and activating HIM for our thought & action matters.
Mind layers are often punctuated with negative indulgence. RAM RAM Can repair the layers of our Karma.
A sense of tranquility has to prevail because HE participates in our life.
Rejuvenation is to surface when we take the wordly beating. Ram Naam assures that.
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RAM, Shree RAM is most kind and affectionate to touch every soul.
Alter the plight of your life with HIS sweetest name
Mind it we get respite just by a very passionate rememberance

Mahan HE is as HE  pardons the sinner and changes the Karma as well.
Attention HE pays whenever desperately we seek HIM.
HE is the holiest of Holy and closest friend for all the Sakha or sadhak.
At our inside the primordial mother resides and deep their RAM is found.
Never HE denies to anyone anything, such loving is prabhu Shree RAM
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±ÉªÉ =i{ÉÊkÉ {ÉÉ±ÉxÉÉ °ü{É,
¶ÉÊHò SÉäiÉxÉÉ +ÉxÉÆnù º´É°ü{É*
+ÉÊnù +xiÉ +Éè®ú ¨ÉvªÉ ½èþ ®úÉ¨É,
+¶É®úhÉ ¶É®úhÉ ½èþ ®úÉ¨É Ê´É¸ÉÉ¨É **53**

Lay or the beginning of acoustic tide is the cradle of our life and its manifestation.
Assures a sonorous swing as we dance on the tides of RAM NAAM.
Your consciousness dawns with HIS name and goodness prevails thereafter.

Up the tide of acoustic velocity that takes us to the level of ecstasy
Tenacity RAM  provides to face the world and bear the sufferings
Paap-taap or the impact of sins are absorbed by HIM as we become nearer to HIM
All doubts HE erases and allows a deep reverence for Guru
The mind is empowered with divine power with the help of HIS name
Inner conscience does speak out as wisdom Tree called RAM shares the eternal knowledge.

Ananda sagar or the blissful ocearn HE is!
Naturally all sadhaks are trained to float in for the blissful experience.
Aalap or melodious utterance of initiation unveils the divine dynamics.
Nothing inauspicious can come near to our life such is HIS impact.
Drainout your given negatives and replace it with pure consciousness.
Attributes of divine kind can be experienced even in this body of ours.
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Swarup of Parmanand or the vision of eternal sublimity HE portrays in our mind.
With HIS presence all the evil vanishes.
All the worlds long for HIS presence as HE and HE only can salvage even the lowest.
Ramamay or smearing the body and mind with RAM melody is HIS method of purification.
Ushers in a sense of peace to imbibe a spirit of pious rejuvenation.
Preserver and nurturer HE is as HE cares for one and all.

Adi or from time immemorial RAM Naam pervades in all the era and places.
Dear HE remains since our Birth and takes us to the future with all the care.
Inspiration HE epitomizes in all the time & Space and none remains untouched by HIM.

At the end of life which is beginning – there also RAM remains.
Nothing terminates without HIS name. RAM smears all from the beginning to the end.
The power of RAM NAAM propels to the end where salvation lies.
Appar or infinite bliss HE provides to bring a celebration in life and beyond!

Acoustically HE creates the garland with HIS own name i.e. RAM RAM RAM…
Utterance HE threads to provide linkages of all kind.
Respite HE is bound to provide whosoever seeks HIM with dedication.

Middling HIS name and scripting HIS name with sound in our third eye does matter.
As we grow our Karma propounds and life in between needs HIM most.
DHYAN JAAP allows to have an analytical view of our past.
HE then professes the future and sanctifies your life for the present.
Your in-between path correction ensures elevation.
A sense of self-confidence dawns to script the future.
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RAM, Shree RAM is epitome of eternal peace and bliss.
A name HE remains which is reckoned in the three worlds.
Murti or icon of benevolence HE is and showers affection to one and all.

Victorious of ultimate kind RAM NAAM offers.
In HIS name all the manifestive power resides.
Subtly HE exists and is posited in the innermost intellect of the being.
HE sprays a sense of ananda and pain withers.
RAM is the eternal light that remains latent inside.
Awakening this latent supreme is matter of our spiritual endeavour.
Mission of life is begetting salvation and finally rests on HIS enlightened lap.
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®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É VÉ{É ¦ÉÉ´É ºÉä,
¨Éä®äú +{ÉxÉä +É{É*
{É®ú¨É {ÉÖ¯û¹É {ÉÉ±ÉEò |É¦ÉÖ,
½þiÉÉÇ {ÉÉ{É ÊjÉiÉÉ{É **54**

Jaap be done with utmost passion and emotion.
Ajapa jaap follows which automatically works towards karma corrections.
A tune of RAM NAAM frequency is set and synchronized in our mind.
Purity then flows to absorb the aberration of all kind.

BHAVA or the emotive depth matters when HE implants HIS name.
HE ordains the lessening of sufferings and emotive Jaap is the key.
A deep sense of love encompasses our mind and self articulation follows.
Vanguard is RAM NAAM which leads and allows final emancipation.

Surrounding the self with pious sound-web of RAM NAAM allows peace within.
Eternity becomes closer and as Karma sets the tune of goodness.

Auto or involuntary happening is the lila or sport of Naam Jaap.
Prudence with a  sense of goodness dawns automatically.
Neutralize the wrong mind sets and fine tuning of thinking takes place.
Enjoyment matters no more, as bliss smears the mind.
Your realization hops in a galloping speed on the spiritual path.

Auto-suggestion surfaces from inner mind and guides us.
Addressing the dilemma of mind happens involuntary.
Progress and development are experienced in life.
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Param Guru – Shree RAM is the ultimate preserver.
As an agile Mother “SHE” pampers us with all the tender care.
Lap SHE provides to experience a cosy relaxation after a tireseome journey.
Affections SHE showers and we become transformed loving beings.
Karma straightens life pattern and we live to injure none.

Parma Guru – Shree RAM is our teacher who trains us subtly all the time.
RAM allows GURU to look after your well being so that we could utilize and optimally utilize the trainings of Param Guru.
Absorbes all the sufferings as HIS own. So affectionate HE remains.
Betterment of our life is HIS constant endeavour.
HE be remembered by means of constant remembrance.
Ultimate salvation HE provides once we unknowingly start uttering HIS name and become one with HIM.

He effaces our sins. But we have to confess and seek HIS forgivenness.
A sense of deep regret and refuge in HIS name does matter.
Rejuvinates our mind and even allows positivism to bail out from regrets.
Tamasik or negative pleasures are diminished slowly. 
After diksha He would make you symbolically nude to clean you as Mother does to a child.

Paap or sins get washed as we intensify RAM NAAM JAAP.
Acoustic thread weaves a new fabric and we are dressed with holiness.
Anger, envy autocratic and injurious behaviour are erased for good.
Penance HE allows. Moreover, once we undergo pain then HE rescues us for sure.
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®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É Ê¤ÉxÉÉ ´ÉÞlÉÉ Ê´É½þÉ®ú,
vÉxÉ vÉÉxªÉ ºÉÖJÉ ¦ÉÉäMÉ {ÉºÉÉ®ú*
´ÉÞlÉÉ ½èþ ºÉ¤É ºÉ¨{ÉnÂù ºÉ¨¨ÉÉxÉ,
½þÉä́ Éä iÉxÉ ªÉlÉÉ ®úÊ½þiÉ |ÉÉhÉ **55**

Naam of Shree Ram is the ultimate of all the words and names.
Away from NAAM is like wondering in the desert with thirst and torture of Mirage.
Assortment of all the divine attributes remain hidden in HIM.
Mantra is RAM, Mission is RAM and Manifestive salvation is also RAM.

Bina or without HIS name the whole world is a void.
Inner plain of mind can nurture sorrow if HE is not discovered within.
Nothingness of within is to be filled with HIS name to avoid melancholy.
Attitude without HIM lionises our ego and that too attacking ego this leads to our fall.

Vritha or useless the world sounds without HIS name.
Resonance of HIS is the eternal stream. Discover it.
Initial failure must not influence your mind. Try out with great effort to reach HIM.
Tirtha or Pilgrimage HE is. Go and have a holy dip.
Hidden agenda of our negativism must cease to function. For this HIS NAME must start operating.
A sense of Heavenly wondering HE allows on the wings of HIS name.

Vision when gets coloured then we tend to crave for sensual pleasure and endup in mundane mortality.
Imaging HIM in our life makes our visit to this earth more purposeful.
Hiding the self and not facing reality does not make our personality functional. Do brave the world with HIS name.
Assure HIM that singularly and whole heartedly you are upto HIM.
Ram should be allowed to dictate our lives so that we move around with a purpose.
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Sukh or the worldly pleasure of wealth never ceases.
Undertaking a way of life where we long for the spiritual pleasure does matter.
Karma of sensuous pleasure be replaced with Jaap Karma.
HE demystifies the world of pleasure and redefines in an innovative fashion.

Bearing the fruit or enjoying the temporal results must end.
HE can provide a permanent solution to our tendering of worldly cravings.
Our tendency of begetting anything by any means keeps RAM away from us.
Go for introspection and find out what you can enjoy eternally.

Pyas or the thirst of worldly pleasure increases as we enhance our indulgence.
A diya or lamp of worldly pleasure must be allowed to die by not pouring any more oil to our “Wish lamp”.
Satisfaction never ends and contentment comes with HIM only.
Arrange for the minimum you require and never allow to multiply your cravings.
RAM – Shree RAM can extinguish the inferno of craving which finally destroys us.

Sampad or prosperity in terms of materialistic exploit are temporal and useless.
Assurance of your wealth will never come as solace.
Materialism is half truth and spiritualism is absolute truth.
Perceiving HIM is pervading the three worlds.
All our materialistic possessions will not be ours except HIS name.
Danger of pitfalls visit frequently in our life if we culture a craving to have everything.
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Samman or the worldly respect is as mortal as our body.
As we are respected the ego gets awakened and we subjugate others.
Make over is not possible by getting a social title or status.
Marshall your acoustics and do intensive NAAM Jaap to attract HIM.
All the crowning glory can be bestowed by RAM only.
Nurture a tasteful love for HIM and try to get a place in HIS heart.

Resorting to the craving for wordly pleasures is like the body which is lifeless.
Awakening of the self comes with HIS name. Allow HIM to play.
HE is the final refuge, respite and mode as well.
Inclination of mind when gets submerged with HIM then nothing matters.
Turn your mind to get the treasure which you would carry beyond this birth.

Pran or the life force is HE and breath of life is HIS name.
Resonance of RAM NAAM awakens the intellect which sees beyond life.
Affectionate relation once we develop with HIM then the bond will remain forever.
Nurture the sense of immortality and nectar you drink through HIS name makes you immortal.
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xÉÉ¨É Ê¤ÉxÉÉ ºÉ¤É xÉÒ®úºÉ º´ÉÉnù,
VªÉÉå ½þÉä º´É®ú Ê¤ÉxÉÉ ®úÉMÉ Ê´É¹ÉÉnù*
xÉÉ¨É Ê¤ÉxÉÉ xÉ½þÓ ºÉVÉä ËºÉMÉÉ®ú,
®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É ½èþ ºÉ¤É ®úºÉ ºÉÉ®ú **56**

NAME of RAM is the sweetest of all.
A lyric HE is in celestial melodious song.
A dawn HE is of the radiant SUN.
Mantra Ram is the corest of the core of all the Vedas and Puranas.

Bina means without RAM – The name there is no celestial identity.
Imagine without Guru how can there be shishya, such is the importance of NAAM.
Nothing exists without a name which describes its inner attributes.
Art is the theme and aesthetics is the concept and each are experienced in a complimentary fashion.

Nectar if is tasteless then it looses its importance.
Eternity without bliss is Niras or dry.
Reverance for Shree Ram can not be without deep love.
Aspirations are nurtured as Aradhana or worship to concretize results.
Spiritual mind gets the contentment but materialism multiplies as our wishes gets fulfilled.

Sweet be the love for Ram Naam Jaap which is the tasteful mode to cultivate spiritualism.
World of things has many character and nature that which has an element of eternal taste.
Aspiring for Ram Naam is no mechanical method but an emotive mode that leads to salvation.
Dynamics of taste is being aware of its inner essence which can be realized and internalized.
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Sonorus song can not be sung without the grammer of melody.
Words and their stylistic utterance brings about a character in singing.
Aalap in a Raag ensures a pitch, theme and time specific singing. It works towards linkages of higher kind.
Resonance of instrumental music played in complementary fashion with vocal singing creates the harmony.

Behaviour of sonorous kind or a musical trait, must synchronize with, words, singing tune, lyrics and instrumental music.
Inner energy when expressed in a cohesive manner with melody makes the music sonorous.
Notation or the grammer of pitch, silence posited within singing does matters.
Arrangement of total music must be in tune with its sole purpose.

Raag is the classical platform of singing where swar plays the pivotal role within a given velocity of time!
A raag is played in particular time and space so that it can spark off correct emotion.
A raag darbari becomes irrelevant in a Bhajan. Such is the importance of theme.
Gayaki or the style of singing allows celestial connectivity.

Shringar is the cosmetic decoration. And Name is the core of aesthetic excellence.
HE HIMSELF wants to be decorated with the loving tune of Ram Naam.
Rejuvenation comes out of an icon as self with the element of NAAM smeared shringar.
If one does very intensive Naam Jaap then the face glows with spiritual touch.
Notion of filling the mind with loads of RAM NAAM is all about stimulating within.
Guru’s face radiates and gives you a sublime smile. This is the result of Jaap called shringar.
Aesthetics of sonic Ram vibrates within and radiation emits outside.
Ramamay is becoming drenched with deep love for Shree Ram. Being Ramamay is the shringar.
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Ram the eternal name allows a secretion of divine kind.
Attending to NAAM JAAP with dynamic involvement allows this stage.
Sweetness of RAM is like the sweetend water which cools our inner mind completely.

Summing up of RAM NAAM JAAP is to internalize HIS true essence.
Actualizing HIM within us is the matter of target for every sadhak.
Allowing a complete merger with HIM is possible when we loose ourselves for HIM.
RAM bestows love and bliss. He allows emanicipation that is the maxim of RAM NAAM JAAP.
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VÉMÉiÉÂ EòÉ VÉÒ´ÉxÉ VÉÉxÉÉä ®úÉ¨É,
VÉMÉ EòÒ VªÉÉäÊiÉ VÉÉV´É±ªÉ¨ÉÉxÉ*
®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É Ê¤ÉxÉÉ ¨ÉÉäÊ½þxÉÒ ¨ÉÉªÉÉ,
VÉÒ´ÉxÉ-½þÒxÉ ªÉlÉÉ iÉxÉ UôÉªÉÉ **57**

Jeevan or the life force of this universe is RAM.
Aware we should be that RAM is the cosmic seed where from the world got manifested.
Guru paves the path and widens our vision to comprehend the cosmic name RAM.
Awakening of the realization that every thing sprouts from RAM should be in our mind.
Train your mind to comprehend how RAM Naam pervades everywhere.

Karma is the track and energy is Naam wisdom whereupon the train runs.
Acoustic built up of RAM NAAM finally matters for the sadhak.

Jeev or any living being breaths and RAM NAAM allows the sway.
Essence of life is living and this becomes purposeful when we chant HIS Name.
Enforcing self-discipline comes with RAM NAAM.
Vision of human life is not just breathing but contemplating beyond for karma oriented living.
Articulation of phonetic horizon of RAM NAAM ensures a wisdom vision.
No animate or inanimate can escape the influence of RAM NAAM.

Jyoti or eternal glow lights up with RAM NAAM.
Your mind is lighted with the wisdom of RAM NAAM JAAP.
Omnipresent is the radiance of RAM NAAM.
Three world’s sources of all energy is hidden in the beej Mantra Ram.
Inner intelligence when dawns in your consciousness then realize that the brillance of RAM is seated within.
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Journey of light and enlightenment is the lila of Shree Ram.
Acoustic energy when converges with deep silence the light comes to the fore.
Jaap lights up the mind and RAM lights up the world-vision.
Within the self the light resides a waiting a re-discovery.
Acoustic journey of Jaap empatterns enlightenment.
Light of Ram Naam dispels all the darkness we encounter.
Your mind experiences the first break of light meaning dawn with Jaap.
Agility of mind and rapidness of response time is all about getting connected!
Mindscape visualizes positivism and negates the negativism.
Aware we remain as we encouner HIM more often.
Negative or dark world gets transformed and energized eternal light of RAM.

Maya surrounds us very intensively.
Our mind is layered with several living illusions which keep us engaged.
HE and HIS name can only destroy the illusion and provide mukti.
Infinite materialism and our consequent craving can increase Maya manifestation.
Naam Jaap can undo every layer of illusion in a successful manner.
Inner truth must surface and wisdom drawn with RAM NAAM. He is our real help.

Maya is matter of encountering something which is untrue.
At our life we find Maya at both the levels – subtle and gross.
Yard stick to measure Maya is – mystique. Because it changes its face and appearance constantly.
Allow intensive NAAM Jaap to see the true colour of anything.

THINK and keep it in your mind – that without RAM NAAM the life, the world becomes a shadow.
Away from life shadow of the body lies the eternal destiny.
Notional relativity of identity is the life-less body.
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CHAYA or the shadow reflects a nothingness.
HE illudes if we follow the shadow.
Awakened mind can distinguish between real & unreal.
Your focus should be on the body i.e. RAM and not the shadow the ritual.
Arrange your mental contemplation with focused RAM NAAM JAAP which destroys the Chaya or illusion.
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ºÉÚxÉÉ ºÉ¨ÉÊZÉB ºÉ¤É ºÉÆºÉÉ®ú,
VÉ½þÉÆ xÉ½þÓ ®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É ºÉÆSÉÉ®ú*
ºÉÚxÉÉ VÉÉÊxÉB YÉÉxÉ Ê´É´ÉäEò,
ÊVÉºÉ ¨Éå ®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É xÉ½þÓ BEò **58**

Suna or vacuum is the world where RAM NAAM does not resound.
Utter void and acute loneliness can be changed with the power of RAM NAAM.
Nothingness can lead to the mad cravings. We can stop it if we can fill HIS name within our manas.
Acoustic RAM through Jaap manifest a resounding Dhwani in our spiritual traverse to be relished.

Subtly realize this and package yourself with RAM branding.
An essence of directionless mind can be capped with sacredness.
Mind is temporal. Within it we carry our memories of life and sacred wisdom as well.
Jagat or the world has many pulls, we need to identify the correct thread to experience bliss.
HE only makes our understanding clear. Seek HIS subtle guidance.
Inspiration the RAM NAAM provides can change our life situation surely.
Your sacred understanding is the resultant of HIS teachings. Realize it.
Ensure a multiple mechanism self discipline so that HE can guide you at the right time.

NAAM which flows in the air can purify the breather.
Acoustic pulses of RAM NAAM when rent the air can create a sound communication between the seeker and divine.
Attending to these essence and realizing value of Name do matter for the sadhak!
Mind when filled with RAM NAAM is capable of getting any divine signal from anywhere!
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Sanchar or getting conneted with the Divine matters in the process of sadhana.
A strong character can make the mind pure which in turn can listen to the divine voice.
NAAM JAAP energizes communication mechanism and HE talks to you.
Creating a good path matters for any spiritual traverse! The path itself is communication.
Hearing to HIM is delving deep to understand the inner most state.
Away from sacred communication leads to “non-connectivity”.
RAM NAAM is like communication satellite beaming sacredness everywhere. So keep your antenna on!

Gyan or knowledge if devoid of RAM is an empty box which only creates noise!
Your knowledge system about the world is very important factor, do culture it.
Analyse whether your knowledge is pure that can guide all!
Never get satisfied or say “I know all”. Try to be a student all through your life.

Vivek or the inner-voice of your personality must be layered with RAM NAAM.
Inner mind be sedimented with purity so that knowledge when shared becomes benefic.
Visionary you are! Do imagine, visualize the future and culture spiritual wisdom.
Eternal bliss in actuality, makes you aware of divine knowledge.
Karma should be of righteousness so that divinity can fill your life cycle.

Naam if becomes mis-spelt or illusive then the painful void rules.
Aberrations complicate our mind if we do not fill our inside with HIS name.
A reality to understand the power of Naam, then just compare the days you did not take HIS name.
Mind it, RAM NAAM is not only refuge but a mode of progress as well.

Nothing exists if NAAM has no role in your life.
Aversion towards the spiritual culturing means your are to be doomed very soon.
HE is the greatest rescuer and even sinners HE pardons.
Inner craving for RAM NAAM increases then we find a new meaning all around and in every thing.
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ºÉÚxÉä OÉÆlÉ {ÉxlÉ ¨ÉiÉ {ÉÉälÉä,
¤ÉxÉä VÉÉä ®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É Ê¤ÉxÉ lÉÉälÉä*
®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É Ê¤ÉxÉ ´ÉÉnù Ê´ÉSÉÉ®ú,
¦ÉÉ®úÒ §É¨É EòÉ Eò®äú |ÉSÉÉ®ú **59**

Simply you should be a great listner and a willing recipient of wisdom.
Understand the theosophy of different schools.
Never have a mental blocks and ignore none for sure!
Eternity of RAM should be your matter of search.

Guru propounds the philosophy of life and beyond which with time becomes Granth.
Ram is the essential thread to knit the philosophy of RAMAMAY.
Assurances it provides to explore divinity in an easy way.
Nurture the inner essence which tunes your mind to the RAMAMAY VAIKUNTHA.
Trace RAM and copy it in your mind to imbibe its essence.
HE prevails in every text which allows an instant introspection.

Paths for salvations are many. RAM NAAM JAAP is the easiest.
All paths lead to emanicipation if the mind is roped with RAM NAAM.
Never nurture ritualistic jargon if you want to have a direct relation with divinity.
True divinity would play at interpersonal level not through just anybody.
Holyness and various path must be seen in the light of character both mental & moral.

Many ideas prevail but RAM NAAM is for all without any complications.
Acoustic level of RAM heals one and all. RAM is the universal healer.
Train you mind to have a focused vision on RAM and no confusion must be allowed to create any self-doubt.
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Vision of any theosophic convictions without RAM is useless for Naam Sadhak.
Avoid multiple theosophic contemplation which deviates your mind.
Denounce none and never ignore RAM NAAM JAAP.

Variance of ideas are always there and at time they over influence the mind set. Be aware!
Innervoice can be heard through culturing of RAM NAAM.
Cater to your needs and culture RAM NAAM to keep yourself constantly connected.
Hari Naam is the best and approachable concept.
Away from RAM NAAM is matter of distancing your outer and inner self.
RAM NAAM elevates our mind sets and enhances the benevolent performances.

BHRAM or illusion some people prescibe by omitting RAM. Be aware.
Hear HIM to know the divine truth. Ram magnifies your intelligence.
RAM is the key to the bliss which lasts through out.
Assurance the Naam gives to culture confidence. Never doubt HIM.
Mind your vision and count your experience to understand the inner essence of RAM NAAM.
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®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É nùÒ{ÉEò Ê¤ÉxÉÉ,
VÉxÉ-¨ÉxÉ ¨Éå +xvÉä®ú*
®ú½äþ, <ºÉ ºÉä ½äþ ¨É¨É ¨ÉxÉ,
xÉÉ¨É ºÉÖ̈ ÉÉ±ÉÉ ¡äò®ú **60**

RAM Naam is the light which destroys the darkenss of our mind.
Attributes of RAM NAAM is HIS brilliant radiance which enlightens all.
Mind which recites HIS name cannot have darkness called superstitions.

NAAM of RAM patterns our mind to culture positivism.
Acoustic aesthetic touches highest melody to bring about divine glow.
Ascetics of all the time got enlightened through RAM NAAM JAAP.
Manas and chitta, the corest of our mind beams the light of divinity.

Deepak we are - the lights of RAM.
Ensure a constant supply of oil (spiritual desire) to keep the Deepak lit forever.
Energization of the light reaches even the space which is gloomingly dark.
Paap or the sin is the cause and effect of sufferings and darkness.
Ambiance of our karma-field needs all these divine radiance.
Kripa or bliss of RAM NAAM ensures enlightenment.

Just be conscious of this NAAM divinity to feel the guiding light.
Awareness should touch the heart and RAM NAAM vistar assures result.
No one is less competent to get the divine glow. Before HIM all are same.
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Mind within Mind must get the awareness and cultivate a strong desire for RAM.
Avail the radiance of RAM which is flowing all around.
Ajapa Jaap can vision this light easily and none sink in darkness.
Negations, create a self-buffer and hinder our performance. RAM Naam can destroy this buffer.

Naam when seated in the heart then we are bound to encounter bliss.
Analytical mind even surrender to the sweet and tender RAM NAAM.
Allowing a constant remembrance ensures difficult and varied perspective to see the world.
Mental heights are achieved without any complicated process of Siddhi.

Sumala or the pious beads radiate a sembleance of peace which make other yogi’s envy.
Utter attention, mindful love and tender hand when does jaap then one enters the world of shanti and solace.
Measure the three worlds as you do very intensive Naam Jaap.
Ajapa Jaap is the higher stage when you do remembrance sub-consciously.
Latent energy gets awakened with the divine touch of mala.
Ask for divine tranquility and surely HE would provide. Just do Jaap to please HIM.
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®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É ¦ÉVÉ Eò®ú ¸ÉÒ ®úÉ¨É,
EòÊ®úB ÊxÉiªÉ ½þÒ =kÉ¨É EòÉ¨É*
ÊVÉiÉxÉä EòiÉḈ ªÉ Eò¨ÉÇ Eò±ÉÉ{É,
EòÊ®úB ®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É Eò®ú VÉÉ{É **61**

Ram Ram, Jai Ram, Jai Jai Ram.
Attend all satsang wherever RAM kirtan takes place.  RAM must be in your mind
Mind be immersed in RAM NAAM ocean.

Bhaj RAM, RAM Bhaj – remember HIM through the singing intonation.
HE peeps through HIS melodious Name. Meet HIM again & again through HIS NAAM Sangeet.
Acoustic melody sung in chorus purifies the ambience and divinity gets connected.
Jaap when unuttered is the melody in silence there upon cosmic light emits.

No matter what is our mortal callings but we should never neglect naam Jaap.
Involved in any work! Does not matter remember HIM and do your work.
There are several compartments in mind. All can think and act together. Materialism and spiritualism co-exist.
Your mortal callings will surely be perfected and yield great results.
Awareness called shraddha about Ram Naam can make impossible a possibility.

Uttam or good work you do be coated with HIS name to get excellent result.
Train your mind to be helping hand for others. RAM NAAM allows then double divident. 
Tunnel your thought process through the rim of RAM NAAM then pious Karma will flame automatically.
Action, words all be coated with his name so that you behave as HE and HE HIMSELF.
Maxim of life is to bring happiness amongst less fortunates and enlightenment for the ignorant.
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Karma or your callings are bound to be benefic if HE is there in your mind.
Altering negative Karma is possible with HIS name.
Measure your worldly journey with HIS name then the travel will not be taxing.

Kartavya or duty must never be ignored that is the commandment of Shree RAM.
Allow spiritual cultivation but worldly duties never be ignored.
RAM loves you more if you toil for your mortal survival with HIS name in mind.
Train your hand to be a giver forever as this is also our duty.
A caring being one should be, parents and guru must be served with sewa.
Victory knocks your door if you do your duty and dedicate them as HIS doings.
Yeild to your parents as they need you most. Do shower love and care but never say this to them.
As a RAM NAAM SADHAK your duties are manifold do keep this in your mind.

Karma of spiritual kind is doing RAM NAAM JAAP.
Assures enlightenment of rare kind with ajapa jaap.
Rhythm of jaap sets the tune of your life.

Just be melodious as you do RAM JAAP passionately. The result is very near!
Allow your loving emotion as you touch each bead of mala and your mind will become full of love.
Always do remember HIM so that HE should not forget you either.
Paap or sins get washed away as we intensively do Naam Jaap.
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EòÊ®úB MÉ¨ÉxÉÉMÉ¨É Eäò EòÉ±É,
®úÉ¨É VÉÉ{É VÉÉä Eò®úiÉÉ ÊxÉ½þÉ±É*
ºÉÉäiÉä VÉMÉiÉä ºÉ¤É ÊnùxÉ ªÉÉ¨É,
VÉÊ{ÉB ®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É +Ê¦É®úÉ¨É **62**

Guru orders that RAM Jaap to continue even in traverse.
All the time we live, breath and move should be covered with HIS name.
Mangalik  is RAM NAAM. Success must prevail.
All the space the soul moves has to be full of RAM or remain RAMAMAY.
Nothing takes you to your destiny as fast as Ram Naam can!
Affinity with divinity allows us to keep lure out of our reach!
Guru in the mind and Param Guru Ram in Manas is our calling.
As we do Jaap we Sanctify the time & space and success thus comes easily.
Methodical one should become and discipline traverse ensures success.

Kaal is the time. This “Time” element must not be waisted. Strive to grab it.
Assurance of empowering self and winning over time comes easily with Ram Naam.
Allow your mind to smear the Name of Ram without any break.
Latent time or inauspicious time can be altered with RAM NAAM.

Karma with Japp in mind bears the fruit.
All people around you unknowingly  develop respect for you.
Ram’s own presence is felt all around.
Terms of reference of any deal favours you completely.
Awakening comes with Naam Jaap and prudence prevails.
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Nothing inauspicious can visit us if Naam Jaap continues within.
Inner mind controls our behavioral pattern. So Ram Naam actually controls us!
HE prevails and solution appears and problems get solved.
A confident being you become and results are assured.
Let all do Naam Jaap everytime even while on the move or doing any business.

Jaap of RAM NAAM is the best of the karma we do.
All our duties we discharge with ease when we are covered with HIS NAAM.
Patience we culture and that allows timely sprouting of results.
Essence of life becomes pious with HIS name.
You don’t entertain doubts or face any dilemma if you are possessed by HIM.
Eternal solace is bound to come and for now experience the tranquility.

RAM NAAM  naam is the greatest psychologist and kills your depression.
Ajapa Jaap purifies the mind through constant simran.
Mother Goddess keeps a close proximity with your dwelling.

A trait of Jaap which goes in an unending fashion does matter.
Beyond your mind where RAM dwells. HE is the greatest of all.
Inspiration one begets if one remembers HIM  always.
RAM is the sonic phenomenon but try to understand HIM through silence.
As jaap goes up mundane cravings are phased out.
Mind it, you have to journey beyond. Let all pass through the maya with RAM NAAM.
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VÉ{ÉiÉä ®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É ¨É½þÉ ¨ÉÉ±ÉÉ,
±ÉMÉiÉÉ xÉ®úEò uùÉ®ú {Éè iÉÉ±ÉÉ*
VÉ{ÉiÉä ®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É VÉ{É {ÉÉ`ö,
VÉ±ÉiÉä Eò¨ÉÇ¤ÉxvÉ ªÉlÉÉ EòÉ`ö **63**

NAAM JAAP  when done intensively we keep on creating a big acoustic mala.
All our aberrations are effaced for good.
Anchor RAM  provides us the stability in turbulent of maya ocean.
Mind manifests in creative perspective in an unparallel manner.

Measuring the three worlds with Jaap creates the Universal sonic mala.
A vision of wide skyline be filled with RAM NAAM light.
HE shows HIS presence through the millions of twinkling star in broad day light.
Assurance of creative of cosmic kind do flower from the gigantic RAM Mala.
Maya or illusions become demystified with its power.
Angles and perspectives dawn in our mind as HIS brilliance.
Latent energy field gets activated and vision gets widened with no iota of illusion.
Awakening of the self matters and navigations become easy.

Nark or the hell would not near you if one appreciates the effacing value of RAM NAAM.
Amorous indulgence for the sensual cravings get diminished. 
Ram Naam assures a seat within HIM without asking for a great sacrifice.
A sense of sacred resonance would power our karma for the betterment.
Khauf or the fear of hell will not dance upon our mind.
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Doors of celestial light of RAM will be surely opened.
Withdrawing from negative can lead to upliftment towards positivism.
A selfish feeling in the body and then beyond gets curbed.
Ram resonance is the final refuge for the seeker.

Jaap of RAM NAAM is swadhyaya or self-learning.
Affinity with divinity comes with the understanding of wisdom.
All the knowledge of the world is within. Jaap is the key to open up our vistas one by one.
Prem Bhava or with loving shraddha the Jaap leads to dynamic revelations.

Path or studying the divine wisdom must be a constant affair in our life.
Amplification of our stored intelligence comes as a handy reference in our life negotiation.
Awakening of self knowledge through introspection is also PAATH.
Textual knowledge of Amritvani and Bhakti go hand in hand.  
He unfolds only when we become part of HIM.

Jaap creates the fire and Karma is wood and both work in complimentary fashion
Allow your pious passion to fire your benefic Karma
Light and enlightenment both come out of Jaap spark. Believe in it
Treasure your passion and ignite the mind to scape the life beyond.
Eternal quest is fire so keep it glowing all the time.
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Karma is a phenomenon should be understood in correct perspective.
All we do is karma. But a thoughtful endeavour matters
Ram has given us the the mind to spread goodness all around.
Mind it, no karma of yours go unnoticed from HIM. Do watch out your actions.
Blindfolded behaviour be avoided and a little pre-thought matters.
Answer to your own query of karma for self-correction.
Nothing bonds you as closely as JAAP which patterns your thought.
Dynamics of our Karma field are cordoned by HIM. So be careful.
HE is the bondage and HE is the liberation. And you are HIS lila. So enjoy this close proximity.
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iÉÉxÉ VÉ¤É ®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É EòÒ ]Úõ]äõ,
¦ÉÉÆb÷É ¦É®úÉ +¦ÉÉMªÉ ¦ÉªÉ ¡Úò]äõ*
¨ÉxÉEòÉ ½èþ ®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É EòÉ BäºÉÉ,
ÊSÉxiÉÉ-¨ÉÊhÉ {ÉÉ®úºÉ-¨ÉÊhÉ VÉèºÉÉ **64**

Taan – the acoustic chain if breaks then ill luck befalls.
A tone enchained through constant Jaap creates a benefic effect on mind and soul.
Again, if the flow of sound is broken then it creates changes which has a malefic impact on us.
Notional continuance and sonic effect must have a harmonic effect.

Jaap when gets interrupted then negative thoughts and cravings get intensified
Aberrations do creep in and our actions become Tamasik.
Behaviour and moral control if lost then malefic is bound to visit us.

Trouble comes when we start relishing the illusion, and crave for more
Utmost mortal desires drive away our mental tranquility.
Turmoil looms large over us affecting our mortal & spiritual callings.
Eternal chord if broken no body would rescue us in our rainy days.

A celestial link through melodious RAM Dhun be maintained otherwise we encounter failure and fatal ends.
Bad luck has many subtle effects. Don’t be fatalist rather keep in touch with HIM.
HE would surely rescue us but we must have complete faith on HIM.
Aspirations are upkept when we are in touch with HIM.
Grievances and allegations encircle us when we stop doing JAAP.
Your enimity with others increases as you nurture negative attitude and then come ill-fated happenings.
Awakening must come and establish the contact with HIM to be safe and lucky.
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Bhay or fear visits us regularly if we develop a detachment with HIM.
HE can dispel all the darkness and empower you for sure.
Assure yourself that Jaap can ward off our fear.
Your strength is Jaap and energy is RAM Dhun. Just follow Naam Jaap to be happy always.

MANTRA RAM is a invaluable jewel can be gathered with RAM NAAM JAAP.
A journey with inner tranquility HE assures. Because HE is the jewel.
NAAM JAAP provides you the opportunity of possessing the most costly jewel.
Karma, with RAM, becomes the most adorable like the eternal jewel.
Attend to RAM NAAM to upkeep the treasure trove beyond the world.

Param Guru RAM if bestows HIS kripa then even an ignorant can become a genious.
A stone turns into a jewel with a touch of RAM NAAM.
RAM  is the greatest healer and even the most incurables can be cured by HIM.
A beggar becomes king such can be the blessings of RAM.
Sublime bliss can besmear the mind of most negative person.

Mani or the jewel of rare kind – Paras Mani can change our attitude altogether.
A murderer can become a most compassionate and loving being after doing intensive Jaap of RAM NAAM.
Nurture your inside to discover what Paras Mani called RAM NAAM spring surprises.
Install HIM within you to realize the dynamic changes which are bound to surface.
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®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É ºÉÖvÉÉ-®úºÉ ºÉÉMÉ®ú,
®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É YÉÉxÉ MÉÖhÉ-+ÉMÉ®ú*
®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É ¸ÉÒ ®úÉ¨É ¨É½þÉ®úÉVÉ,
¦É´É-ÊºÉxvÉÖ ¨Éå ½èþ +iÉÖ±É VÉ½þÉVÉ **65**

Sublime RAM is the nectar like ocean and spreads the taste of immortality all around.
Understanding the essence of RAM is the main endeavour of seekers.
Dynamic tastes of Jaap makes one internally attached with Shree RAM for ever.
HE spells out a blissful aroma on HIS disciple through HIS own name - RAM NAAM.
Attachment or the bond RAM creates of highest spiritual order.

RAM is the celestial secretion which elevates one and all.
Atune with HIM is HIS Kripa and bliss we encounter there of.
Soothing effect the RAM NAAM can create for the Shanti or tranquil inside.

Sea of immortality is RAM NAAM.
Allow a dip into RAM NAAM to  efface our Karmic pitfalls.
Guru is the corner stone of this experience. Try to be near HIM.
Attributes RAM beams through its brilliant radiance through which we can feel HIM.
Resonance and light are the mode to cross over the RAM NAAM ocean.

Gyan or the wisdom of Shree RAM is unfathomable. But he himself is HIS light.
Yardstick of begetting His wisdom is about developing detachment from this world.
Ananda of extreme kind comes from RAM NAAM.
Notion of spiritual knowledge is not complicated once we are with HIM only.
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Guru imbibes the brilliance of Shree RAM’s attributes and he passes it onto HIS seekers.
Unknown is not mystified by HIM. Rather he opensup the gate.
Upfront in our mind if RAM remains then HIS nature comes to us automatically.
Nurture HIS nature within you to feel HIS totality.

Amplified RAM NAAM envelops all and the traverse becomes easy.
Turn your mind inside to feel the extreme silence which provides a sacred bath.
Umbrella HE is, a real protector RAM comes to you when you need HIM most.
Love of nature emits from HIM and HE remains incomparable.

Jaap is like a gigantic Ship which surely crosses the turbulent ocean of Maya
Affections HE showers to all the yatris for their cosy travel
HE adorns HIS own Name! Won’t we feel the essence?
Ajapa Jaap, sacred study, meditative Jaap lead to sure salvation
Justice of celestial kind is dispensed by HIM. Confess your past for safe travel in future.
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®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É ºÉ¤É iÉÒlÉÇ ºlÉÉxÉ,
®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É VÉ{É {É®ú¨É ºxÉÉxÉ*
vÉÉä Eò®ú {ÉÉ{É-iÉÉ{É ºÉ¤É vÉÚ±É,
Eò®ú näù ¦ÉªÉ-§É¨É EòÉä =x¨ÉÚ±É **66**

Tirtha the sacred space is not only about a geography but beyond.
Inner space can be converted into a Temple and Tirtha.
Ram NAAM at the sonic level is the greatest pilgrimage.
Turn your inner void into a state of RAMAMAY  to experience the attributes of Tirtha
HIS name is the source of illumination and greatest pilgrimage.
Allow yourself a holy dip which will be the ultimate sacred pilgrimage.

Sonorous RAM NAAM not only does a cleansing within but sanctifies any given space.
Trauma of life withers when the holy sound of RAM NAAM touches our mind.
Holyness of RAM NAAM is not to give solace but paves the path for salvation as well.
Ambience gets sanctified and Jaap if done on a particular spot regularly then getting connected becomes easy.
Notes of melody of RAM Dhun pervade all the space.

Paap or sins also become maya if one goes for NAAM pilgrimage,
A sense of belonging if we develop in HIS name then nothing stops us for getting salvation.
Awakened self allows value based karma and that leads to emancipation.
Penance is not required if we continuously do jaap of RAM NAAM.

Toeing the life of self-disillusenment comes from HIM & HIM only.
Away from Maya of cravings can put us on right track.
Allow your benevolent behaviour even if that is momentary a pretention!
Pain of suffering becomes bearable if we know how to surrender to HIM.
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Ushers in a blissful feeling with RAM NAAM that destroys fear and pain.
No matter whatever be our past we can start anew for the future.
Mantra RAM can make even the nature to spell bound.
Utter HIS name with deep love to see the difference in your own life!
Latent fear, illusion of mind get submerged and hope surfaces anew.
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®úÉ¨É VÉÉ{É ®úÊ´É-iÉäVÉ ºÉ¨ÉÉxÉ,
¨É½þÉ ¨ÉÉä½þ-iÉ¨É ½þ®äú +YÉÉxÉ*
®úÉ¨É VÉÉ{É näù +ÉxÉxnù ¨É½þÉxÉÂ,
Ê¨É±Éä =ºÉä ÊVÉºÉä näù ¦ÉMÉ´ÉÉxÉÂ **67**

RAM JAAP radiates like the glow of sun.
A life force HE is and cultivates our living such is RAM NAAM.
Victory over darkness is assured with HIS Name.
Inner enlightenment is bound to surface.  Be ever ready to receive it.

The brilliance of light only a RAM BHAKTA can assume.
Eternity has its own glow seen in Jaap meditation.
Jaap when contemplated deeply can ensure enlightenment.

Supreme Shree RAM smiles like the SUN and Showers its brilliance to all.
Allow the tamasik or negative elements to melt and you become egoless crystal clear water.
Manifestation of the self starts with HIS name and assures growth.
Awakening of the self from the darkness of light is bound to come.
NAAM brings out health care of different kind and works as healer like the SUN.

Moha or illusive love are erased when NAAM implants our Mind.
Over the illusion the spiritual reality dominates.
HE whispers in  our ears and destroys our sense of Maya.
Assurance to become disillusion comes to the fore with HIS NAAM JAAP.
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TAMASIK quality which looms large on our mortal life needs to be controlled
Awakened self intesifies HIS NAAM JAAP to have the self-cotnrol
Mother of all evil are driven away with RAM NAAM

HE Absorbs all our Tamasik shortcomings.
A cleansing process unfolds involuntarily with RAM NAAM.
Retrospecting on regrets won’t stay tomorrow with HIS NAME.
Eternal bliss goes towards empowerment and HE assures this

Ajapa Jaap or constant remembrance allows a sense of bliss.
Nothing gives so lasting pleasure as HIS name can give.
Attributes of divinity are spelt out within.
Nectar like taste smears our mind and words we utter become very sublime.
Dear HE is and makes you feel as if heart is fluttering.

MAHA MANTRA is RAM which empowers one and all.
Agility of mind is begotten through HIS greatness.
HE changes the colour of our Aura and sublime experiences we undergo.
Address the divine sacredness within to feel Parmanand.
Nothing higher than HIM exists in three worlds.

Divinity smiles on us when HE wishes to bless.
Eternity is controlled and powered by HIM as HE is the giver.
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Buddhi or the intellect is the abode of God.
He ensures the play of Lila and even changes the rule whom He loves most.
Aura of divinity can come to worthy seekers only.
Guru with HIS awakened Kundalini paves this divine path.
Withdrawing HIS bliss comes when we tend to ignore HIM.
Affluence comes yet we don’t gather the moss with HIS wishes.
NAAM of Shree RAM is the God supreme and assurance comes form HIM only.
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®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É EòÉä ÊºÉ¨ÉÊ®úªÉä,
®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É BEò iÉÉ®ú*
{É®ú¨É {ÉÉ`ö {ÉÉ´ÉxÉ {É®ú¨É,
{ÉÊiÉiÉ +vÉ¨É näù iÉÉ®ú **68**

NAME is one, RAM is one and all goes towards this oneness.
Assume the name and go beyond the comprehension of guna to understand NAAM.
Allow peeling-off of NAMA then see how RAM can tool our intelligence.
Miracles surface when the name is pronounced in right manner.

Simran or constant remembrance can allow our growth.
Introspection it allows in an involuntary fashion.
Mindsets are corrected and then it courses towards oneness
Ram is the richest of the rich, go for a divine outreach.
Imaculate soul you are, just remember HIM to empower yourself.
Your worldly affair becomes easy with HIS name and natural affinity of cohesiveness is achieved.
Ensure this NAAM cultivation for divine bliss and to beget desired result.

Eternity is one eternal thread enjoined with RAM and we should also nurture singular longing.
Karma manifests and through auto correction we are elevated and merge in oneness.

The final frontier is to be connected with RAM Shree RAM. This is to be upkept in mind!
Amalgamation with singular divinity is bound to surface.
Reverence for RAM can create the proximity of different kind.
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Purest sonic symbol is RAM and this assures all sound purification.
A sacredness is nothing about gross element but a subtle experience.
Victory over impure and amoral is the aim of RAM NAAM.
Attend to your inner calling to gather your strength.
Nurturing a sense of inner goodness is loving the pure sacredness.

Param or the ultimate study is the JAAP PATH.
Allow your ego to immerse in the sacred sound of RAM.
Reasoning of the world is too small. Realize HIS reasoning.
Acute intention to feel the Param Guru should be aimed at.
Mind matters, but inner mind is more relevant. Realize its sacredness.

Persons who are fallen can be elevated with Naam.
A being in worst dwelling can get RAM kripa if one submits to HIM completely.
Train your mind with the sacred remembrance then auspiciousness will flow automatically.
Improper dwelling and amoral behaviour must take the back seat.
THE sacred chord of RAM can rope our value system better.

All are given chance to realize their faults and regret thereof.
Dynamic Ram Naam is like storm where worst dwellers are swept away for sure elevation.
He  ordains the goodness and we need to reflect upon it.
Agrieved mind suffers. Let us alter our focus of contemplation.
Manta RAM has much to offer provided we know what is to be received.
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¨ÉÉÄMÉÚÆ ¨Éé ®úÉ¨É-EÞò{ÉÉ ÊnùxÉ ®úÉiÉ,
®úÉ¨É-EÞò{ÉÉ ½þ®äú ºÉ¤É =i{ÉÉiÉ*
®úÉ¨É-EÞò{ÉÉ ±Éä́ Éä +xiÉ ºÉ¨½þÉ±É,
®úÉ¨É |É¦ÉÖ ½èþ VÉxÉ |ÉÊiÉ{ÉÉ±É **69**

RAM KRIPA is to be sought all the time everytime
AHAM or the ego must not pop up now and then
Maturity is the blessing which allows a prudent endeavour

Kripa is the blessing, I seek for salvation of eternal kind.
RAM Shree RAM’s blessings amends our deeds and future endeavours as well.
Inspiration it provides to unfold creativity of mind.
Pioneering a new notion in life comes when HE allows.
Ask HIM for the guidance all the time.

Day begins with hope and agility comes. Use his blessings to nurture your ends.
Inner solace it provides enroute to your destiny.
Night besieged  with sensuousness must be stopped for good.

Ram resonance prevails like the Star even in gloomy nights.
Ajapa jaap ensures to keep away the evil who mainly dwells at night.
A sense of eternal love descends on our mind.
Tear off the pretention from your life and rule the world.
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Under the shades of night much evil spirits dominate. RAM NAAM can curtail their effects.
Trauma of life gets reduced with HIS kripa.
Piousness of the sacred name wipes the amoral thought process.
Away from Tamasik pain is the goal for RAM NAAM SADHAK.
Terminate the paths of life by internally reciting HIS name.

AT the mortal end or departing from this body RAM can only help.
None comes to rescue so powerfully as the RAM NAAM can do.
The journey beyond goes without any hiccup when RAM NAAM was cultivated for long.
A sense of Maya drags our feet at the time of departure. At this juncture RAM NAAM only can help us.

Sublime acoustics can handle the soul in the journey beyond the body.
Awakened self goes away leaving beind a divine smile.
Moksha if due, the departure is made grandeur by the Lord HIMSELF.
Hindrances of life effect or wrong doings can get absorbed by HIM.
Ajapa Jaap in mind, RAM on the lips, make our life a divine one.
Lyrical RAM is the greatest rescuer in all the time & space.

Pratipal or every second if we remember HIM the world would change forever as HE is the final rescuer.
Rejuvenation with RAM NAAM is a measure of empowerment.
Avenue for expanding our doors of existence becomes better.
Tension, pain and sufferings get reduced with HIS name.
Inner journey once sought the elevation is guaranteed.
Powered with love for the divine does reflect in the mortal world as well.
Attending to HIS name as constant rememberance actually rescues us all the time.
Anticipation of wrong/ill comes to the mind quickly. RAM NAAM has a auto-correction system.
Living with HIS name and breathing for HIM matter in life.
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®úÉ¨É-EÞò{ÉÉ ½èþ =SSÉiÉ®ú ªÉÉäMÉ,
®úÉ¨É-EÞò{ÉÉ ½èþ ¶ÉÖ¦É ºÉÆªÉÉäMÉ*
®úÉ¨É-EÞò{ÉÉ ºÉ¤É ºÉÉvÉxÉ-¨É¨ÉÇ,
®úÉ¨É-EÞò{ÉÉ ºÉÆªÉ¨É ºÉiªÉ vÉ¨ÉÇ **70**

Ultimate bliss is RAM NAAM
Cosmic power is encapsuled in RAM KRIPA.
Care HE showers can’t be equated with celestial world.
HE when ordains HIS KRIPA the highest of yogic experience is achieved.
Affectionate HE is, to smear the disturbed being and drench the person in the bliss tranquility.
Touching the zenith is possible with RAM NAAM.
A lofty vision is achieved when Prem Bhava resides in us.
Righteousness is the path and RAM NAAM is the mode to achieve the excellence.

Yeilding to HIM is experiencing the three world.
Offering to HIM goes with RAAM NAAM JAAP and in return HE elevates to the highest.
Guru helps us to get awakened so that we can experience the divine bliss.

Subha or pious means in RAM Kripa. Its just intensive Jaap away.
Holiness is encoded in our doings and HE smiles with us.
Utmost reverance can move HIM to beget HIS guidance.
Benevolence is the catch word of HIS nature.
HE brings prosperity and silence simultaneously.
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Sanjog is no mere coincidence but a designed conjunction which becomes divine with RAM RAM.
Affinity of celestial mind finds its space in our mind.
Nectar like auspicious divine taste is provided through this conjunction.
Jyoti or the divine light it emits when our mind gets connected.
Onset of the celestial name starts with an inner flight.
Guru is the embodiment of the most sacred conjunction as well.

Sadhana is done by many method. But maxim is RAM NAAM.
Ajapa jaap lights up the mind and rest HE provides.
Dhyan with jaap makes our meditative traverse in the divine sky line.
HE creates HIS image in all around perspective.
Aspiration rebounds and HE holds our hand in our sadhana.
North star He is and provides constant guidance to us.

Manifestation of Ram kripa has divine element perceived through the light of enlightenment.
Aradhana of RAM NAAM works towards spiritual empowerment of the self.
Reason out in an interactive fashion with HIM. He talks to you intimately.
Maya gets demystified with Jaap of NAAM and mind becomes disillusioned!
A cultivation of spiritual aspiration may not be demonstrative with ritual but with Jaap it can be internalized.

Showering of RAM KRIPA leads to the self-control, truthfulness of spiritual kind.
Aberraations of mind & action get washed with HIS blessings.
Mortal attachment gets reduced as spiritual craving increases.
Your intentions of sensuous pleasure get positively diminished.
A firm moral, social and ethical values surface at the action plain.
Melodious RAM Kripa stands within you to be lyrical always.
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Sublime eternal truth is engraved in our mind with RAM KRIPA.
A sense of disillusion surfaces and crux of absolute truth is realized.
Tenacity to discover truth comes to the fore in your quest or search.
Your decision power to distinguish between truth and untruth gets enhanced.
Arriving at absolute truth beyond the realm of relativity of truth comes only with RAM Kripa.

DHARAM is the duty with touch of spiritualism.
He ordains and controls our life and endeavour with RAM KRIPA.
Always listen to Guru and follow His path to perform in life.
RAMAMAY or smearing in RAM NAAM allows the bliss which is a blessing.
MANAS or the inner mind is bound to be awakened with the supreme name RAM.
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®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É EòÉä ¨ÉxÉ ¨Éå ¤ÉºÉÉxÉÉ,
ºÉÖ{ÉlÉ ®úÉ¨É-EÞò{ÉÉ EòÉ ½èþ {ÉÉxÉÉ*
¨ÉxÉ ¨Éå ®úÉ¨É-vÉÖxÉ VÉ¤É Ê¡ò®äú,
®úÉ¨É-EÞò{ÉÉ iÉ¤É ½þÒ +´ÉiÉ®äú **71**

Mind be deeply coated with RAM NAAM for overall upliftment.
A conscious mind when thinks with RAM NAAM then positive ideas cloud our mind and finally it would rain the bliss.
Nurturing righteourness comes as a symbolic rain from cosmos and KRIPA descends – then the seed sprouts.
Negations are eclipsed for good.

Maan is no more remain frickel when RAM NAAM beseiges our mind.
Eternity dawns subtly and behaviour of humbleness reflects through our Karma.
Your vision is widened and we feel the perspective beyond.

Being one with RAM NAAM is horning with RAM KRIPA.
Acoustic pulses reduce the inner chaos.
Sublime tranquility, befalls and we remain steady.
Apprehensions of unknown fear are shrinked!
NAAM allows a new logic to surface to feel the life anew.
Anchoring life with RAM KRIPA is the other name of getting awakened.

Supath or the sense of righteousness forces our action.
Ushering in RAM KRIPA allows an objective vision to work and bias feelings get diminished.
Path is layered with positiveness and action comes from pious mind.
A heavenly feeling comes as RAM NAAM unfolds and rolls out a new path.
Trivial matters do not occupy our mind and broader become our perspective.
Hinderances are removed and love for RAM cover our mind.
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RAM NAAM at melodious plain when descends then we find, the divine vision.
A sense of inner and outer frequency blending synchronization happens automatically.
Mundane takes the back seat and rejuvenation surfaces.

Dynamic sound of RAM Dhun goes towards empowerment.
HIS holiness takes us to the course of immortalness.
Union with Shree RAM is assured when RAM Dhun is seated inside.
NAAM of Shree RAM is the greatest healer for this ailing world.

Jaap, RAM DHUN or simple rememberance of RAM can make all the difference.
Attitude of mortal kind changes in dynamic fashion.
Benefic becomes the Mind set which is the miracle of RAM DHUN.

Piousness of RAM Dhun rings around the mind to change others.
HE plays with us as HIS own SAKHA. You should know how to be warm and responsive to HIM.
Implant the NAAM in you to see how HE behaves through you.
Resonance of RAM leads to the blessing and bliss is realized.
Encounter your life with HIS name to see the power of yours.

Avataran is the celestial descending which comes through RAM NAAM.
Victory is tested  even in mortal personal defeats. Such is the KRIPA.
A celestial rain effaces our negative Karma and Moksha is assured by HIM.
Teacher or Guru tells us to be ready to receive HIM anytime anywhere.
Aspiring for HIM is begetting HIM. Have this faith.
RAM is accessible and comes to you when you need HIM most.
Eternity is not a distanced thing provided we know Shree RAM intimately.
Your believe and utmost shraddha for Guru can do this wonder.
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®ú½ÚÄþ, ¨Éé xÉÉ¨É ¨Éå ½þÉä Eò®ú ±ÉÒxÉ,
VÉèºÉä VÉ±É ¨Éå ½þÉä ¨ÉÒxÉ +nùÒxÉ*
®úÉ¨É-EÞò{ÉÉ ¦É®ú{ÉÚ®ú ¨Éé {ÉÉ>Äð,
{É®ú¨É |É¦ÉÖ EòÉä ¦ÉÒiÉ®ú ±ÉÉ>Äð **72**

RAM RAM be in my inner most core of my life.
Ashray or the refuge HE is to allow salvation through HIM.
Natural and deep submission to RAM Dhun is my prayer.
HIS name be part of my soul and sole endeavour.
Utterance of HIS name should be an involuntary affair.

Mind should capitualize to HIM and not to any where else.
Eternity be in me and I be in RAM is my prayer.
You are RAM, we are in RAM the world is RAM.

Name of HIS is cosmic key and eternal riddle gets solved.
Assurance of HIS comes from our GURU.
Allow a complete submission to Guru to experience HIM.
Moreover in this world with HIS name negotiations become safe.

Life be in HIS feet so that we can pretend to be the Lotus.
Ensure a doubtless mind to experience HIM at your convenience too.
Enforce a strict discipline to catch up with deep spirituality.
Nothing moves without HIS wish, this should be realized by us.
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Jal or water is the playground for fish. This is the ideal subtle relation of merging.
Allow a self contemplation with HIS name then you would realize as if you are just floating.
Lila HE creates and uncreates for our education & training.

Much is adored, the name is loved, and we become pious which are HIS plans only.
Eternity has meeting point with mortality in the RAM NAAM Horizon
Your quest gets answered through your dwelling. Such a subtily exists with HIM.

Marine life-forms and water are a matter of getting natural oneness.
Eternal wish and material life need to be mixed and diluted like this.
Emphasis may be laid on the merger and submerging the self in HIM.
Needless to say it is Guru who allows this unique merger.

Param Guru’s Name must be internalized to the core.
RAM NAAM has a magnetic field and holds the seeker on to it.
A sense of immortal love encapsulate us and we experience the solace again and again.
Bond with Guru and Param Guru RAM must be cherished.
HE is always waiting to be embraced. So long for HIM.
Unfoldment of divine kind is just a sincere call away.

Bhitar or the inner mind must be filled with the name of Prabhu.
HE would speak through you when HE is inside you.
In infinity HE roams and find HIM in your infinite inside.
Treasure HIS love and nurture it as yours then dispense the bliss amongst who are ailing.
Attributes are divine which has many unknown elements. All these are matter of realization.
Reverence is the only supporting stick which allows internalization.
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Lure we must cultivate to have HIM inside us all the time and constantly.
Angle your being as a vessel to receive the angular rain of RAM KRIPA.
Understand every bit of directions of Guru to inbibe HIS name within permanently.
Notion of having HIM actually is loosing the SELF.
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¦ÉÊHò-¦ÉÉ´É ºÉä ¦ÉHò ºÉÖVÉÉxÉ,
¦ÉVÉiÉä ®úÉ¨É-EÞò{ÉÉ EòÉ ÊxÉvÉÉxÉ*
®úÉ¨É-EÞò{ÉÉ =ºÉ VÉxÉ ¨Éå +É´Éä,
ÊVÉºÉ ¨Éå +É{É ½þÒ ®úÉ¨É ¤ÉºÉÉ´Éä **73**

BHAKTI or the path of eternal love is followed by pious soul.
HE only prepares the mind of a Bhakta-the seeker.
Awakening the self comes with deep spiritual love.
Karma manifests in terms of the seekers mind reflections.
Training of love for HIM comes from self-love as of HIM.
Inner traverse matters in our journey beyond the body.

Bhav or the deep feelings come from within in an involuntary fashion.
HE kindles the love for you; reciprocate equally.
Avalanch of love when descends all our negations are swayed away
Vision Him as your SAKHA and play with HIM in HIS pattern with subtility.

NAAM is the absolute refuge and solution to all the quest.
Introspection allows the dialogue with HIM.
Divinity speaks through varied elements be it nature or through inner voice of self beings.
HIS commandments about solution is passed through Guru.
Avail all the opportunity to speak out.
Notion of self innocence is the key to the divine intelligence.

Acoustic Supreme RAM is the cause and effect of Bhakti Bhav.
As HE subtly installs Himself in you.
Patience HE wants but once HE comes, behave like divine even as pretention.
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His intention is to keep close proximity with you.
Eternal craving and cleanliness assures HIS coming.

Resolution of Righteousness comes from HIM but you have to behave in this manner.
A sense of self assurance to merge with HIM can facilitate this process.
Master of Lila called world is nobody but HE, so courtship with Him should be zealful.

Be He seated in me. Let HIM flower in me are the elements of getting HIM.
Always remember HIM as your only companion so that HE would not leave you ever.
Samyam or self control over sensuous instincts, HE wants.
Ajapa jaap, meditative Jaap prepares our mind for this spiritual encounter.
Beseiged with HIS name so that he cannot grumble about your attention span.
Enjoy HIS tease and even suffer for HIM to be close to HIM.
Yeilding to HIM allows the involuntary bliss to cover you forever.
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EÞò{ÉÉ-|ÉºÉÉnù ½èþ ®úÉ¨É EòÒ näùxÉÒ,
EòÉ±É-´ªÉÉ±É VÉÆVÉÉ±É ½þ®ú ±ÉäxÉÒ*
EÞò{ÉÉ-|ÉºÉÉnù ºÉÖvÉÉ-ºÉÖJÉ-º´ÉÉnù,
®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É näù ®úÊ½þiÉ Ê´É´ÉÉnù **74**

KRIPA or Blessings are showered by Shree Ram only.
Resonance or RAM NAAM wire the cosmic light to energize us.
Inward journey is the calling of RAM NAAM.
Prioritize the rightfulness and contemplation beyond.
Arrangement and self-articulation comes with RAM NAAM.

Pure Prashad is the feeling of the Bliss. 
Retrospecting to charter new route is the guidance of divine kind.
Ambience of mind and the space we dwell in gets sanctified.
Sublime RAM breaks the mental blocks and we rise above.
Awakening the samskars of past birth is the RAM KRIPA .
Denounce none and love all be our philosophy of life & living.

Janjal or the heap of waste is gathered with time and HE can ensure our thorough cleansing.
Alternate, yet pious life style unfolds when HE wishes.
Negativism is aborted by HIM and then we breath anew.
Jaap is the mechanism to efface our sins and walk up to the world of piousness.
Assurance of emancipation HE provides.
Latent lure of intentions are burried by the Guru Kripa.
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Sudha or the nectar HE is!
Utternace of HIS name ensures the awakening of Kundalini.
Death or the fear of death does not bother to whom who has taken HIS refuge.
Harinaam is the celestial sonic which broadens our path beyond this world.
Aesthetics and beauty can be discovered from the ugly only through HIS Kripa.

Solace in mind, satisfaction in heart are felt by RAM NAAM Sadhak.
Up from the head down to the toe a cool wave flows.
Karma becomes higher and deliverance becomes meaningful.
HIS holiness smears the seekers who aspire HIM from deep inside.

Swad or the taste of divinity is unexplicable.
Winning over the self enemies like mortal cravings, wants, lust happens easily.
Affinity with nature and neo definition of realization surfaces.
Dynamic RAM prevails and we start culturing containment.

RAM NAAM diffuses tensions and diminishes conflicts from our life.
A sense of truce starts within and we behave accordingly.
Hatered gets shelved as NAAM JAAP does auto corrections.
Inner mind smashes our own hidden intentions.
Truth prevails and we get respite such is the glory of Naam.

Vivad or conflict gets subdued with RAM KRIPA.
‘I’ diminishes and “YOU the RAM” prevails.
Velocity of anxiety and depression recedes with HIS name.
Atuning with RAM NAAM  enforces self discipline.
Demonic anger melts with RAM and we become lovable.
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|É¦ÉÖ-|ÉºÉÉnù Ê¶É´É ¶ÉÉÎxiÉ nùÉiÉÉ,
¥ÉÀ-vÉÉ¨É ¨Éå +É{É {É½ÖÄþSÉÉiÉÉ*
|É¦ÉÖ-|ÉºÉÉnù {ÉÉ´Éä ´É½þ |ÉÉhÉÒ,
®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É VÉ{Éä +¨ÉÞiÉ ´ÉÉhÉÒ **75**

SHIVA is the epitome of eternal peace.
HE snatches away the turmoil of chaos and implants peace.
Insight to SHIVAKAR is the eternal tranquility.
Victorious we become with RAM NAAM and we get mind control.

Silence within silence is the stage we have to long for earnestly.
Hindrances of life get wiped off and we play on his lap in a carefree manner.
A sense of exploring silence begins wherever we notice a sound of even a single leaf movement.
Nothingness and beyond is the context of inner search.
The light of electrical nature has a sound. Feel the silence when electricity is tripped.
Inner silence has many layers which can be explored and realized with HIS blessings.

Doer HE is, Giver HE is. Worthy receiver we only should become!
Allow yourself to purify  constantly by remembering HIM day and night.
Trace HIM  in your Mind so that HE provides the sense of inner peace.
All we wish that the lure of materialism should not haunt us.

BRAHMA the creator has the space for the final refuge.
RAM PRABHU RAM presides over time and space on our final retreat.
Ajapa jaap gets us hooked up in the philosophy of selflessness.
Mantra RAM opens up the path for merging with HIM.
A traverse beyond the cyclic birth matters. RAM allows this perspections to get internalized.
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DHAM or the seat where creation took place is also the space for uncreation and re-creation.
HE so lovingly pardons us that we even ignore our past deeds.
Assurance is given for Moksha if we train our mind and pattern our Karma.
Mind longs for reunification with HIM and HE only facilitates.

PRABHU – Shree RAM gives HIS prashad in many dynamic fashion.
RAM SHARANAM meaning taking refuge in Shree RAM is the goal for us.
Allowing self purification is a matter of begetting a state for spiritual cultivation.
Behaviour, attitudes and cravings get transformed into a sense of contentment after RAM NAAM DIKSHA.
HE empowers Guru to shower the Diksha bliss and then sadhak is taken from sprouting seed to the final level of harvest.
Utterance of RAM NAAM with pure mind makes PRABHU your beloved.

Piousness we experience is the prashad.
Ritual of RAM NAAM JAAP HE only expects from us.
Aberration of mind He destroys.
Sublime feeling is bestowed upon us.
Assurance of Moksha, provided we dwell in HIM, is granted.
Doing our duty with utmost interest and along with dedicating the self to HIM matters.
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A simple mantra RAM is the key for cosmic riddle.
Measure three worlds with HIS name and experience the seat of wisdom.
Reasoning and logics of these worlds would sink in HIS name.
Introspection or self unfoldment  matters and happens automatically with HIS name.
Towering personality within us is discovered with RAM JAAP.
Vani or the words become humbler and self ego diminishes.
Awakening of inner wisdom is destined.
Nurturing silence and encountering light comes easily.
Infinity is fathomed and mind gets focused.
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+Éè¹ÉvÉ ®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É EòÒ JÉÉ<ªÉä,
¨ÉÞiªÉÖ VÉx¨É Eäò ®úÉäMÉ Ê¨É]õÉ<ªÉä*
®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É +¨ÉÞiÉ ®úºÉ-{ÉÉxÉ,
näùiÉÉ +¨É±É +SÉ±É ÊxÉ´ÉÉÇhÉ **76**

Avail the medicine of RAM NAAM which cures all ailments of mortal world
Understand the True essence of RAM NAAM which is an anti dote for mortal sufferings.
Silence is experienced and works as trouble shooter in life.
HE does all the cure be it spiritual, physiological or psychological.
Ajapa Jaap when done in an uninterrupted fashion then HE works as vaccine.
Death and mortality do not induce a sense of fear.
HE works as balm or cream to cure our worldly burns.

RAM is the God of cure and HE only prescribes all the medicines.
Awakening the self is energizing the self for immportal traverse.
Mind heals the MANAS comes out and then that HEALS other.

Rog or ailment pervades the mind when inside is devoid of RAM NAAM.
Omnipresent HE is and HIS NAAM  is the greatest Nurse.
Guru ensures a life without hiccups but we must mend our karma.

Materialistic craving gets diminished and illness as well.
Implanting the mind with RAM NAAM surely stops any mental health hazard.
Tiredness, depressions go as we intensify RAM NAAM.
A sense of rejuvenation surfaces in our mind with HIS name.
Yesteryears of our karma cause our present sufferings. Bear the pain but do mend your present Karma for the peaceful future.
Essence of life is loving HIM so much that HE is forced to be on your ride always.
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RAMAMAY is being drenched in RAM NAAM.
A sense of bliss is experienced.
Sublime thought is bound to surface.

Pran or the soul gets its eternal water and thirst is reduced with HIS name.
A process of internalization paves the path for demystification.
Ajapa or involuntary Jaap ordains the cleansing of the soul.
Nectarine solace one gets.

A state of freezed moment, lasting bliss away from cyclic life and death is the Nirvana or Moksha.
Chitta - the inner core is patterned with Shanti.
HE possess you and none can cause any detachment.
Attainment is experienced layer by layer with RAM NAAM.
Lesser world freezes and spiritual world unfolds.

NAAM is the vaikuntha and retreating back to the space of RAM is Nirvana.
In the final merger we would not carry the luggage of Karma.
Ram allows burning of our Karma within our mortal span.
Vision of enlightened light is where we will finally float in Bliss.
After attaining Nirvana we would be again doing our duty but to rescue others.
NAAM of RAM is the final abode and here ends the mortal lila.
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®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É vÉÖxÉ MÉÚÄVÉ ºÉä,
¦É´É ¦ÉªÉ VÉÉiÉä ¦ÉÉMÉ*
®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É vÉÖxÉ vªÉÉxÉ ºÉä,
ºÉ¤É ¶ÉÖ¦É VÉÉiÉä VÉÉMÉ **77**

Resonace of RAM DHUN diminishes all the fear of the world.
A resonding phenomenon HE propels to sway away the evil.
Majestic Sound HE propounds to prevail and pervade anywhere.

DHUN or the melody of RAM whispers about absolute truth.
HE is the lyric, He is the molody and in RAM DHUN HE resides.
Unburden yourself with HIS tune because from here (meaning this birth) we have to travel to light.
Notations of RAM DHUN is hyphenated with the scope for silence.

Guru can draw this tune from Akash Ganga and seekers can get drenched in it.
Utterances in a resounding perspective do stay around. Try to hear RAM NAAM.
Nest of the echo is great space where celestial voice roams and rebounds.
Jaap when internalized creates the celestial space where RAM echoes.

Bhay or fear withers where RAM DHUN STAYS.
HE is the embodiment of light so darkness called superstitiousness get dispelled with HIS name.
Anticipation of fear is being possessed by character of apprehension. Alter this nature.
You yourself is the cause of Fear. Ask HIM to change our apprehensive nature.
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Jaap can pattern our thinking process.
Attitude and sincere dedication go towards empowerment .
Tuning away evil is very easy with RAM NAAM.
Eternal power is the discovery of internal power.
Your can scale the mountain if you have overpowered your fearful nature.
Behaviour called negativism is given run for money by RAM NAAM.
Holiness of name is the greatest protector.
Allow yourself to bear the life and wear it as crown.
Guru allows all these empowerments to bring enlightenment in our life.

Dhyan or meditation with Jaap can energize our life.
HE allows the benefic to spell out in life.
Your mind smeared with RAM DHUN can ensure positive spiritual bouts.
Attention span increases with RAM JAAP so is our patience.
NAAM Jaap can equate with any higher yogic Sadhana.

Jivan the life needs a drive of sacred name.
Atman gets enlightened with Naam Sadhana.
Truth of spiritual kind surfaces with NAAM and diillionment is drawn closer to our life.
Enjoy the spiritual stairs while scalling the life.
You can do anything if you keep RAM on your side.

Jaag or enlightenment is the bliss of RAM.
Awakened soul is the destiny of Naam Sadhana.
Acoustic principles of Jaap and Remembrance make it possible.
Guru is the divine order who only knows how to put you on the path of enlightenment.
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¨ÉÉÄMÉÚÆ ¨Éé ®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É ¨É½þÉnùÉxÉ,
Eò®úiÉÉ ÊxÉvÉÇxÉ EòÉ Eò±ªÉÉhÉ*
näù´É uùÉ®ú {É®ú VÉx¨É EòÉ ¦ÉÚJÉÉ,
¦ÉÊHò |Éä̈ É +xÉÖ®úÉMÉ ºÉä °üJÉÉ **78**

My mind seeks the greatest gift of RAM NAAM which benefits all.
Aspiration for HIM is to get respite from the sufferings.
None returns empty-handed from the doorsteps of Shree RAM.
Guru says our seeking should be so emotive as a child seeks milk from his mother.
Urging for HIM is having a single method – intensive jaap of RAM NAAM.

MANTRIK RAM  effaces sin and elevates life from the state of destitution.
Ananda it provides so that sadhak can bear the pain and cross over the illusions of life.
HE HIMSELF tools his own name to salvage seekers from mundane.
Astonishing effects of RAM NAAM should be read from open book called sadhak who faces the extremes.
Demonizing and demoralising none and inspiring all is the lila of RAM NAAM.
A down trodden or a sinner all get HIS KRIPA. HE is most loving by nature.
After getting atuned with HIS kripa one starts healing others without any mention or silently.
NAAM DAAN is the greatest work and Guru allows its manifestation.

KRIPA of Shree RAM is most potent celestial power which can undo the worst.
All smear and swim in the oceanic RAM NAAM to encounter bliss.
Last of the Lust for materialism and mortal cravings can get wiped out with HIS blessings.
Your life pattern undergoes change and the Naam unleashes self correction.
Ajapa Jaap or simran provides the mind control and empattern a holy endeavour.
NAAM DHAM illudes none and true seeker is surely provided with the final refuge and solace.
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Dev Dwar or the celestial door remains closed for many as soul starves outside its gate.
Eternal door is easily opened with RAM Naam and none starves here.
Victory over the Karma and effacing the sin becomes possible with his name.

Dynamic mind comes to the fore with NAAM JAAP which opens up the mind-scape.
Wonderous journey of life and death ceases and HE allows all to merge in HIM.
Awakening and encountering rejuvenation is Guru Kripa.
RAM NAAM is the essence of Moksha and Guru facilitates salvation.

Prem or Bhakti Marg with purest of pure longing ensures spiritual elivation.
RAM DHUN – the sonic phenomenon creates the right resonance of aspiration.
Encountering HIM with platonic love is no illusion. HE talks to you while HE ordains lila.
Mystic RAM gets distanced with ritual but with prem-bhava HE is in you only.

Actualize HIS presence as you pray for others. Such loving HE is!
None of the prayer for others get rejected. Only intensive sankalp and Jaap HE looks upto.
Urging HIM with deepest bhakti can move HIM. HE then appears subtly.
RAMAMAY HE makes you if you have sought HIM once.
All the knots of celestial puzzle in unknotted by HIS NAME – Ram Ram.
Guru’s feet is the lotus from where sublimity is visioned and our spiritual journey begins.
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'{É®ú ½ÚÄþ iÉä®úÉ' - ªÉ½þ Ê±ÉªÉä ]äõ®ú,
SÉ®úhÉ {Écä÷ EòÒ ®úÊJÉªÉÉä ¨Éä®ú*
+{ÉxÉÉ +É{É Ê´É®únù Ê´ÉSÉÉ®ú,
nùÒÊVÉB ¦ÉMÉ´ÉxÉÂ ! xÉÉ¨É {ªÉÉ®ú **79**

PRANG for you O’RAM make me suffer as I reel under the bouts of viraha or seperation!
Allow your lotus feet to step in and we be blessed.
RAM NAAM  I practice then how can I be not part of you?

HE only makes us HIS own. Lovingly closer we become.
Unplugging from self imposed Maya & Illusion is our sincere desire.
Negative past does create the distance from HIM.

Thine life is mine then why do thou distance from me !
Eternal part we are; you only can allow our RAMAMAY retreat.
Reflecting on HIM and remembering HIS name is to avail inner solace.
Attributes of HIM be the only lure we should aspire to nurture!

RAM KRIPA is the real rain in our desert(ed) life.
A semblance of peace reside in us as HE keeps the proximity.
Karma of Jaap is like resting on his LAP.  HE  keeps himself awakened while we are deep asleep.
Hindrances and sufferings are removed by RAM NAAM only.
Invocation of RAM NAAM allows our dutyful nature to remain active.
You seek re-assurance again and again. But HE assures for ever.
Our eternal quest, mortal work can work simultenously and finally HE allows bridging.
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Methods of HIS blessings are our mortal victories without forgetting RAM NAAM.
Ensuring bliss is to do constant remembrance.
Rejuvenation when visits us thank HIM because HE is contemplating upon you.

NAAM of RAM is a source of conflict resolution and allows love to smear all.
A process of introspection is an automation towards a sense of awakening.
Ajapa Jaap layers our mind with love and we realize HIM.
Mentor HE is and through GURU HE talks to us.

Pyar is love and this sense of love is the greatest giver and do not seek to self gratification.
Yearning for final retreat and merging with HIM is the destiny.
Arise and awake from mundane and loose your self to have HIM.
Resonance of RAM NAAM carries the cosmic emotion and allows salvation.
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®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É xÉä ´Éä ¦ÉÒ iÉÉ®äú,
VÉÉä lÉä +vÉ¨ÉÔ +vÉ¨É ½þiªÉÉ®äú*
Eò{É]õÒ EÖòÊ]õ±É EÖòEò¨ÉÔ +xÉäEò,
iÉ®ú MÉªÉä ®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É ±Éä BEò **80**

RAM is no mere spiritual inspiration but the supreme who salvages all.
Acoustic pulses are HIS rope which coil the kundalini. The kundalini awakens with HIM.
Mind He controls and Karma HE ensures if RAM NAAM called wire remains live in us.

NAAM is the benefic and the greatest eraser of negation
Amoral wishes are washed away and pious character settles steadily within us with HIS name
Assurance of saviour HE imbibes in us.
Merchandise with spiritual currency and materialise it in life thoroughly.

The respite from chaotic life and diminishing of craving HE only ordains.
A word of praise can move HIM. Take RAM NAAM with utmost love.
Retrospect how you have been salvaged in past again and again.
Eternal Supremo HE is and the greatest rescuer of all the time and space.

Attitude of mind gets elevated by HIM. Such a kind being HE is.
Demonic mind can cease to function if HE resides in you.
HE pardons all the seekers who take HIS name solemly.
Allow your regret and cry unto HIM to uplift yourself for good.
RAM can kill the demon in us and final rescue HE would facilitate.
Morality if lost and we want to mend then we should do NAAM JAAP.
In this world sin is also karma. Being aware of HIM ends this lila.
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All the lowest of the low, cruelest of the cruel can seek HIM.
Destroyer of lust HE is, He can be trusted and makes us sensible.
High degrees of pretentions and Masks can be removed with HIS blessings.
Arrogance leads to autocratic behaviour. HE only provides the solution.
Mind set of superstitions dwelling can be mended with RAM NAAM.

Karma of a impersonater leads to great suffering. He would provide the alternative.
A person with corrupt mind has no shelter. But HE only provides the refuge.
Pretentions and devilish mind can be killed by HIM.
Attend to your aberrations with the intention of mending then do NAAM JAAP.
Treacherous beings were rescued time & again by HIM.
Inner mind of yours in never negative. Because HE resides in you subtly.

Karma of lower order like which controls spirits to do harm to others and has no escape from HIM.
Ulterior motive pursuer with hidden agenda are cured by HIM only.
Trash your past and seek HIM for once to realize its effects.
Intentions when malefic then Tamasik attributes we follow, take RAM NAAM to come out from it.
Listless criminals and murderers are rescued by HIM then why not you?

NAAM of Shree RAM is the most sacred name.
Activated RAM NAAM can show wonderful results.
A loving sublime being HE is and pardons all.
Make sure that we take HIS Name once to realize the final realization.
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Let all take HIS name and victory over negtivism is assured.
Eternal key is inside you, just activate your self with RAM.
You can not be worst and remain neglected. Come up with RAM NAAM.

Essence of life is to look beyond life. Breath HIM intensely.
Karma would become pious if RAM NAAM vibrates in us.
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iÉ®ú MÉªÉä vÉÞÊiÉ vÉÉ®úhÉÉ ½þÒxÉ,
vÉ¨ÉÇ-Eò¨ÉÇ ¨Éå VÉxÉ +ÊiÉ nùÒxÉ*
®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É ¸ÉÒ ®úÉ¨É VÉ{É VÉÉ{É,
½ÖþB +iÉÖ±É Ê´É¨É±É +{ÉÉ{É **81**

Dynamic RAM NAAM provides emancipation to the lowest minds. 
HE rectifies and gives a new meaning to life and duties.
Angles are changed; Perceptions are amended with RAM NAAM.
Rip off the bed of sorrows with RAM NAAM.
Agrieved beings become zealful in life with HIS name.
Nothing that is inauspicious can stay when HIS name over powers our mind.
All beings with worst of life pattern do get elevated – such is RAM NAAM!

Heinous beings are pardoned simply by HIM.
Enforcing corrections is HIS lila.
Enjoying life with goodness is HIS sole blessings.
Nefarious nostalgia won’t haunt those who has taken HIS refuge.

Dwelling in lower order of spiritualism entails problems.
Homing with obnoxious life style be stopped after taking refuge in HIM.
Amendments He provides if we are open to corrections.
Reflection and Echo of HIS being within us ensures growth.
Metamorphosis of Karma resound within to fade away the bad patches of memory.
Acknowledge HIS presence to work on the mended path.
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Karma of lower orders attract sufferings and pain withers with HIS name.
Acclamitize yourself with HIS sense of proximity to actualize HIS presence.
RAM descends to ward off evil. Believe in HIM.
Melancholy is no ANSWER if you are looking for spiritual solution.
Adjourn or even abort the work if your heart wants you to hold back.

Ram, Shree RAM and jaap thereof are the mode and destiny.
Apparent presence of HIS name in you can make all the difference.
Majestic RAM NAAM be inscribed in our heart acoustically and through silence as well.

Just remember HIM to be in HIM then sense of ecstasy will burst in you.
Attempt to be with HIM becomes closer when we retrospect HIM in our Karma.
A lure to have glimpses of HIM  comes from His name only.
Pious is the sound where holiest of holiness resides – that is RAM NAAM.

Beaming of sublime lights emits from RAM NAAM.
Inner semblance is achieved as harmonized effect is brought to the fore by HIM.
Mind becomes purer and action gets elevated with HIS name.
Affectionate look HE throws as we do intensive Jaap.
Life flowers and aroma spreads all around with HIS name.

Allow yourself to reside in silence and fathom its depth with the name of RAM in mind.
Portray HIM as Akash Ganga to enjoy the celestial play.
Assurance HE gives if we are keen to seek HIM.
Patience is the penance of RAM NAAM JAAP.
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®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É ¨ÉxÉ ¨ÉÖJÉ ¨Éå ¤ÉÉä±Éä,
®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É ¦ÉÒiÉ®ú {É]õ JÉÉä±Éä*
®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É ºÉä Eò¨É±É Ê´ÉEòÉºÉ,
½þÉä́ Éå ºÉ¤É ºÉÉvÉxÉ ºÉÖJÉ-®úÉºÉ **82**

Mann - the inner mind must recite RAM NAAM to open up innermost window.
A systematic self-delving starts with contemplation on HIM.
An in road to the inner self must be bordered or hemmed with RAM NAAM.
Noise within must cease to exist.and silence must prevail.

Mouth of the mind speaks through silence.
Unuttered state has its own noise, so we have to calm our self.
Kripa must prevail to feel the sublime RAM NAAM within.
He be remembered and this remembrance must vibrate at his own level.

Bhitar (Vision within) or deep inside there are various layers of wisdom which are to be explored.
Hiding the real truth with layers of half truth is HIS play. Introspective Ram Naam can bring out the absulute truth.
Innermost core of the heart can be opened with the knock of RAM NAAM.
There is deep silence within which should get synchonised with RAM NAAM.  
A sense of harmonized RAM RAM both at the uttered and unuttered levels allows the flowering of wisdom.
RAM resonance, allows the flow of knowledge from subconscious to conscious state.

Pat or the door RAM NAAM of wisdom can elevate one and all.
Attempt to knock the door must go on as HE is too willing open it.
Third eye in the meditative jaap is your wisdom window.
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Knowledge tested experienced leads to the wisdom.
Honest self with innocent mind is the worthy receiver of knowledge.
Open mindedness allows information flow which uplifts the life.
Latent quest be awakened to taste the spiritual nectar.
Ensure the wind of RAM NAAM to flow in your life from all directions. Swastika a Sri Adhistanji is the symbol.
Your sincere efforts of naam jaap can surely open up the final door.

Kamal or the lotus flowers with HIS name.
Attributes of celestial shine on it and are dews of wisdom.
Manas-sarovar like structural lotus is our body. This must be realized.
Affinity with nature and the NAME matters for our journey.
Let we worship the lotus feet to experience the bliss.

Sublime tastes of RAM is the nectar like pleasure.
Unplugs our mind from worldly craving such is RAM NAAM.
Kripa or blessings envelops the sadhak.
HE is the source of the nectar and oceanic churning we do with RAM JAAP.
Ram is the essential divine nature which hides within your spiritual thread. 
Awakening comes to the mind and we generate love for all.
Sur of RAM Dhun has divine ecstasy so sing in HIS PRAISE.
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®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É PÉ]õ ¦ÉÒiÉ®ú ¤ÉºÉä,
ºÉÉÄºÉ ºÉÉÄºÉ xÉºÉ xÉºÉ ºÉä ®úºÉä*
ºÉ{ÉxÉä ¨Éå ¦ÉÒ xÉ Ê¤ÉºÉ®äú xÉÉ¨É,
®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É ¸ÉÒ ®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É **83**

Beloved RAM NAAM be internalized by all of us.
HE is the vacuum in our body and embodifies HIMSELF in inaudible sound.
Inner core of our mind is the abode of RAM NAAM.
Training the self with empowered RAM NAAM does matter in life.
Anchor like mind be filled with the strength of RAM NAAM to with-stand any turmoil.
Reflect upon HIM in contemplative manner and keep HIM inside you.

Besmeared mind with RAM NAAM can do wonders.
Attributes of the divine nature of RAM would reflect through your words and actions.
Sanctified inside ensures pious action outside.
Eternity dwells inside so Divinity of RAM radiates through sublime faces.
Your RAM resides in you so where is the distance with divinity?

Subtly RAM exists in every breath of ours.
A thin air within is the thread with which RAM NAAM is knotted!
Nostral trails are besieged with finer tissues of RAM RAM.
Sublime RAM circulates the oxygen within and Heart beats HIS name endlessly.

Nervous system is enjointed with RAM NAAM which has tonal element!
All the tissues, muscles sing the Ram Dhun involuntarily.
Such is the effect of RAM NAAM which ensures emancipation!
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Surround sound of RAM NAAM even pervades the dream zone of our mind.
Aspects of RAM NAAM pledges our mind to imagine HIM subconsciously.
Peaceful divine RAM images the mind in dream.
None should distance oneself from such a dream.
Eternity and bliss are felt at many levels and one is connected with HIM forever.
You should dream RAM and vision HIM within.

SRI RAM, RAM RAM, SRI RAM, Jai RAM should echo our mind in an endless fashion.
Resonace of RAM has greatest Magical value.
Inside you if RAM is seated once then no ailment can visit.

RAM stands for empowerment and ensures great impact in any life.
Amorality and aberrations are driven away by HIS name.
Mantric RAM ordains a deep introspection & Guru ensures salvation.
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®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É Eäò ¨Éä±É ºÉä, 
ºÉvÉ VÉÉiÉä ºÉ¤É EòÉ¨É*
näù´É-näù´É näù´Éä ªÉnùÉ,
nùÉxÉ ¨É½þÉ ºÉÖJÉ vÉÉ¨É **84**

NAAM of RAM when synchronizes then all work is done in tune.
Ambience of harmony it creates to soothen every action & thought.
A sense of eternal enjoinment stands out with RAM NAAM.
Much is bridged with HIS NAAM.

Karma patterns a sense of unison with thought process when RAM NAAM prevails upon.
Acoustic eternal destiny harmoniously moulds our worldly actions.
Yielding to goodness ensures a rise in our stature.

Merger in undistinguishable level is achieved with HIS name.
Eternal innocence ensures mortal righteousness.
Lighter we become when we do intensive NAAM JAAP because beyond life we must travel light.

Synchronization is the Lila of RAM NAAM.
All duties are discharged dutifully by the RAM NAAM Sadhak.
Dynamic linkages are experienced with RAM NAAM.
HIS perspectives become our perception with the help of RAM NAAM.
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Jaap creates the eternal treasure which we would be able to carry beyond our body.
Affluence of spiritual kind makes you a giver of rare kind.
Teachings, teachers and taught are equated with PARAM GURU RAM.
Enforcement  of self discipline happens involuntary.
Your thinking and HIS design would match when RAM NAAM resides in you.

Divinity is destined to give us eternal pleasure.
Eternity is encoded in RAM and once deciphered it becomes the macro-cosmos.
Variance of pleasure seeking ceases when HE bestows the blissful pleasure.
Epitome of silence HE is but can be cultured with sound of RAM.

Satisfaction and solace HE provides.
Unprecedented contentment is derived with RAM NAAM.
Kindly HE inspires us for divine aspiration.
Hind side retrospection it provides and auto corrections HE suggests.

Dynamic celestial abode is provided by RAM.
Holiness is the final frontier of this world.
Assures salvation to the seeker who has invested all his trust in HIM.
Manifestion and elevation is designed by HIM only.
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+½þÉä ! ¨Éé ®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É vÉxÉ {ÉÉªÉÉ,
EòÉxÉ ¨Éå ®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É VÉ¤É +ÉªÉÉ*
¨ÉÖJÉ ºÉä ®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É VÉ¤É MÉÉªÉÉ,
¨ÉxÉ ºÉä ®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É VÉ¤É vªÉÉªÉÉ **85**

Dhan or Wealth we get of celestial kind is RAM NAAM.
HE is the jewel of incomparable value, yet it is available to you.
Availing this wealth comes with just hearing the RAM NAAM.
Notational melody hidden behind the RAM NAAM can make us really wealthy.

Piousness we beget just by listening to RAM NAAM which touches our heart.
Ajapa RAM, our mind sings and our heart praises it with deep reverance.
Your life is elevated with RAM NAAM  and goodness prevails.
A sense of being wealthy we feel as HE  is felt all around and contentment surfaces.

Karma of hearing pious RAM NAAM does the cleaning of our inner mind like with sandle wood.
All the sense organs undergo dynamic manifestation when HE starts residing in us.
A vision of benevolence dance and we pray for others and try to reach out with our wealth called RAM to help them.
Negation of mind is wiped out and sins are effaced with RAM NAAM.

Mind journeys with RAM for scalling the spiritual heights.
Eye fashions a vision beyond the body.
You long to merge with Shree RAM as a matter of salvation.
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Resolution to stop the worldly craving is taken in an unuttered fashion.
A mode of pure Bhakti and mood of divine love smear our mind.
Measuring sky with RAM NAAM is the matter of our empowerment.

Just by uttering RAM NAAM we are powered to the core.
Ambience of brain revibrates and harmonizes our thought process.
Behaviour of our mind and body changes and auto corrections we experience.

Geet or the song of RAM DHUN is nothing but begetting Shree RAM.
Acoustic pleasure of RAM NAAM is the affluency which the world envys.
Your voice never quivers as sins disappear and purity comes back.
At the lotus feet of Guru, RAM is realized and wealthiest we become.

Maan and Manas – the inner core sets out for the journey of spiritual aesthetics.
At the inner most level a spandon of RAM RAM vibrates to give us the blissful bout.
All around we find sprouting lotus with the sublimity of the morning dew.
Nectarine feeling inside does flutter with RAM NAAM.

Dynamic RAM NAAM charters a new path for internatlization beyond the senses.
HE speaks to you as a companion of long traverse
Your attachment manifests and longing for salvation gets focused
Assurance of meeting HIM multiplies and follows the acoustic trails
Yearning for HIS commandments, grows and we develop special attachment.
Assures our Guru that we would surely meet HIM once we mend our today and dedicate unto HIM for future.
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{ÉÉ Eò®ú ®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É vÉxÉ-®úÉ¶ÉÒ,
PÉÉä®ú +Ê´ÉtÉ Ê´É{ÉnÂù Ê´ÉxÉÉ¶ÉÒ*
¤ÉgøÉ VÉ¤É ®úÉ¨É |Éä̈ É EòÉ {ÉÚ®ú,
ºÉÆEò]õ ºÉÆ¶ÉªÉ ½þÉä MÉªÉä nÚù®ú **86**

Dhan or wealth or RAM NAAM when we get then negation withers.
HE HIMSELF wipes the deadly ignorance and destroyes ill intended knowledge.
Away from the impending danger Shree RAM takes us. That is for sure.
Notorious nature of beings are destroyed with RAM NAAM.

RAM wealth at the resonance level effaces the negative vibrations.
A sense of confidence developes and RAM NAAM fights out the world on behalf of us.
Silencing the fear is the lila or RAM NAAM.
HIS wealth multiplies and the huge bank of RAM NAAM empowers.
Inner strength gets awakened as we accumulate the wealth of RAM NAAM.

Avidya or deep ignorance and ailing mind with negative power takes the backseat.
Vibration of RAM NAAM allows a dynamic change in life.
Intentions of negative kind undergo auto correction and sublime self surfaces.
Devilish knowledge and intentions of using evil power are changed and replaced by pious RAM NAAM.
Your empowerment comes with RAM JAAP which fights with Avidya.
Awakening or becoming conscious is the first step towards the spiritual elevation.
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Victory over the evil is the nature of RAM NAAM.
Inner chaos is silenced with the power of RAM NAAM.
Negative routes are altered in an involuntary fashion.
A sense of bringing respite to others come to the mind with NAAM JAAP.
Strict discipline is enforced and aberrations are destroyed  for good.
He creates a distance from the unwanted beings to upkeep the mind of HIS seekers.
Inclinations for the lustful cravings are diminished.

Beloved RAM is the inner core and His love can undo anything.
All the doubts which do pop up and ring our mind are erased.
Deep shradda dawns for RAM NAAM as we are powered with realization.
At HIS feet the worldly fears diminish.

Jaap with deepest love lionizes our heart and fear vanishes.
All the negations are positively handled by Shree RAM.
Benevolent behaviour comes to the fore and we love all Such loving is our RAM.

Guru with HIS powered mind destroys the rings of negations.
Ajapa jaap of RAM NAAM dispels all the darkness.
You become a powered being and taken onto the world with benefic intentions.
Eternity is lying at the end of the road for final emancipation.

Distancing from the unpiousness becomes an involuntary exercise for Naam Sadhna.
Upper strata of mind gets washed off and unfriendly desires cease to exist.
Ram, Shree Ram Himself takes the responsibility of safe guarding you all the time.
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®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É VÉÉä VÉ{Éä BEò ¤Éä®ú,
=ºÉ Eäò ¦ÉÒiÉ®ú EòÉä¹É EÖò¤Éä®ú*
nùÒxÉ nÖùÊJÉªÉÉ nùÊ®úpù EÆòMÉÉ±É,
®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É VÉ{É ½þÉä́ Éä ÊxÉ½þÉ±É **87**

JAAP or RAM NAAM at the deep introspective level takes you to the wealth of divine kind.
Apar Dhan or the huge wealth of eternity remains in you and one can dig out further with RAM NAAM.
Purity of divine level is the attribute of the wealth called spiritualism.
Eternal craving and intensive Naam Jaap can unlock the eternal wisdom.
Your constant remembrance of RAM NAAM is the path to RAM wealth.

Encountering the spiritual treasure is a matter of NAAM introspection.
Karma of pious outside and sacred jaap inside do the wonder.

Benevolent behaviour makes you gather the RAM KRIPA.
Efforts are minimal to explore the huge wealth. Just do Jaap.
Ram, Shree Ram Himself patterns this self exploration.

Kosh or Treasure of RAM NAAM can surpass the worth of any currency anytime.
Opening up of the vault becomes easy and you can take any quantity of wealth from it.
Silence is the code of the treasure vault and it opens with ease.
HE is the guard and protector of NAAM wealth.
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Kuber HE is – the God of all the wealth of the three worlds.
Ultimate wealth of the world is the Name which has the highest purchasing Power.
Branched within this RAM NAAM treasure has a secret passage to reach HIM.
Eternity can be enjoyed as the treasure trove is just a jaap away.
Ramamay or drenched in RAM if one becomes then all wealth is yours.

Daridra or the poorest of poor would not starve once he seeks HIM sincerely.
Utter destitution withers with RAM NAAM JAAP.
Kripa of RAM can make a pauper the richest of all.
Heaps of sorrow can not have an impact if RAM Naam is in mind.
Intense starvation will go if JAAP resounds within.
You are the ruler if you have NAAM treasure well guarded within you. 
Acoustic treasure allows the withering of painful wrinkles for sure!

Kangal or destitute situation can alter in no time if HE is awakened within.
Acute sordidness if you are besieged then whisper of RAM NAAM will erase your pain!
Negative and worst experience can be undone with RAM NAAM.
Guru is the saviour.  Follow HIS directions.
Almighty RAM resides in you, be a realized soul.
Lost all your wealth no problem but don’t loose your RAM NAAM the wealth of divinity.

HE empatterns a situation and also offers correction. Such loving is Shree RAM.
Omnipresent HE is. Call HIM to rescue you from any situation.
Vision of life beyond this body is nothing but RAM.
Eternal encounter takes place with RAM NAAM.
You are powered with RAM NAAM so there will never be a scarcity of spiritual fuel & divine energy.
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Nistar or the final solution lies with RAM NAAM Jaap.
Inner power is realized and poverty withers.
HE ensures all-round sound growth to all who seek refuge in HIM.
Affinity of RAM NAAM is the password to access the sublime divinity.
Lusture of life comes to the fore and enlightenment smiles, such is the impact of RAM NAAM.
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¾þnùªÉ ®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É ºÉä ¦ÉÊ®úB,
ºÉÆSÉªÉ ®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É vÉxÉ EòÊ®úB*
PÉ]õ ¨Éå xÉÉ¨É ¨ÉÚÌiÉ vÉÊ®úB,
{ÉÚVÉÉ +xiÉ¨ÉÖÇJÉ ½þÉä EòÊ®úB **88**

Heart be filled with RAM NAAM so that it beats for HIM and for HIM only.
Resonance of RAM NAAM makes the inner vibration better.
Introspective Jaap enables the surfacing of creative intelligence.
Dynamic frequency synchronization with Naam better improves your mental & physical health.
Ambience of our inner mind is smoothened by Naam Jaap and that reflects in our behaviour.
Youthfulness is retained within if we nurture HIM.

Reflecting the mind on Shree RAM beams back energy of rejuvenation.
Activating divine mind is surely possible with RAM NAAM.
Mainstreaming spiritualism is the blessing of GURU. 

Burden your mind with Naam Jaap, but strangely you will feel lighter as you intensify the load.
Heaps of mental worry are burnt by RAM NAAM.
Allow an open mind so that we unlearn to learn again.
RAM be used as a telescopic chord to reach out to the corest and furthest.
Inner self if filled with RAM NAAM negatives exit automatically.
Your thinking pattern become focused as you internalize the Naam in a high velocity.
Enforcement of the moral conduct facilitates growth with piousness.
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Sanchay or the savings of RAM NAAM makes you wealthier than the fortune 500 of the world.
Allow the reinvestment of RAM NAAM and follow Recurring Deposit of RAM NAAM.
Notion of saving is cutting the corners of materialism and investing in Spiritual contemplations.
Catch of the saving of RAM NAAM allows multiple growth with 100% safety and security.
HE asks for no tax and pays back at multilevel such a kind divine is RAM.
At the end of life these savings would count and will be a deciding factor for future
Your RAM NAAM saving is your greatest wealth. There will be no loss but gain as this divine market will never crash.

Murti or the icon of cosmic Ram is the brilliance of its radiance.
Upkeep this visualization within the sacred Ghat or pot called Manas - the inner mind.
Resonance of RAM exists subtly and try to vision it.
The aroma of Naam is unexplicable but can surely be realized and experienced.
In the innermind install the cosmic RAM and do your Jaap invocation.

Dynamically feel HIM within and allow HIM to express subtly.
He resides in you provided you decode the lock with Naam and open the inner door.
Assurance HE gives when we seriously seeks HIM.
Ram ramification can be felt outside as well.
Implanting RAM in mind can lead to activation of many brain cells which are otherwise defunct.
Your sincere effort to hold HIM within is like holding a UN passport where no visa is required in any country.
Eternity of RAM can be felt in micro – world i.e. you which is a true reflection of macro cosmos.
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Antarmukhi or introspective journey is the mode and destiny of RAM NAAM JAAP.
Nurturing the self within with the perspective of self-purification with RAM Naam has to be done.
Tear off the outer mask and realize your true self.
Attitude of your inherent innocence is the path for internalization.
RAM resides in you as sonic icon. So keep your heart clean & sacred.
Mindscape of a persons has many riddles. But NAAM unplug them easily.
Undertake a pious journey inward to culture an outer journey with goodness.
Kripa of Guru assures 100% introspective empowerment with RAM NAAM.
His holiness is child like innocence worship HIM as a child only.
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+ÉÄJÉå ¨ÉÚÄnù Eäò ºÉÖÊxÉB ÊºÉiÉÉ®ú,
®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É ºÉÖ̈ ÉvÉÖ®ú ZÉÆEòÉ®ú*
=ºÉ ¨Éå ¨ÉxÉ EòÉ ¨Éä±É Ê¨É±ÉÉ+Éä,
®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É ºÉÖ®ú ¨Éå ½þÒ ºÉ¨ÉÉ+Éä **89**

Suniye or listen to the play of Sitar with closed eyes.
Understand the melody of Ram Dhun in the instrumental resonance.
Notational intonation links the inner vibration with the outer when we close our eyes with RAM in mind.
Inner silence be mapped with sonic melody of RAM NAAM.
Your ears be filled with HIS melody and surely an extension you will feel inside.
Eternity of audible and inaudible sound creates the flash of RAM within.

Sitar and its chord when triggered with a gental touch creates a melody of sonorous kind.
Inner music resides in sitar and fingers play upon it. Such is the case with us as we are the sitar and jaap meaning the string plays the tune.
Touch within to find the melody as RAM NAAM already exists in inaudible stage.
All of us are sitar and Guru brings out the RAM Dhun from within our mind.
Ram Naam is a melody can also be heard even in mind if we develop the art of listening to HIM.

Sonic Ram is most melodious that can uplift our mental energy.
Uplink it provides to get conneted with the divine.
Magical healing effect it has and can cure all.
Awakening of musical aesthetics help us to understand abstract super melody.
Drenching with NAAM in the energy is to wipe out the inner noise.
Heights of musical excellence rebounds in the inner mind.
Unto Ram Naam the sound runs and then descends in silence.
Rhythm of music and Rhyme of lyric can be internalized by the seeker.
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Jaap of Ram Naam creates a space where silence is patterned.
HE is praised so HIS guns or qualities come to the fore.
Amplify the RAM Dhun whenever sung in sankirtan style.
Notation works and rhythms efface the negative vibes within.
Karma gets elevated and inauspicious thinking cease to function.
Acoustic silence merges into enlightenment and realization.
RAM Dhun is the highest scale where spirit of beings are energized.

Mind must synchronize with the Ram Dhun Jhankar.
A harmony of thought is established with RAM NAAM.
Acoustic utterance also emits in a patterned style.
NAAM and Dhun must bridge to reach out to ensure the other world.

Kripa of Guru allows the implantation of Ram Dhun and the disciplined life style.
Amorous pleasure are not to be gotten through music of mind.

Meeting of Thought and Music must have sonorous Naam Dhyan.
Equate your energy plain while trucking through Samagaan or chorous.
Lessons of music and training of thought process are controlled by RAM NAAM.

Sur of RAM NAAM asks us to merge with its sonorous music.
Unsure self transforms into confident self once we smear our mind with RAM Dhun.
Resonance of RAM can create any number of melodies. Its upto you how many threads you discover.
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Sublime RAM should dissolve our “ego” identities.
Attributes or guna of RAM to be imbibed by us for self transformation.
Melody of sacred naam deflects none and invite all to dip in it.
At social plain our behaviour, action and words must reflect that our minds are studded with RAM NAAM.
Offer prayers to HIM with sound & silence so that we can merge with RAM finally.
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VÉ{ÉÚÄ ¨Éé ®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É |É¦ÉÖ ®úÉ¨É,
vªÉÉ>Äð ¨Éé ®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É ½þ®äú ®úÉ¨É*
ÊºÉ¨É°Äü ¨Éé ®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É |É¦ÉÖ ®úÉ¨É,
MÉÉ>Äð ¨Éé ®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É ¸ÉÒ ®úÉ¨É **90**

Jaap of RAM NAAM we must continue for ever. This is the prayer to Shree RAM.
A count of beads or Mala should not be the criteria. Go for infinite Jaap.
Non stop Jaap some time becomes involuntary. Even consciously stopping the Jaap is not possible at times.
Patience we must have so that remembrance must go on.
Utterance of RAM NAAM is not Dharma but Karma as well.
No negations can visit a sadhak who does Jaap unceasingly. 

RAM the cosmic Purusha can be felt through sound.
Anahat or inaudibly HE dwells in us.
Mantra is RAM which provides salvation even to the heinous beings.

Determined mind must follow the trace of Shree RAM.
HE plays hide and seek in HIS subtle lila.
Your longing for RAM to feel HIM any where and every where does matter.
Allow your love to capture HIM. HE loves to be loved as HE loves all.
Unveil HIM within you. HE hides HIMSELF in your innocent piousness.
NAAM illudes none so HE is reachable.

Rejuvenation HE provides in all the situation.
All our sins can get effaced by HIM once we apologige to HIM.
Mind must follow RAM as HE would provide the scope for salvation.
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Simran or the constant remembrance is the easiest method to reach HIM.
Inward journey it assures and Antarmukhi yatra is the mode of Moksha.
Method of Simran is constant contemplation with a touch of love for HIM.
RAM be remembered as HE makes our mortal endeavour a success.
Unmask yourself and behave as a true child of HIM.

Sri Ram be my song all the time till I live. This be our pledge.
Ram Ram must continue in my mind day in and day out.
Innermind be layered with HIS presence always.

Reflect upon HIM to correct ourselves all the time.
As a child of RAM we should live for the righteousness.
Mangalic is RAM so that goodness must prevail in our life.
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+¨ÉÞiÉ ´ÉÉhÉÒ EòÉ ÊxÉiªÉ MÉÉxÉÉ,
®úÉ¨É ®úÉ¨É ¨ÉxÉ ¤ÉÒSÉ ®ú¨ÉÉxÉÉ*
näùiÉÉ ºÉÆEò]õ Ê´É{ÉnÂù ÊxÉ´ÉÉ®ú,
Eò®úiÉÉ ¶ÉÖ¦É ¸ÉÒ ¨ÉÆMÉ±ÉÉSÉÉ®ú **91**

Nitya - regular path of Amritvani enhances our internalization.
Initiation in to the RAM NAAM Philosophy is the lila of Param Guru.
Then after, Amritvani patterns the Bhakti Bhava in the devout for Naam Shree RAM.
Yatra or traverse of RAM NAAM ensures deep revelations and experiences.
Amritvani has all the answers to your quest. Feel its celestial message.

Guru urges you to do Amritvani Gaan as it has all the potential power.
Amritvani empowers your intellect and opens up your wisdom windows.
Nectarine song creates an acoustic corridor inside for the traverse beyond.
Aberrations of our mind take the back seat.

Mind becomes Ramamay and piousness is seated within.
Ajapa Jaap of RAM NAAM rebounds within.
Amritvani and RAM NAAM ensures a vision where every thing merges into the cosmic ocean.
NAAM of RAM is the abode of final retreat and moksha as well.

Victory over self-negations is possible with powered RAM NAAM.
Inspirtaion it provides to cultivate spiritual discipline and culture the mortal life as well.
Centering around RAM NAAM one discoveres the true self.
HE pervades our mind and sacredness unfolds as we intensify Jaap.
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Remaining with the aura of NAAM Jaap is a bliss of rare kind.
Antermukhi or the traverse inward provides the opportuinity to taste the divinity.
Mantra RAM manifests to create the pious sparks inside.
Auto – corrections it provides as RAM NAAM echoes sacredness within.
Naam of Shree RAM is a seed Mantra which works on any plain for any purpose of goodness.
Assures a suddhi or self purification in an unparallel way.

Nishkriti or emancipation rescue HE provides from all problems.
Invites divinity to stay on so that dispelling darkness remains a constant affair.
Velocity of RAM NAAM floods away all the impending dangers which are buffers in our life.
Acoustic solace it provides to finish our noiseful worldly cravings.
RAM, Shree Ram paves the way for salvation surely.

Sri Ram is cosmos HIMSELF and cause & effect of all the lila.
Resonance of RAM Naam cures our all ailments and facilitates emancipation.
Innervoice becomes audible as HE guides and warns us constantly.

Mangalik or the epitone of benefic is RAM, Shree Ram.
Attends to all worldly woes and sufferings. And also provides respite.
Negative belief-systems like superstitions are destroyed by HIS name.
Guru allows the process of purification and sanctification of all sadhaks.
Attributes or the brilliance of cosmic intelligence can be tested in this body as we take HIS name.
Latent pure self gets activated and we are able to unmask ourselves.
Ajapa Jaap creates the spark which even guides our mortal endeavour.
Catering to RAM NAAM makes you empowered to heal others as well.
HIS glory is sung involuntarily when we are in the process of involuntary remembrance.
Agonies, anger, depressions and attacking ego are controlled by HIM. 
RAM NAAM remains the seed and it would sprout with Jaap. Experience it.
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®úÉ¨É xÉÉ¨É VÉ{É {ÉÉ`ö ºÉä,
½þÉä +¨ÉÞiÉ ºÉÆSÉÉ®ú*
®úÉ¨É-vÉÉ¨É ¨Éå |ÉÒÊiÉ ½þÉä,
ºÉÖMÉÖhÉ-MÉhÉ EòÉ Ê´ÉºiÉÉ®ú **92**

RAM is a textual tradition called Amritvani which is read through contemplation.
Amplify the wisdom perspective without the rigidity of ritual.
Mending and correcting power it has which works on its own.

Pious words dynamically manifest to widen our horizon of perceptions.
Aesthetics of spiritual epitone is seen through Jaap meditation.
Trashes our pseudo ego and again HE hurts none.
HE and is name is a course and source of creation and final refuge as well.

Amrit  or the nectar flows within as we do the churning or Manthan of the ocean called RAM NAAM.
Manifestation and realization pattern our elevated action.
Rhythm of RAM DHUN empowers our creative perception value.
Inner world is wide open when RAM NAAM flows within.
Tirtha HE is and we are the pilgrim and destined to take the holy dip.

Sanchar or the eternal communication ensures the doubtless traverse.
Asset of RAM NAAM is the realization that we are part of HIM.
Nothing enjoins so nicely like RAM NAAM with the other world.
Caters a celestial service of communication through RAM NAAM.
He talks to you quite often if you are prepared to talk to him.
A sense of sublime intelligence one can experience.
RAM Jaap is the greatest communicator which any technology would envy.
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Pious abode of RAM Dham should be aspired by us.
Reverance, love and divine kindness is RAM.
Introspective perspective to search oneself with love is RAM NAAM.
Tiers of ignorance we uncover to find HIS love.
Implant HIM in you to experience the divinity within.

Sublime quality of RAM must prevail.
Unveil the wisdom of RAM NAAM to realize you are part of HIM.
Guru is the symbolic light of HIS brillance which blesses us all.
Upkeep the NAAM asset to perform your duty with love.
No quality of HIM can be equated by us. Just pretend and He would speak through you.

Garland of acoustic RAM be in every sadhak’s neck.
Assurance of patience and perseverance HE ordains.
Nothing expands in this cosmos like HIS holy Name.
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iÉÉ®úEò ¨ÉÆjÉ ®úÉ¨É ½èþ,
ÊVÉºÉ EòÉ ºÉÖ¡ò±É +{ÉÉ®ú*
<ºÉ ¨ÉÆjÉ Eäò VÉÉ{É ºÉä,
ÊxÉ¶SÉªÉ ¤ÉxÉä ÊxÉºiÉÉ®ú **93**

The three worlds chant the name of RAM.
Acoustically it links all and passes the universal wisdom.
RAM NAAM is the radiance like millions of SUNs.
A sublime entity HE is and rescues all, all the time.
Karma purification and salvation provider HE is.

Mantra RAM is no word or name but the whole cosmic formula is encoded and hidden in it.
Acoustic intelligence it has in codified manner.
Nectarian value of RAM NAAM provides refuge to all from saints to demons.
Trace the NAAM – RAM – the whole cosmos we would discover.
RAM Mantra wards off all the evils and then goodness prevails.
Assurance of elevation comes with NAAM JAAP only.

Sublime results are assured for those who do RAM NAAM JAAP.
Unfolds the mysticism in a very easy manner.
Father of eternal love HE is and with love HE rescues all.
Acoustic holiness is to join by all the sadhaks.
Latent self gets awakened and even we get to know about our past lives.
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Naam Jaap of RAM NAAM is a sure respite from the mundane.
Innerself opens up and realization dawns within.
Sanctifies all the karma and even effaces our wrong doings.
Concept of duty and spiritual aspirations become clear to us.
HE ordains a sense of surety for our emancipation.
Amplify our sensuous organs and sixth sense dawns within.
You are surely assured of salvation if RAM NAAM Jaap you do.

Begin imagination and then turn them into reality in HIS prescribed way. This is our Mission.
Assures a paving the path for upward movement. So RAM is the path giver to us.
Nothing remains enigmatic if HE unfolds within.
Euphoric bliss HE provides and gives salvation to all.
You are due for elevation if you have done the JAAP intensively.

Nothing would stop you to experience the elevation.
Inner essence would rule our conscious mind to experience HIM.
Subtle existence of RAM NAAM would be viewable by us.
The cyclic birth and rebirth will cease and we would join HIM for final merger.
Amalgamation with HIM is for sure a destiny and amritvani ensures that.
RAM the Maha Mantra is be our final refuge as we intensify RAM NAAM JAAP.

--  <ÊiÉ --
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